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Abstract 

The discovery of the horneobox in 1984 revolutionized the field of developmental 

biology. Since its initial cloning in Drosophila, the homeobox has been found in every class of 

higher eukaryote. The polypeptide encoded by the homeobox, the homeodomain, is a 60 

amui0 acid DNA-binding motif. It has been shown that homeodomain proteins bind DNA as 

part of their function in vivo, and that once bound to DNA they are able to regulate 

transcription. 

in every case so far examined, homeodomain-containing proteins function to detemine 

ce11 fate. They carry out this function by controiiing the expression of their downstrearn target 

genes. However, the indeterminate DNA-binding specificity that homeodomain proteins 

exhibit in vitro is not sufficient to explain their specific function in vivo. In addition, the same 

homeodornain protein is often responsible for the regulation of very divergent processes during 

the life cycle of the organism. The regulation of very different developmental processes may 

require the regulation of different sets or subsets of target genes at these different stages. 

Therefore, mechanisms must exist to fust establish the functional specificity of a given 

homeodomain protein in vivo, and subsequently to change target gene specificity as the protein 

works to deterrnine different ceil fatzs. 

To better understand the factors that control homeodomain function in vivo, we have 

chosen to study the homeodomain proteinfushi tarazu (FTZ), a member of the pair-mle class 

of segmentation genes in Drosophila. The& gene goes through three phases of expression 

during Drosophila embryogenesis, and it is required to determine very different ce11 fates 

during these phases of expression. The results presented in this thesis show that thefrz protein 



c m  function in vivo in the absence of its homeodomain, and that loss of DNA-binding ability 

is compensated for, in part, by the interaction of FTZ with two DNA-binding transcription 

factors, Paired (Chapter 2) and FE-FI (Chapter 3). In addition, FTZ has been shown to be 

extensively phosphorylated in a tissuedependent marner during ernbryogenesis. In viîro 

studies presented here, using FTZ expressed in the baculovirus system suggest that 

phosphorylation rnay also regulate FIZ activity (Chapter 4). 
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Introduction 



1.0 Introduction 

Before presenting the experiments that constitute this thesis, it is worthwhile to 

briefly discuss the history of the homeotic genes and review the genetic screens that 

outlined the hierarchy of Drosophila segmentation genes, of which the homeobox gene 

furhi mrau (Fz), my gene of interest, is a part. This will lead into the cloning of the first 

homeobox gens  and a discussion of the pertinent features of homeodomain proteins in 

terms of their in vitro characteristics and in vivo function. A description of t h e h  gene, its 

regdation, and function wili follow, dong with a review of homeodomain protein-protein 

interactions. This chapter wiii conclude with a review of some of the reported effects that 

phosphory lation has on the activity of transcription factors. 

1.1 History 

1.1.1. Discovery of homeotic mutations 

The fmt recorded observation of naturai variations in the body plan of an organism 

dates back more than 200 years (Lewis, 1994). Just pnor to the tum of this century, and 

pre-dating the re-discovery of Mendel's laws, William Bateson began a systematic shidy 

seeking empincai evidence in support of Darwin's theory of evolution mateson, 1894). 

He felt that naturaily occurring, discontinuous variation in body patterning might provide 

the raw material upon which naturai selection acts to form new species. He observed that 

some of these variations transfomed the identity of one pattern element towards the identity 

of another, and coined the tem homeosis to describe these phenornena. 

The re-discovexy of genetics (another Bateson coinage) in the early part of this 

century and the establishment of Drosophila as a mode1 genetic organism in the laboratory 

of Thomas Hunt Morgan led to the isolation of the k t  homeotic mutation, bithorux 

(Bridges and Morgan, 1923). This mutation causes a partial transformation of haltere to 

wing. After World War II, Ed Lewis began his groundbreaking study of the bithorax 

gene. He isolated a series of mutations in what eventually became known as the Bithorax 



Figure 1.1. Phenotype of a homeotic mutation. Elecaon micrographs show the 

appearance of the heads of wild-type (a) and An?-pedia (b) flies. The antennae have 

been conveaed to second thoracic legs. From: The Interactive Fly, http: 

Ilsdb. b i o . p u r d u e . e d u I f l y / ~ i g e s .  hm 





Complex (BX-C). These mutations altered the identity of thoracic and abdominal segments 

while leaving the number of segments intact Based on the genetic and phenotypic 

evidence, Lewis proposed that the BX-C contained a senes of genes, each of which was 

responsible for d e t e m g  the identity of a specific thoracic or abdominal segment, and 

that these genes arose from multiple gene duplication events (Lewis, 1963, 1978, 1982, 

1985). Later it was shown that the BX-C contained only three lethal complementation 

groups, and that the majority of the mutations in Lewis's "genes" lay in the regdatory 

sequences of the genes within the complex (Sanchez-Herrero et al, 1985). 

1.1.2. Transdetermination 

As with the homeotic mutations, the phenornenon of tmnsdetermination concems a 

transformation of identity rather than a malformation of structure. Transdetermination 

events occur during the long term culture of imaginal discs in the abdomen of addt female 

Drosophila. An irnaginal disc is a sack of cells present in the lama that contains the 

progenitor cells for an adult structure that will form during pupation. For example, 

contained within the wing imaginal disc are al l  the cells that will eventuaily give nse to the 

adult wing. Ln the  ansd de ter mi nation process, the discs remain undifferentiiited through 

many passages in the female abdomen, but maintain the ability to differentiate into the 

appropriate structure if transplanted into a third-instar lama (Gehring et al., 1968; Gehring 

and Schubiger, 1975; Hadom, 1968; Hadorn, 1969; Hadom et al., 1968; Kauffman, 1973; 

Kauffman, 1975). Normally, differentiation is f a i m  to the original fate for which the 

disc was intended. Very rarely, after multiple passages or wound healing. the disc will 

differentiate into an inappropriate structure. For example, a cultured wing disc, following 

transplantation into a larva, might assume a new fate and differentiate into a haltere. 

Observation of many transdetermination events revealed an underlying pattern to the types 

of transformation that cm be obtained. For example, a wing disc might switch to a haltere 

or n o m  fate, but would never take on a genital or proboscis fate. The preservation of disc 

identity during long term culture confmed the heritable nature of the determined state, 



while delineation of the d e s  that limited the possible transfomation events estabfished the 

idea of an underlying genetic hierarchy that govemed the pattern fomiing procas. 

1.1.3. The Screens 

Inspired by Ed Lewis's pioneering work on the bithorax complex (BX-C) (Lewis, 

1963, 1978, 1982, 1985), Tom Kaufman's laboratory began a screen for new zygotic 

lethal mutations in another homeotic gene complex, the Antennapedia Complex (ANT-C) 

(Lewis et al., 1980; Lewis et aL, 1980; Wakimoto and Kaufman, 1981; Wakimoto et al., 

1984). This screen was expected to yield a similar result, the isolation of a gene complex 

that, in this case, regulated segment identity at the anterior end of the embryo. The screen 

succeeded in this goal and more; it also identifïed gens  that affected the number of 

segments (see below). 

At about the same tirne, Christianne Nusslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus initiated 

their landmark screen for new zygotic lethal mutations that affect embryonic patterning 

(Nusslein-Vohard and Wieschaus, 1980; Jurgens et al., 1984; Nusslein-Voihard et aL, 

1984; Wieschaus et al., 1984). A large number of genes obtained from this screen were 

organized by similarities in their cuticular phenotypes into four groups: gap, pair-de, 

segment-polarity, and homeotic. Mutations in gap genes cause the loss of several adjacent 

segments. Mutations in pair-de genes cause the loss of every other segment. Mutations 

in segment polarity genes cause the loss of portions andlor polarity within each segment. 

Mutations in homeotic genes cause transformations in segment identity. Multiple aiieles 

were obtained for each gene suggesting that the mutant screen had been close to saturating. 

Trudi Schupbach with Eric Wieschaus later initiated a screen for matemal effect genes 

required for normal zygotic segmentation. This screen led to the identifkation of the 

materna1 coordinate genes which are responsible for the determination of the 

anterior/posterior (Am) and dorsallventral (DN) axes of the embryo (Schupbach, 1987; 

Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1986, 1989, 199 1) 



1.2 Drosovhila Embryoeenesis and Semnentation 

The genes isolated in the Volhard/Weischaus/Schupbach screeos cm be organized 

into a regdatory hierarchy that functions sequentially, within increasingly restricted 

domains, to divide the embryo into a series of repeating uni& dong the antenor-postenor 

(NP) axis (Ingham, 1988; Iurgens et al., 1984; Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980; 

Nusslein-Volhard et al., 1984; Wieschaus et al., 1984). This process begins very soon 

after fertilization and continues until the end of embryogenesis. Starting at the top, the 

hierarchy consists of the matemal coordinate genes, the gap genes, the pair-rule gens, the 

segment polar@ genes, and, working in parallei. the homeotic genes. Before discussing 

the function of these genes, it is necessary to descnbe briefly the stages of Drosophila 

embryogenesis, and the concept of segments and parasegment.. 

1.2.1. Stages of Embryogenesis 

Following fertilization. the oocyte undergoes a series of 13 synchronous nuclear 

divisions unaccompanied by c yto kinesis. These eari y cleavage cycles proceed very 

rapidly, and are characterized by altemathg rounds of DNA synthesis and mitosis with no 

pausing in G 1 or G2. They occur in the fîrst 2 hours after egg laying (AEL) and comprise 

embryonic stages 1 4 .  At division cycle 9 the dividing ouclei begin to rnigrate to the 

periphery of the embryo so that by the end of division cycle 13 the nuclei have reached the 

cortical cytoplasm to fom the syncytid blastoderm. It is at this time that productive zygotic 

transcription is activated. Cycle 14 is the first division cycle to have a discernible 

interphase and takes place in an asynchronous manner during stages 5-7. Stage 5 (2-3 

hours AEL) is characterized by cellularization of the blastoderm, when the cortical nuclei 

becorne enveloped by ceii membranes. Thus, until the end of stage 5, it is stiil possible for 

factors to freely diffuse between nuclei. Gasmilation (3-3.25 hours AEL) begins at stage 6 



Figure 1.2. Stages of embryogenesis. Electron micrographs depicting representative 

stages of Drosophiln embryogenesis. AL1 ernbryos are oriented with antenor to the lefi and 

dorsal at the top. Stage 4 (a), syncytial blastodenn, nuclei have migrated to the cortex pnor 

to cellularization. Stage 5 (b), cellular blastoderm, the cortical nuclei are now enveloped in 

cell membranes, and the pole cells are visible. Stage 6 (cl, gastrulation has begun as seen 

by the appearance of the cephalic k o w .  Stage 7learly 8 (d) gastnilation is proceeding and 

gem band elongation is about to begin. Stage 8 (e), rapid gem band elongation. Stage 1 1 

(f,g), early stage 12 (h) germ band elongation has been completed The first signs of 

segmentation appear in the form of the parasegmental grooves, and the trached pits are 

visible. Stage 12 (i-k), germ band retraction has begun, aü the thoracic (T 1-T3) and 

abdominal segments (A LA8) are visible. Stage 13 (1) germ band retraction is nearly 

completed, all the segments are nearing their final position dong the anterior/posterior axis. 

From: The Interactive Fly , http: llsdb. bio.purdue.edu/ny/aimain/images. htm 





and concludes at the end of stage 7. It is during stages 5-7 that most of the zygotic genes 

fmction to determine the segmentai division of the embryo (see Figure 1.2). 

Gem band elongation begins in stage 8 and finiçhes in stage 10. Germ band 

elongation is the process whereby cells in the postenor and ventral two thirds of the 

embryo cornpress ventrally, causing the ventral side of the embryo to extend dong the AIP 

axis. At the posterior of the embryo this migration initiates in a dorsal direction and then 

proceeds antenorly to produce a hoaeshoe amangement of the germ layer tissue. The 

forces that dnve germ band elongation, and the reasons for this cell migration, are 

unknown. The entire process of germ band extension cm be divided into two stages: rapid 

germ band elongation in stage 8 (3.25-3.9 hours ML), and slow germ band elongation in 

stages 9 and 10 (3.9-4.4 hours AEL). 

Germ band elongation is followed by M e r  ce11 movements in stage 10 (4.5-5 

hours AEL), and determination events in the nervous system. It is during stages 9 and 10 

that the fmt sets of cells enter division cycles 15 and 16, the final divisions of 

embryogenesis. Stage 10 is also the fmt time that morphological markers of segmentation 

become visible in the form of the parasegmentai grooves (see below). Stages 12 and 13 (5- 

10 hours AEL) are marked by germ band retraction so that a i I  the segments are now aligned 

dong the Am axis. These stages aiso mark the completion by a l i  cek of their fmd  ceIl 

divisions (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; Lawrence, 1992) (see Figure 1.2). 

1.2.2. Segments vs. Parasegments 

The parasegment, as opposed to the morphologically defmed segment of the 

adult, is the primary structurai and molecular metameric unit of the early embryo. The idea 

of parasegments was put forth when it was recognized that rnany segmentation gene 

mutants cause defects in adjacent compartments of separate segments. The parasegments 

are slighùy out of register with the segments and are comprised of the posterior 

compartment of one segment and the anterior compartment of the next. Thus parasegment 



Figure 1.3. Segments versus Parasegments. The aduit fly (top) cm be divided into a 

repeatuig series of segments based on morphology (C=cephalic, T=thoracic, and 

A=abdominal). The segments are off-register with the parasegments, the primary unit of 

segmentation in the embryo (bottom), nich that the posterior @) portion of a segment is the 

antenor (a) portion of a parasegment Phenotypic and biochemical analysis has found that 

a number of the segmentation genes are expressed and work within parasegmental 

boundaries. 



Oments Se, 

Parasegments 



6, for example, consists of the posterior portion of thoracic segment 3 (T3) and the anterior 

p~rnon of abdominal segment 1 (Al). It is the parasegmental domains that have the most 

relevance when discussing molecular markers of segmentation such as the hcmeotic genes 

and the pair-de genesfushi tarazu and even-skipped (Lawrence, 1992; Lawrence and 

Johnston, 1989; Lawrence et al., 1987; Lawrence et al., 1996; Lawrence and S truhi, 1996; 

Martinez- M a s  and Lawrence, 1985) (see Figure 1 -3). 

1.2.3. Materna1 Genes 

It is in the early syncytium (stages 1-5) that the matemaUycontributed antenor, 

posterior, and terminal systems function to establish the anterior-postenor axis of the 

embryo. The anterior and posterior systems generate separate morphogenic gradients that 

regulate two functions: the transcription of zygotic genes and the translation of some 

matemdy-deposited rnRNAs. Development of the terminal regions of the embryo is 

controued by the matemaily-contributed torso signalling pathway (Schupbach and 

Weischaus, 1986, 1989; LingIer et al, 1988; Strecker et al., 1989). 

The matemdydeposited mRNA of the antenor detenninant bicoid is tightly 

localized to the anterior pole of the embryo (Berleth et al., 1988; Frohnhofer et al., 1986; 

S t-Johnstonet al., 1989). After fertiiization, this mEWA is translated and the bicoid 

gradient is created by posterior diffusion of bicoid protein (BCD) @riever and Nusslein- 

Volhani, 1988; St-Johnston et al., 1989). The response of a given target gene to this 

gradient is largely determined by the number of BCD binding sites in the promoter and the 

affinity of BCD for these binding sites (Drees et al., 1987; Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 

1988; Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1989; Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1988; Koch et 

al., 1992; Hoch and Jackle, 1993; Kraut and Levine, 199 1; Pankratz et al., 1992; Rivera- 

Pomar et ai., 1995; Stnihl et al., 1989). Genes with high afnnity bindhg sites can respond 

to lower levels of BCD and are therefore able to be activated more posteriorly. The reverse 

is also tnie in that the promoters of more antenorly expressed genes have low affinity BCD 



binding sites so that they are only activated by high concentrations of BCD. In this 

m e r ,  BCD detemiines, in part, the initiai domains in which the gap genes may be 

activated dong the NP axis. 

The BCD gradient is also required for establishing the gradient of the posterior 

determinant, caudal (cad) (Dubnau and Stnihl, 1996; Rivera-Pomar et al., 1996). Unlike 

bcd, matemally-deposited c d  mRNA is initialiy present throughout the embxyo. The cad 

protein (CAD) gradient is then generated by BCD-dependent repression of c d  mRNA 

translation in the anterior end of the embryo. BCD accomplishes this by binding to BCD 

response elements (BREs) in the 3' untranslated region (UTR) of the maternai cad mKN& 

and somehow preventing its translation (Dubnau and Struhl. 1996; Rivera-Pomar et al., 

1996). Thus a gradient of CAD is generated that is reciprocd to BCD, and peaks at the 

posterior pole of the embryo. Similar to BCD in the antenor, CAD activates expression of 

zygotic patterning genes in the posterior of the embryo in a concentration-dependent 

manner (Pankratz et al., 1992; Rivera-Pomar et al., 1995). 

The nanos protein (NOS) provides the translationcon&olling activity of the 

posterior system (Murata and Wharton, 1995; Tautz, 1988; Wang and Lehmann, 1991). 

nos mRNA is deposited at the anterior end of the oocyte and transported to the posterior 

pole of the oocyte in a microtubule dependent process (Wang et al., 1994). Subsequent 

translation of this rnRNA, and active transport of NOS? produces a NOS gradient 

analogous to the BCD gradient, but in the opposite direction (Dahanukar and Wharton, 

1996; Wang and Lehmann, 199 1). This gradient is required to restrict translation of 

matemallydeposited hunchback (hb) mRNA to the antenor part of the embryo (Irish et al., 

1989; Murata and Wharton, 1995; Tautz, 1988), where matemal HB works synergistically 

with BCD to activate zygotic hb expression. Zn addition, when NOS is mis-localized to the 

anterior pole it has also been shown to be capable of repressing ~ s l a t i o n  of bcd mRNA 

(Wharton and Stnihl, 199 1). 



At the ends of the embryo, the torso tyrosine hase signalling pathway is required 

for the patteming of the head (or acron) and tail (or telson) of the embryo. In response to 

its ligand, rnmk, the torso receptor activates the ras/& signailhg pathway that activates the 

expression of the teminal gap genes tailkss (tll) and huckebein (hkb) (Bramer and Jackle, 

1991; Casanova e t  al., 1995; Casanova and Sûuhl, 1989; Casanova and Struhl, 1993; 

Klingler et al., 1988; Pignoni et al., 1992; Sprenger and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992; Sprenger 

et al., 1989; Weigel et al., 1990). Formation of head stnichues is dependent on the 

combination of these two genes and the anterior detenninant bcd. Together they activate 

expression of the head-specific genes, buttonhead, orhodenticle and empty spiracles 

(Cohen and Jurgens, 1990; Dalton et al., 1989; Finkelstein and Perrimoo, 1990; Walldorf 

and Gehring, 1992). At the posterior end, tll and hkh act in the absence of BCD to 

establish formation of postenor terminal structures ( B r o ~ e r  and Jackle, 199 1; Pignoni et 

al., 1992). 

1.2.4. Gap Genes 

In the tnink of the embryo, the BCD and CAD gradients activate the expression of 

the zygotic gap genes (Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1988; Mever and Nusslein- 

Volhard, 1989; Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1988; Driever et al., 1990; Hoch et al., 

1992; Hoch et al., 1990; Hoch et al., 199 1; Pankratz et al., 1992; Rivera-Pomar et al., 

1995; Struhl, 1989; S m ,  1989; Struhl et al., 1989; Tautz, 1988). As described earlier, 

loss of gap gene activity removes several contiguous segments in the developing embryo; 

the region lost usudy corresponds to the region where the mutated gene is normally 

expressed (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). Starting in stage 4, the gap genes are 

expressed in adjacent broad domains dong the AlP axis. The most anteriorly expressed 

gap gene is hmchback (hb) (Tautz, 1988). Overlapping with hb are anterior stripes of 

gimt  (gt) (Capovilia et al., 1992; Cohen et al., 1993; Cohen and Jurgens, 1990; Petschek 

et al., 1987)and knirps (hi) expression (Nauber et al., 1988). The anterior domain of hb 



expression is foilowed by, and overlaps with, a band of Kruppel (Kr) expression 

(Rosenberg et al., 1986; Rosenberg et al., 1985). Posterior to and partially overlapping 

with Kr is another stripe of hi (Nauber et ai., 1988), foliowed by gt (Capovilla et al., 

1992). and, at the most postenor end, hb again (Tautz, 1988) (see Figure 1.4). In tissue 

culture experiments, gap gene proteins regulate expression of amficial reporter constn~cts 

in a concentrationdependent rnanner. Whether a reporter gene will be activateci or 

repressed by an interaction between gap proteins is dso determined by gap protein 

concentration in these experiments (Capovilla et al., 1992; Sauer and Jackle, 1991; Sauer 

and Jackle, 1995; Wanior and Levine, 1990; Zuo et al., 199 1). For example, at hi& 

levels of expression, hb represses Kr transcription, wMe at low levels it activates Kr (Gad 

et al., 1987; Hoch et al., 1990; Hoch et al., 1991; Hulskamp et al., 1994; Hulskarnp et al., 

1990). Similar concentrationdependent interactions between the gap genes are seen in 

vivo and serve to defme and refine the bordes of gap gene expression (Gad and Jackle, 

1989; Hoch et al., 1992; Hoch and Jackle, 1993; Hoch et al., 1990; Hoch et al., 1991; 

Hulskamp et al., 1994; Hulskamp et al., 1990; Hulskamp et al., 1989; Hulskamp and 

Tautz, 1991; J'ackie et al., 1992; Jackle and Sauer, 1993; Jackle et al., 1986; Pankratz et 

al., 1992; Pankratz et al., 1989; Rivera-Pomar and Jackle, 1996; Rivera-Pomar et al., 

1995; Sauer and Jackle, 199 1 ; Sauer and Jackle, 1993; Sauer and Jackie, 1995; Stanojevic 

et al., 1989; Treisman and Desplan, 1989). 

After the expression domains of the gap genes have been establisheci, patteming 

information is provided by their spatially-restncted expression, by their levels of 

expression, and by the combinations of gap genes that are coexpressed. In this manner, 

the overlapping domains of gap gene transcription, in conjunction with matemal gradients, 

are able to provide the cues that initiate the periodic expression patterns of the pair-nile 

genes (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989; Hooper et al., 

1989; Ingham, 1988; Pankratz and Jackle, 1990; Pankratz et al., 1990; Riddihough and 



Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of the segmentation gene hierarchy. The bicoid 

@CD, red) and caudal (CAD, green) morphogen gradients assign positional values dong 

the anteior/posterior axis of the embryo (top). The gradients are interpreted to produce the 

initial ben-shaped domains of gap gene expression (middle, see text for abbreviatiom). 

The overlapping domains of gap gene expression give rise to the repeaîhg on-off pattern of 

the pair-nile genes (bottom). From Pankratz, M. and Jackle, H. Chapter 9, 'The 

Development of Drosophüo rnelmzogastef'. M. Baie and A. Martinez-Arias, eds. Cold 

Spring Laboratory Press, 1993. 
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Ish-Horowitz, 199 1; Stanojevic et al., 1989; Stanojevic et ai., 199 1; Wanior and Levine, 

1990) (see Figure 1 -4). 

1.2.5. Pair Rule Genes 

The pair-rule genes are named for their mutant phenotype: a loss of dtemating 

segmental regions (Nuslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). In general, the pair-nile 

genes are expressed in a penodic pattern of seven stripes. This expression pattern 

represents the fmt molecular sign of segmentation in the embryo. Most stripes are the 

approximate width of a future segment (about four ceils at this stage) and correspond to the 

region lost in the mutant (see Figure 1 S). 

Eleven pair-nile genes have been identified. Of the ten that have been cloned, nine 

are transcription factors (Benedyk et al., 1994; Carroll et al., 1988; Coulter et al., 1990; 

Frasch and Levine, 1987; Frigerio et al., 1986; Gergen and Butler, 1988; Grossniklaus et 

al., 1992; Laughon and Scott, 1984) and the tenth has homology to the extracellular ma& 

proteh tenascin (Baumgartner et al., 1994). In general, the striped pattern of pair-rule 

gene expression is initiated in response to the activities of the gap genes and then refined by 

interactions between the pair-nile genes themselves. The hairy (h), even-skipped (eve), 

and ncnt (m) genes seem to be more directiy responsive to the gap genes and less 

responsive to the activities of the other pair-nùe genes. At the same h e  they seem to have 

a major role in the regdation of other genes within this class. The "primaryYT nature of 

these three genes is reflected in the structures of the h (Hooper et al., 1989; Howard, 1990; 

Howard et al., 1988; Howard and S M ,  1990) and eve (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 

1989; Srnail et al., 1993; Sm& et al., 1992; Srnail et al., 1996; Small et al., 199 1; Warrior 

and Levine, 1990) promoters, as compared to the structure of the promoter of a 

"secondary" pair-mie gene, fushi tarazu vz) (Huomi and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al., 

1985; Yu and Pick, 1995) (see below). 



Figure 1.5. Ovedapping patterns of pair-nùe gene expression. The row of circles at the 

top of the figure represents one row of nuclei in the embryo spanning three parasegments 

dong the N P  ax is  at blastoderm. The coloured bars represent the regions of mRNA 

expression of the indicated gene. frz (green) is expressed in even-numbered parasepents; 

eve (red) is expressed in odd-numbered parasegments. The horizontal gmdation of colour 

represents the temporal refinement of the eve, ftz and odd-skpped (odd) expression 

patterns such that, after gastnilation expression remains only in the most antexior ceii of 

each parasegment Vertical gradation of colour represents the late appearance of secondaiy 

stnpes of sloppy-paired (slp) and odd in odd-numbered parasegments. The unique 

combination of pair-de genes expressed in each ceii Ieads to specific patterns of segment 

polarîty gene expression (wg, en, goosebeny (gsb)) in each parasegrnent (Gergen and 

Wieschaus, 1985). 





Deletionai analysis of the h and eve promoters revealed that each is divided into a 

series of independently-acting, stripe-specific enhancer elements. One of the best 

characterized stripe-specific enhancer elements is the eve seipe 2 element (Goto et al., 

1989; Harding et al., 1989; SmaU et al., 1993; S m d  et al., 1992; S m d  et al., 1996; Small 

et al., 199 1; Wamior and Levine, 1990). The minimal sbnpe 2 element (MSE) is only 480 

bp long and contains multiple overlapping binding sites for the bcd, hb, gt, and Kr 

proteins. The MSE is activated in a broad region by the joint activities of the anterior 

determinant BCD and the gap gene HB. Activation of the MSE is limited at the antenor 

border by the gap gene GT, and at the postenor border by the gap gene KR. This 

repression is thought to be mediated by repressor cornpetition for activator binding sites 

and by short-range quencbg. The balance of repressing and activating activities leads to 

the correct positionhg of a single, parasegment-wide stripe of eve expression (Small et al., 

1993; S m d  et al., 1992; SmaU et al., 1996; Srnall et al., 1991; Stanojevic et al., 1991). 

T h e h  promoter cm be functionaliy divided into two promoter elements required 

for stripe formation, the upstream enhancer and the zebra element (discussed in more detaii 

in the section on& regdation) (Kirorni and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al., 1985). Unlike 

the eve and h promoters, further dissection of the& Fromoter fails to reveal any elernents 

capable of guiding the expression of a singlefi stripe. Together, the upstream and zebra 

elements give nse to the full& expression pattern in seven stripes (Dearolf et al., 1989; 

Hiromi and Gehnng, 1987; Hiromi et al., 1985; Pick et al., 1990; Topol et al., 199 1; Tsai 

and Gergen, 1995). These two elements can be M e r  divided into srnaller domains each 

capable of generating a seven stripe pattern that is iimited either in the level or regions in 

which it is activated (Dearolf et al., 1989; Pick et al., 1990; Topol et al., 1991; Tsai and 

Gergen, 1995). In summary, the more primary pair-de genes (e.g. h and eve) are directly 

regulated by the gap genes via complex promoters consisting of individual stripe-specific 

elements, while the more secondary genes (e.g.frz) are reguiated by the gap and pair-mle 



genes via s d e r  promoters that generate all seven stripes cwrdinately. This is somewhat 

of an oversimplifcation, however, as, for example, the& promoter does show eady gap- 

gene specific expression. and the promoters of other pair-de genes (e.g. nm) contain 

generd and snipe-specinc enhancers. 

The pair-de genes are responsible for dividbg the embryo into 14 parasegments. 

Whiie all the pair-nile genes are required for this process, eve and& seem to play a major 

role in determinhg the size and boundaries of the parasegments (DiNard0 and O'Farrell, 

1987; Kellerman et al., 1990; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989; Lawrence et al., 1987; 

Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985). The expression patterns of both genes fall precisely 

within the parasegmental boundaries, such that eve is expressed in the odd-numbered 

parasegments and& is expressed in the even-nurnbered ones (Carroll and Scott, 1985; 

Frasch and Levine, 1987; Hafen et al., 1984; Karr and Komberg, 1989; Krause et al., 

1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989; Lawrence et al., 1987; Martinez-Anas and Lawrence, 

1985). The relative levels of eve and& activity appear to d e t e d e  the sizes of their 

respective parasegrnents and consequently the exact location of the parasegmental border 

(Kellennan et al., 1990; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989; Manoukian and Krause, 1992). 

eve and&, in combination with the other pair-rule genes, initiate expression of the 

segment polarity genes, and through this action Iead to the establishment of the 

parasegmental boundaries via the activities of the segment polarity genes engrailed (en) and 

wingless (wg) (see below). The pair-nile gene products also control the identities of the 

parasegments by regulating, in concert with the gap genes, the expression of the homeotic 

genes (see the section on& target genes and chapter 5). 

1.2.6. Segment Polarfty Genes 

As their name suggests, these genes determine the polarity of regions within each 

segment in relation to the A/P axis of the embryo. Loss of segment polarity gene funcrion 

leads to loss of segmental regions and replacement of these regions by mirror-image 



duplications (Ingham, 1988; Nusslein-Voihard and Wieschaus, 1980). W e  some 

segment polarity gene m c r i p t s  are contributed rnatemaIly, expression of the zygotic 

segment polarity gens  is initiated in early stage 6. At this point in embryogenesis, 

cellulxization is complete and factors are no longer able to h e l y  difhise between nuclei. 

As a resuit, the segment polarity genes mark a change in the strategy employed to regulate 

segmentation. To this point, determination events have taken place in a syncytium and 

have been controiled primarily at the level of transcription. In contras& the segment 

polarity genes act in a ceIlularized environment where segmenral patterning relies on 

intercellular communication, and involves the well-known hedgehog (M) and wingless 

(wg) signalling pathways. 

Flanking the parasegmentai borders are two types of ceUs key to the determination 

of segment polarity. Anterior to the border, in the posterior-rnost ceUs of each 

parasegment, are the wg-expressing ceus. wg is a member of the Wnt family of proto- 

oncogenes and encodes a secreted signalling factor (Cabrera et al., 1987; Rijsewijk et al.. 

1987; van den Heuvel et al., 1989). The secreted wg protein extends in a gradient both 

antenorly and posteriorly fiom the wg expressing ceiI (van den Heuvelet al., 1993; van den 

Heuvel et al., 1989). The antenor signal is essential for the formation of naked cuticb in 

the larva In the other direction this signal is required for maintenance of engrailed (en) 

expression in the "en-celi" located on the other side of the border, in the anterior-most celi 

of each parasegment (see Figure 1.4) (Baker, 1988; Baker, 1988; Baker, 1987; Bejsovec 

and Martinez, 199 1; Bejsovec and Wieschaus, 1993; DNardo et al., 1988; Gonzalez et al., 

199 1 ; Hidalgo, 199 1; Hidalgo and Ingham, 1990; Martinez et al., 1988; Nusslein-Volhard 

and Wieschaus, 1980; Sampedro et al., 1993; Stnihl and Basler, 1993; van den Heuvelet 

al., 1993; van den Heuvelet al., 1989; Vincent and Lawrence. 1994; Vincent and OfFarreU, 

1992; Zecca et al., 1996). 

EN is a horneodomain protein required for activation of Wi expression in en- 

expressing cells (Lee et al., 1992; Poole et al., 1985). hh, like wg, is aiso a member of an 



evolutionarily-conserved family of signalhg molecules, and is involveci in widespread 

developmental processes (Hammerschmidt et al., 1997). In the early Drosophila embryo, 

W1 signalluig is required for maintenance of wg expression in adjacent anterior ceiis (the 

"wg-cells") (Inghm, 1993; Ingham, 1995; Ingham and Hidalgo, 1993; Lee et al., 1992; 

Mohler, 1988; Mohler, 1995; Tabata et al., 1992; Taylor et al., 1993). This mutually- 

dependent regulatory loop between wg and hh expressing cells stably maintains the 

boudaries between parasegments and plays a major role in patteming the remaining 

portions of each parasegment. 

1.2.7. Homeotic Genes 

Activated by the joint action of the gap and pair-nile genes, the homeotic genes are 

required for determining the identity of each segment dong the A/P axis. It is the unique 

combination of horneotic genes expressed within each segment that dictates that segment's 

identity. The homeotic genes are organized into huo complexes: the Antennapedia 

Complex (ANT-C) (Lewis et al., 1980; Lewis et al., 1980) and the Bithorax Cornplex 

(BX-C) (Lewis, 1978). Interestingly, the order of genes dong the chromosome reflects 

the order in which they are expressed fiom antenor to posterior in the embryo ( K d a u f  et 

al., 1987 and see below). The homeotic genes all encode homeodomain proteins, and 

many are characterized by large transcription units with multiple splice forms (Bender et 

ai., 1983; Garber et al., 1983). 

1.3 Clonine of the homeobox 

The homeobox was cloned as a part of three "chrornosomal walks", one through 

the BX-C (Bender et al., 1983) and two through the ANT-C (Garber et al., 1983; Scott et 

al., 1983). Starting fiom known breakpoints withui these complexes, a senes of 

overlapping genomic clones was obtained that eventually spanned each complex in its 

entirety. During one of the ANT-C waiks, it was noticed that a small part of the h r p  gene 



cross-hybridized to another region of the complex that contained the& gene (Garber et al., 

1983; McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984). The homology between Antp and& 

was limited to the 3' exon of each gene. It was also shown that this portion of Antp was 

able to cross-hybridize with clones from the BX-C (McGuinis et al., 1984; Scott and 

Weiner, 1984). The region of homology became known as the 'TI'' (for homeotic) repeat 

(McGinnis et al., 1984) and later as the homeobox (McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et ai., 

1984). The cDNAs representing the Ubx, An@, and& homeoboxes were isolated and 

sequenced, and show to share extensive conservation of a 180 bp motif (McGinnis et al., 

1984; Scott and Weiner, 1984; Shepherd et al., 1984). "Zoo-blots", containing DNA from 

a variety of organisms, were probed for homeobox sequences and reveaied that the 

homeobox motif is conserved in ail higher eukaryotes, including humans (McGinnis et al., 

1984). 

The homeobox was predicted to encode a helix-nim-helix motif similar to that 

found in some bacterial transcriptional regdators and the yeast mating type proteins MAT- 

a1 and MAT-& (Garber et al., 1983; Hafen et al., 1984; Kuroiwa et al., 1984; Laughon 

and Scott, 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et ai., 1984; Shepherd et al., 1984; 

Weiner et al., 1984). Its encoded peptide motif was narned the homeodomain (Laughon 

and Scott, 1984). The properties of homeodomain proteins wiii be discussed in the next 

section. 

1.4 Eomeodomain Proteins 

The homeodomain is a 60 AA DNA-binding motif encoded by the homeobox 

(Carrasco et al., 1984; Desplan et ai., 1985; Desplan et al., 1988; Hoey and Levine, 1988; 

Hoey et al., 1988; Laughon and Scotî, 1984; Levine and Hoey, 1988; Shepherd et al., 

1984). This motif is conserved amongst almost a i l  eukaryotic phyla and perhaps even in 

bacteria (Affolter et al., 199 1; Canasco et al., 1984; Coen et al., 1990; Finney et al., 1988; 

Levine et al., 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984; Schulz et al., 1990; 



Schummer et al., 1992; Shepherd et al., 1984; Sommer et al., 1990; Yanofsky et al., 

1990). Homeodomain proteins can be divided into two groups: the complex superclass 

and the dispersed superclass (Gehring et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1989). The complex 

superclass includes all  homeobox gens  that are present in the putatively ancestral cluster of 

homeobox gens referred to as the homeotic complex (HOM-C). In Drosophila, the HOM- 

C is split between the M C  and the BX-C (Lewis, 1978; Lewis et al., 1980; Lewis et 

al., 1980). In vertebrates, the HOM-C has undergone two duplication events, so that in 

mice, for example, there are 4 versions of the HOM-C on 4 different chromosomes 

(Boncinelli et al., 1989; Boncinelli et al., 1988; Duboule and Dolle, 1989; Gaunt, 1988; 

Graham et al., 1989; McGinnis and Knunlauf, 1992). The physicai order of genes within 

the complex is highly conserved and reflects the order in which the gens  are expressed 

dong the N P  axis of the organism (Boncinefi et al., 1989; Boncinefi et al., 1988; Duboule 

and Dolle, 1989; Gaunt, 1988; Graham et al., 1989; Lewis, 1978; Lewis et al., 1980; 

Lewis et al., 1980; McGinnis and Knrmlauf, 1992). 

Based on sequence and position, and narned for the Drosophiiu counterparts, the 

complex superclass cm be divided into the following six orthologous groups: labial 

(hox 1), proboscipedia (hoxî and 3), Defonned (hox4), Sex Combs Reduced (hox5), 

Antennapedia (hox6-8), and Abdominal-B (hoxg- 13) (Gehring et al., 1994; Sharkey et al., 

1997). These groups probably comprise the onginal members of the ancestrai complex and 

are represented in most higher eukaryotes. There are no additional homologies common to 

all members of the orthologous groups besides the presence of an htp-type HD in ail 

members of the HOM-C (Sharkey et al., 1997). 

The dispersed superclass is comprised of al l  homeobox genes located outside of the 

HOM-C (Gehring et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1989). The dispersed superclass is more 

heterogeneous and many of the HD proteins in this group have gained other conserved 

functional domains. Notable members of the dispersed class are the even-skipped, 



engrailed, paired, POU, cut, L M  Zinc Finger, and NK-2 groups (Gehring et al., 1994; 

Scott et al., 1989). The featues of some of these groups will be discussed below. 

Despite the large evolutionary distance separahg them, it seems that most 

homeodornains are remarkably similar. Of the 60 AA in the HD, 7 positions are filled by 

only one AA in a i l  classes of HD protein, with 3 of these positions involved in contachg 

DNA; 10 positions are fiiled by only one AA over 80% of the time; and an additional 12 

positions are fded by only one of two AA residues (Gehring et al., 1994). Hence, it is not 

surprishg that all HDs take on a very similar stmcture (Damante et al., 1996; Damante et 

al., 1994; Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995; Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995; Kissinger et al., 1990; 

Otting et al., 1990; Otting et al., 1988; Qian et al., 1989; Qian et al., 1994; Qian et al., 

1993; Qian et al., 1992; Sharkey et al., 1997; Tsao et al., 1994; Tsao et al., 1995; 

Wolberger, 1993; Wolberger et al., 199 1). At the N-terminal end of the HD is an 

unseuctwed domain referred to as the N-terminal arm. This is followed by the thRe "core" 

a helices of the HD. HeLices 2&3 form the heh-tum-helix DNA-binding motif. Helix 3 

sometimes features a fourth helical extension that is not present in a i I  HD structures, but is 

thought to form upon binding DNA. 

Most HDs bind to their optimal DNA-binding site with a similar architecture 

(Damante et al., 1996; Damante et aL, 1994; Gehring et al., 1994; Gehring et al., 1994; 

Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995; Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995; Kissinger et al., 1990; Otting et 

al., 1990; Qian et al., 1994; Qian et al., 1993; Sharkey et al., 1997; Tsao et al., 1994; Tsao 

et al., 1995; Wolberger, 1993; Wolberger et al., 199 1). Helices 1 & 2 nui parallel to the 

DNA duplex and overlie helix 3 so as to position it in the major groove, perpendicuiar to 

the phosphate-sugar backbone. The N-terminal arm then wraps around in the minor 

groove, and makes a number of contacts with the DNA backbone. The structure of the 

HD/DNA complex has been worked out for the EN (Kissinger et al., 1990), ANTP (Otting 

et al., 1990; Qian et al., 1994; Qian et al., 1993), TïF 1 (Damante et al., 1996; Damante et 



al., 1994), and MAT& homeodomains (Wolberger, 1993; Wolberger et al.. 199 1). In 

these cases it is possible to almost perfectly aLign the peptide backbone of the Kû when 

complexed to DNA. This holds tnie even for the more diverged HD of MAT& which 

contains an extra 3 amino acids between helices 1 & 2. These extra amino acids loop out 

fkom the core structure and do not disnirb the orientation of the rest of the complex. 

HD proteins demonstrate a surpishg lack of DNA-binding specificity in vitro 

given the diverse roles that these proteins are required to perEorm in vivo. With some 

exceptions, most HD proteins bind to a core S'TAAT3' motif. with some selection made 

for the two nucleotides preceding this core (Gehring et aL, 1994; Gehring et ai., 1994). 

The selection of these 5' base-pairs seems to be dependent on the AA residue present at 

position 50 of the HD, which corresponds to position 9 in helix 3 (Desplan et al., 1988; 

Driever and Nusslein-Vohard, 1989; Hanes and Brent, 1989; Hanes and Brent, 1991; 

M d e r  et al., 1988; Percival-Smith et al., 1990; Treisrnan et al., 1989). There are three 

residues commonly found at this position: serine (S), lysine (K), and glutamine (Q). S is 

usualiy found in Prd-type homeodomains and seems to prefer a S'GCTAAT3' consensus 

motif (Treisrnan er al., 1989). Generally, a lysine (K) at position 50 prefers the sequence 

S7TAATGG3' (Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1989), while glutamine (Q prefers 

S'TAATCC3' (Muller et al., 1988). AU the Antp-class HD proteins, however, have Q at 

position 50 and yet cary out very different functions in vivo. In addition, not all HD's 

with a Q at position 50 show this preference for XCïAAT3 ' .  The Antempedia (ANTP) 

and engrailed (EN) proteins both have Q at position 50 and, as expected, ANTP binds 

optimally to S7CCTAAT3'. In contrast, EN will bind with highest affinity to S7TATAAT3' 

(Desplan et al., 1988). For some HD proteins. residues in the N-terminal a m  have also 

been shown to rnake important contacts with DNA that contribute to specficity (Damante et 

al., 1996; Draganescu et al., 1995; Ekker et al., 1992; Lin and McGinnis, 1992). 

Complementary structurai and mutagenesis saidies have been initiated with the goal of 



determining the d e s  thai govem DNA-binding site selection by HD proteins (Damante et 

aL, 1996). These studies have yet to reacb any f m  conclusions, but have started to 

elucidate the complex interactions that are involved in determining DNA-binding 

specificity . 

1.4.1. Achieving Specificity in vivo 

The limited DNA-binding specificity that HD proteins exhibit in vitro and their 

relatively high for non-specinc sequences &es it difficult to expiain their very 

different functions in vivo. Thus there must be extemal factors that allow KD proteins to 

distinguish and regdate specific targets in vivo. One approach taken by HD proteins of the 

dispersed superclass is the acquisition of a second DNA-bindiog domai.. The paired dass 

of HD proteins is characterized by just such a motif, the paired domain (Bopp et al., 

1986; Treisman et al., 1991). PRD is able to bind DNA either through the paired domain 

(PD) flreisman et al., 199 I), through the homeodomain (as a monomer or dimer) (Wilson 

et al., 1993), or simultaneously through both the paired domain and homeodomain 

(Treisman et al., 199 1). Some PRD-response ebments have been characterized in vivo and 

consist of juxtaposed PD and HD binding sites. It has k e n  suggested that PRD target gene 

specificity is achieved through the additive effect of the PD and HD DNA-binding 

specificities (Fujioka et al., 1996). As well, the POU (Ingraham et al., 1990; Knstie and 

Sharp, 1990; Verrijzer et al., 1992; Vemjzer et al., 1991), CUT (Harada et al., 1994), and 

Zn Finger (Fortini et al., 199 1) classes of HD proteins ail have second DNA-binding 

motifs for which these groups have k e n  named. As with Pm, the separate and distinct 

DNA-binding specificity of the second domain is thought to enhance target site 

discrimination in vivo. The presence of a second DNA-binding motif in some HD proteins 

suggests that proteins containing only a single HD probably require interactions with other 

DNA-binding proteins in order to attain greater specificity in vivo (Gehring et al., 1994). 



We have chosen to snidy thefurhi taratu (&) gene of Drosophila in order to investigate the 

mechanisms that govem HD protein specincity Ur vivo 

1.5. Characterization of the ftz gene 

Thefi gene was first identified in the Kaufman laboratory in a screen for new 

homeotic mutations in the ANT-C (Lewis et al., 1980; Lewis et al., 1980; Wakimoto and 

Ka-, 198 1 ; Wakimoto et al., 1984) and was isolated again in the Nusslein- 

VolhardAVeischaus screens (Jurgens et ai., 1984; Nusslein-Voihard and Wieschaus, 

1980). fiz mutant embxyos die prior to hatching and only develop half the no& number 

of segments (hence the name 'Hishi t a . " ,  Japaaese for "not enough segments" (Kuroiwa 

et ai., 1984; Wakimoto et ai., 1984)). Based on the pattern of the remaining denticle belts, 

it is clear that alternathg segments are deleted and that the remaining segments are wider. 

Upon closer examination it was found that the deletions were parasegmental in nature, such 

that the even-numbered parasegments are lost (Wakimoto et al., 1984). Temperature shift 

experirnents using a temperature sensitive (ts) de le  of& showed that the primary 

requirement for& function occurs at blastoderm (Wakimoto et al., 1 984), coinciding with 

the time when the segmental division of the embryo is first determineci (Lawrence and 

Morata, 1977; Lob-Schardin et al., 1979; Wieschaus and Gehring, 1976). 

Using cross-hybridization with the Antp gene as a starting point (see above), 

genomic clones spanning thepz gene were isolated (Kuroiwa et al., 1984; Weiner et al., 

1984). These clones were used to map the transcribed region of the& gene. These 

experiments showed thatfrz encodes a transcript of 1.9 kb, that is spliced together fiom 

two exons of 980 and 880 nucleotides separated by a small intron of approximately 150 bp. 

Twofiz mutati~ns,fh"~~ andfrz"', were shown to disnipt the& coding region thus 

c o n f i g  that the cloned region did correspond to theh gene (Laughon and Scott, 1984; 

Weiner et al., 1984). 



Genomicfn clones were also used to probe developmental Northem blots to 

determine at what stage& is expressed Expression was found to peak during 

embryogenesis 2 4  hours after egg laying (AEL) and to persist weakly until 10-12 hours 

AEL (Kuroiwa et al., 1984; Weiner et al., 1984). This temporai window of expression 

correlates with the times whenftz activity is required as detennined in temperature-shift 

experiments with a temperatun: sensitive& de le  (Wakimoto et al., 1984; Weiner et al., 

1984). 

The& genomic clones were then w d  to prepare probes for in situ hybridization 

on fmed sections of Drosophila embryos (Hafen et al., 1984; Weir and Komberg, 1985). 

These experiments revealed that& is expressed in a spatially restncted pattern of 7 stripes 

encircling the blastodem embryo. Despite the low resolution attained with the tritiated 

probes used for the in situ analysis, it was still deiermined îhat the regions of& expression 

roughly overïe the regions wherefr;: hinction is required for segmentation. 

Isolation of the& cDNA dowed for the overexpression of& protein 0 in E. 

coli and thereby the production of anti-FLZ antibodies (Carroll and Scott, 1985; Krause et 

al., 1988). These were used to determine the FE expression pattern with a higher 

resolution than the in situ analysis could provide. The immunohistochemical labelhg of 

embryos with anti-FIZ antibodies reveaied the dynamic nature of& expression. fh 

protein expression initiates as two broad bands that overlap with the regions of future 

stripes 1 and 5, and these bands then resolve into a senes of seven difise stripes in the 

aunk region of the embryo. As this expression broadens and strengthens, individual 

stripes begin to appear in the order of stripes 1,5,2,3,6+7, and 4. By syncytial 

blastoderm (2.5 hr. AEL, early stage 5), ail seven FIZ stripes have resolved, and each is 

4-5 nuclei wide. The Ievel of protein varies withlli a stripe such that the protein is 

distributed in a Ml-shaped c w e  across it By blastodenn cellularization (late stage 3, the 

expression sharpens at the anterior margin and clears from the more posterior nuclei. As 

gastrulation and germ band extension proceed (stages 6 h 7),& expression continues to 



fade until it is only present in the most anterior cell of each stripe. Fially, by 4.5-5 hr 

AEL (stage 8). this expression is also exthguished with stripe 7 king the 1s t  to fade. 

Non-radioactive in situ hybndization probes have subsequentiy contirmed thatftz mRNA 

expression initiates and resolves in a similar manner (Yu and Pick, 1995) (see Figure 1.6). 

In addition to the seven stripes of blastoderm expression, anti-ftz immmostaining 

also detectedfrz protein in a subset of cek in every segment of the developing nervous 

system (6- 10 hr. AEL) (Carroll and Scott, 1985; Krause et al., 1988) and later, again, in 

the developing hindgut and other assorted tissues (12-14 hr. AEL) (Krause et aL, 1988). 

The role of& in the development of the nervous system will be discussed below, while the 

function of& in other tissues rernains to be investigated. The later phases of& 

expression are coincident with the times when temperature sensitive& aileles demonstrate 

a moderate temperature-sensitive loss in viabiIity (as compared to the complete lethality at 

blastoderm) (Wakimoto et al., 1984; Weiner et al., 1984). This would imply thatftz is 

required for essentiai functions other than segmentation, but that the loss of these bct ions  

does not always result in immediate lethality. 

FTZ immunolocalization demonstrated thatfR protein is localized to the nucleus at 

each phase of expression (Carroll and Scott, 1985; Krause et al.. 1988). as would be 

consistent with its presumed role as a transcriptional regulator of other genes (Hafen et al., 

1984; Laughon and Scott, 1984; Shepherd et al., 1984). As stated above, sequence 

analysis of the homeobox and the predicted sequence of the encoded homeodomain 0) 

suggested that the HD is a helix-tum-helix DNA-binding domain. Properties of theh  

protein will be discussed below. 

1.6. Transcriational Reeulation of the f t z  eene 

1.6.1. The ftz promoter 

Unlike the homeotic genes of the ANT-C, the& transcription unit and related 

regulatory sequences are relatively compact (Kuroiwa et al., 1984; Weiner et al., 1984). 



Figure 1.6. Evolution of& stripe pattern. fR transcnpts were visualized by in situ 

hybribtion. AU embryos are onented with anterior to the Ieft and dorsal up. frz 

expression initiaies weakly in late stage 3 to form a broad band of expression that spans the 

entire hunk region (a). This broad band then begim to resolve in stage 4 in a stnpe- 

specific manner @). By late stage 4 all seven stripes become visible (c). By blastodem 

(stage 5),& expression has resolved into seven eveniy spaced stripes, each 3-4 nucleikells 

wide (d). frz seipes begin to narrow as gasîdation (stage 6) begins so that each stripe is 

now 2-3 celis wide (e). fiz stripes continue to narrow in stage 7; ail stripes (except stxipe 7) 

are now 1-2 celis wide (f). Duriog stage 8, and germ band elongation, fn expression 

begins to fade, starting with siripe 1, so that eventually only residual stripes are present (g). 

By the time the germ band is M y  elongated,frz stripes 1-6 have disappeared and stnpe 7 

is barely visible (h). Images courtesy of A. Nasiadka. 





The minimal& transcription unit that can rescueflz mutants consists of approximately 

lOkb of genomic sequence. This 10 kb includes the 2kbftz coding region, 6kb of 5' 

sequence, and 2kb of 3' sequence (Hkorni and Gehring. 1987; Hiromi et aL, 1985). The 

3' flanking sequence is not absoluteIy required for rescue in this assay, although its 

presence greatly increases the percentage of rescued transgenic fies (Hir0m.i et al., 1985). 

This region contains a putative scaffold attachment region (SAR) that probably serves to 

insulate expression of the& gene from other nearby regulatory elements (Gasser and 

L a e d ,  1986). It may also contain additional uncharacterized enhancer elements. 

Another SAR is also present in the distal portion of the 5' flanking sequence (Gasser and 

Laemmli, 1986). 

Three independent regulatory elements have k e n  disthguished in the& 5' 

flanking region: the upstream enhancer element (-6.1 kb to -3.45 kb), the neurogenic 

element (-2.5kb to -0.7 kb), and the zebra element (-0.7 kb to +1) @oe et al., 1988; 

Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hïromi et al., 1985). Each element is capable of functioning 

independentiy @oe et al., 1988; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al., 1985). In 

isolation, both the upstrearn and zebra elernents are capable of generating a 7 sûipe 

expression pattern. On their own, however, each c m  only activate the sû-iped pattern in a 

restricted region (Dearolf et al., 1989; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Pick et al., 1990; Topo1 

et al., 199 1; Tsai and Gergen, 1995). The zebra element functions predorninantly in the 

presumptive mesoderm while the upstream element activates transcription in the region that 

will become ectoderm (Pick et al., 1990). The current mode1 States that the zebra element 

receives signals £iom the gap and pair-rule genes to produce the initial 7 strïpes of& 

expression, and the upstream element subsequently serves to enhance this expression. 

Activation of the upstream element has been shown to befh proteidependent, suggesting 

that theftz gene itself is one of the direct targets of its protein product (Hiromi and 

Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al.. 1985; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989; Schier and Gehring, 1993; 

Schier and Gehring, 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993) (see below). 



More recently, it has been shown that, white the zebra and upstream elements 

provide sufficient information to direct the expression of& in 7 stripes at cellular 

blastodem, they do not M y  repmduce the stripe-specifk initiation off i  expression (Yu 

aad Pick, 1995). Therefore, additionai sequences outside of the minimal rescue unit, that 

are not required for viability, m u t  be required for a f a i M  reproduction of the initiation 

pattern of& stripes. 

Shortly after the disappearance offh stripes, the gene starts king transcribed in a 

subset of ceUs in the developing c e n d  nervous system (CNS)  (Carroll and Scott, 1985; 

Doe et al., 1988; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hirorni et al., 1985; Krause et al., 1988). 

Here,ftz is required for the proper determination of neuronal identity in at l e s t  some of the 

ceUs in which it is expressed @oe et al., 1988). In addition to subsets of neuronal 

precursors and glia ceils,frr is also expressed in neurons such as the aCC and RP2 cells 

and more weakly in their sister ceiis PCC and RP1 @oe et al., 1988). UsingmacZ 

reporter genes, it was estabLished that neither the zebra element nor the upstream enhancer 

are required for& expression in these neuronal ceils. Instead, this expression seems to be 

dependent mainly on the "neurogenic" element (NE) which is located at -2.5kb to 4.7 kb 

between the upstream and zebra elements (Doe et al., 1988; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; 

Hirorni et al., 1985). Morphological analysis of embryos lackingfh function in the 

nervous system does show a mis-specification of the aCC and RP2 neurons towards the 

fate of their sister ceiis PCC and RP1 @oe et al., 1988). The function of& in the other 

neuronal precursor and glia cells is yet to be determined. Hies with a deleted NE do not 

survive to adulthood P o e  et al., 1988), suggesting thatfh function in the nervous system 

is potentiay required for full viability. There is some concem, however, that deletion of 

the NE removes uncharacterized strïpe enhancer elements that may have been missed in the 

initial promoter anaiysis. Loss of these hypotheticai promoter elements may then be 

responsible for the loss of viability that results from deletion of the NE. 



Figure 1.7 Schematic of the& promoter. Show are the relative positions of the three 

regdatory elements idenfifieci within the 5' q i o n  of the fa prornoter (Hiromi et al 1985; 

Hiromi and Gehring? 1987). Numbea indicate distance from the transcription start site in 

kb. Highlighted are the FE and FE-FI binding sites that have been identified in the 

upstream enhancer and zebra element. This ngion of the enhancer has been shown to be 

activated in a&-dependent manner (Schier and Gehring, 1992, 19934b). 
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1.6.2 Genetically defined regdators of ftz - Materna1 Effect Genes 

Matemal loss of function of the coordinate genes results in gross developmentd 

defects in the affected embryo (Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1988, 1989; Macdonald and 

Struhi, 1986; Mlodzik and Gehring, 1987; Mlodzik et al., 1990; Schupbach and 

Wieschaus, 1986, 1989, 1991; Taua, 1988). It would be expected thatfk expression will 

be affected by these mutations asfiz Lies downstream of these genes in the segmentation 

hierarchy. It is difficult, however, to determine whether the maternal gene products 

regdatefi expression directiy or indirectly via the gap and primary pair-de genes. 

It has k e n  suggested that caudal directly regulatesfn expression in the posterior of 

the embryo (Dearolf et al., 1989, 1990; Macdonald and S M ,  1986; Mlodzik and 

Gehring, 1987; Mlodzik et al., 1990). Embryos that have no maternal or zygotic cad 

activity faü to develop more postenor stmctures and also show pair-nile defects similar to 

fn mutants (Macdonald and S W ,  1986; Mlodzik and Gehring, 1987). 

Immunohistochemistry experirnents showed that the posterior& stxipes (5-7) are weak or 

missing in cad embryos, while the more antenor stnpes (1-4) are unaffected or broadened 

(Mlodzik and Gehring, 1987). Conversely, when cad is ectopically-expressed under the 

control of a heat shock promoter, the postenorftz stripes are broadened and the antenor 

stnpes are diminished in intensity (Modzik et al., 1990). CAD responsive elements 

(CDREs) have been found in the zebra element of t h e h  promoter (Dearolf et aL, 1989). 

Each of them consists of two sets of tandem repeats of the divergent CAD HD binding site 

(S7TTTATG3'). In vitro, CAD binds to these sites via its homeodomain, and in vivo CAD 

activates mscnption of a reporter gene placed downstream of these elements. Mutations 

in the CDRE that prevent CAD fkom binding &O eliminate CAD-dependent activation fiom 

these sites in vivo (Dearolf et al., 1989). These resdts are consistent with the idea that 

CAD acts directly to a d v a t e h  expression. 



1.6.3 GeneticaUy defined regulators of ftz - Gap and Pair-rule genes 

Mutations in any of the gap genes result in defects in theh expression pattern. 

Most of the gap proteins seern to act primarily as negative regdators of& expression 

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987). As with the materna1 effect genes, it 

is dinicult to determine if these are direct or indirect effects: mutation of one gap gene 

affects the expression of the others as weU as the expression of primary pair-de genes 

(Frasch and Levine, 1987; Gaul and Jackie, 1989; Hoch et al., 1992; Hoch and Jackle, 

1993; Hoch et al., 1990; Hoch et al., 1991; Hulskamp et al., 1994; Huiskamp et al., 1990; 

Hulskamp et al., 1989; Hulskamp and Tautz, 1991; Jackle et al., 1992; Jackie and Sauer, 

1993; JackIe et al., 1986; Jackle et al., 1986; Pankratz et al., 1992; Pankratz et al., 1989; 

Rivera-Pomar and Jackle, 1996; Rivera-Pomar et al., 1995; Sauer and Jackle, 199 1; Sauer 

and Jackle, 1993; Sauer and Jackle, 1995; Stanojevic et al., 1989; Treisman and Desplan, 

1989). 

The gap gene Kr is a good candidate for a direct activator of& expression (CarroU 

and Scott, 1986; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Frasch and Levine, 1987). Kr is expressed in a 

broad domain spanning parasegments 3- 10 (Knipple et al., 1985). In Kr mutants,& 

expression is reduced to 4 or 5 stripes with a gap where sûipe 4 normaily occurs. The 

remainingfiz stnpes appear fused and shified towards the middle of the embryo (Carroll 

and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987). 

It has been noted thatfiz expression initiates in a gap-gene-Like pattern and that pnor 

to cellular blastoderm, pair-de mutations have no effect onfi  expression (Yu and Pick, 

1995). It is iikely that the gap genes, located one level up in the hierarchy, are the fmt to 

regulatefrr transcription and that the other pair-de genes act subsequently to maintain and 

refine this expression. 

Every pair-mie gene except paired @rd) has been s h o w  to be able to affect& 

transcription (Baurngartner and Noll, 1990; Cadigan et al ., 1994; Cadigan et ai., 1994; 

Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Carroll et al.. 1988; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll and Vavra, 



1989; Couiter et al., 1990; Coulter and Wieschaus, 1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987; 

Grossniklaus et al., 1992; Harding et ai-, 1986; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Ish-Horowicz 

and Pinchin, 1987; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989). Mutant and ectopic expression studies 

have show that the primary pa i rde  genes (h, nmt and me) influence t h e h  pattern at 

blastodex-m after 50% ceilularization whenfir expression resolves into 7 evedy spaced 

stripes (Carroll et al., 1988; Carroll and Scott, 1985; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll and 

Vavra, 1989; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Gergen and Butler, 1988; Gergen and Wieschaus, 

1986; Gergen and Wieschaus, 1985; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Manoukian and 

Krause, 1992; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Yu and Pick, 1995). 

h is a repressor offiz transcription. h transcripts CO-iocalize with the posterior 

portion of the earlyftz seipes in the region from whichfrz expression eventuaiiy retracts 

(Carroll et al., 1988; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1985). In h mutants, fh transcription expands to 

fill the odd-numbered parasegments (Carroll et al., 1988; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 

1987). Conversely, when h is expressed throughout the embryo by means of a heat shock 

inducible promoter (hsH), fR stripes are greatly repressed (Carroll et al., 1988; Ish- 

Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987). 

nui is a genetic activator of& transcription. Its expression overlaps with the 

anterior part of eachfrz stripe, wherek  transcripts persist und the end of stage 8 (Gergen 

and Butler, 1988; Gergen and Wieschaus, 1986; Gergen and Wieschaus, 1985). In rm 

mutants,fiz expression is greatly reduced, especidy in the anterior four stripes (Carroll 

and Scott, 1986; Carroll and Vavra, 1989). A similar positive effect on& expression is 

observed in hsRUN embryos, wherefh stripes expand to fill the odd-numbered 

parasegments (Manoukian and Krause, 1993). This expansion is delayed, however, 

suggesting thath  activation by nut may be indirect 

The early eve expression pattern is exactly complementary to that of& (Frasch 

and Levine, 1987). Hence, it was assumed that eve would act as a& repressor. ftz 

regdation by eve, however, is more cornplex. In eve mutants,& expression is reduced 



and disappears prematurely (Carroil and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Frasch et 

al., 1988). This rnay refiect the observed potential for eve expression to activatefn in 

early embryogenesis (Manoukian and Krause, 1992). In hsEVE embryos, ectopic 

expression of eve at 2-2:20 hr AEL activates fi expression, but at 2:2û-3:00 hr AEL mis- 

expression of eve results in efficient repression of allfrt stripes (Manoukian and Krause, 

1992). It is not clear whether eve activatesfi directiy or, for example, indirectly by 

repressing a& repressor, however, it has been suggested that the subsequent repression 

of& by EVE is direct (Manoukian and Krause, 1992). 

Secondary pair-nile genes have also been shown to regdatefi expression. The 

requirement of FTZ for maintenance of its own expression has already been noted (see 

above). In& mutants, expression from t h e h  promoter initiates, but fails to reach fidl 

levels of expression and fades prematurely (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al., 

1985). Ubiquitous expression of& from a heat shock inducible transgene (hsFTZ) 

activates the endogenous gene resdting in an antenor expansion of allfh stnpes by one or 

two ceils (Fitzpaaick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989 and see below for M e r  

discussion). In addition, the activities of the secondary pair-de genes sloppy-paired (slp) 

(Cadigan et al., 1994; Cadigan et al., 1994), odd-skipped (odd) (Coulter et al., 1990; 

Coulter and Wieschaus, 1988; Mullen and DiNardo, 1995) and odd-paired (opa) (Benedyk 

et al., 1994) also affect latefiz expression. In slp and odd mutants, at the time whenfn 

stripes are normaiiy retracted, secondary stripes appear in the postenor of each 

parasegment. Repression of& transcription by odd and slp is thought to facilitate the 

process of& stripe retraction (Cadigan et al., 1994; Coulter et al., 1990; Codter and 

Wieschaus, 1988; Muilen and DiNardo, 1995). The negative role of slp in& regulation is 

aiso supported by experiments in which the ubiquitous expression of slp can repressfn 

transcription (Cadigan et al., 1994). In opa mutants,& expression suffers from stripe- 

specific defects. It is not clear whether this represents a direct role for opa infit regulation 

or an indirect effect mediated in part by the loss of odd expression (Benedyk et al., 1994). 



1.7 f t z  orornoter bindine proteins 

The dynarnic seven-stripe pattern of t h e h  expression, one of the first 

metamericaily-repeating patterns to be observeci, sparked interest in identifying the trans- 

acting factors responsible. Genetic analysis has made many of the other segmentation 

proteins obvious candidates for these factors (see above). The tangle of transcription factor 

interactions in the segmentation gene hierarchy, however, rnakes it dificult to detennine 

whether a gene acts directly or indirectly on a target gene. There is also concem that some 

ftz regulating genes might have been missed in genetic screens because of pleiotropic 

requirements. Thus, these factors might only be identified by biochemical or more 

sophisticated gene tic approaches. 

The characterization of& promoter elements pemitted the identification in eariy- 

embryo nuclear extracts offSz promoter-binding proteins. Electrophoretic mobility shift 

assays and footprinting experiments identined a large number of proteins that were able to 

bind to multiple sites in both the& zebra elemeot and the upstream enhancer element 

(Brown er al., 199 1 ; Han et al., 1993; Harrison and Travers, 1990; Harrison and Travers, 

1988; Ueda et al., 1990). Many of these factors remain uncharacterized. In the next 

section 1 wili discuss the attributes of three potential regdators of& transcription that were 

identified by these methods. They are FTZ-FI (Han et al., 1993; Lavorgna et al., 1991; 

Ueda et al., 1990), DHR-39 (Ayer and Benyajati, 1992; Ohno and Petkovich, 1992; Ohno 

et al., 1994), and Tramtrack (Brown et al., 1991; Harrison and Travers, 1988, 1990). 

1.7.1. Ftz-F1 

FIZ-F1 was isolated as a protein that bound to multiple sites in the& zebra and 

upstream enhancer elements (Han et al., 1993; Lavorgna et al., 1991; Ueda et al., 1990). 

Deletion of FTZ-FI binding sites from the zebra elernent results in the loss of expression of 

frz in stripes 1,2, 3 and 6. This effect is similar to the phenotype of weak nut deles. 



Thus, it was suggested bat FIZ-FI was a positive reguiator of& that may mediate the 

positive effects of nm on& expression (Lavorgna et ai., 199 1; Ueda et al., 1990). 

The Ftz-F1 gene was cloned by probing an expression library with a labelleci FTZ- 

F1 binding site (Lavorgna et al., 199 1). Tmmunologicai assays using anti-FTZ-F1 

adsenun confinneci that the cloned cDNA encoded the same protein that had been 

identifiai in the initial footprinting experiments (Ueda et al., 1990). The gene is expressed 

at two developmental stages (Lavorgna et al., 199 1). At 0-4 hours AEL, a 5.2 kb Ftz-FI 

transcript is detected. This early traoscript is presumed to be contnbuted matemally. 

Indeed, expression fades after 4 hours and then reappears 14-22 hours AEL as two 

altematively spliced &anscripts of 5.6 and 4.8 kb (Lavorgna et al., 1993; Lavorgna et al., 

199 1). Tbus, alternative splicing produces three transcnpts, one matemdy contnbuted 

and two zygoticaily expressed. These &anscripts are predicted to encode an early form and 

a late fom of FIZ-F1 . This correlates with the observation that the FIZ-Fl/DNA complex 

detected in late stage embryo extracts differs in electrophoretic mobility from the complex 

present in eady stage extracts (Ueda et al., 1990). 

Based on amino acid sequence, FTZ-F 1 bas been classifed as an orphan rnember 

of the steroid-receptor f d y  of nuclear receptoa (Lavorgna et al., 199 1). The protein 

contains three domains that share homology with other nuclear hormone receptors: a Zn 

fmger DNA-binbg domain, and two conserved regions in the presumptive ligand binding 

domain (Lavorgna et al., 199 1 ). The C-terminal two-thirds of the protein contains ali 3 

domains and is identical in the early and late forms of the protein. The early splice fom 

encodes a protein (aFIZ-F1) with a 401 AA N-terminal domain and the late splice forms 

encode a protein ( P m - F I )  with an unrelated 173 AA N-terminus (Lavorgna et al., 1993). 

$ n F l  is invoived in rnediating the ecdysone response during larval metamorphosis 

(Horner et al., 1995; Lavorgna et al., 1993). 



Homologues of FïZ-FI have been identified in another insect species (Ueda and 

Hirose, 1990) and in vertebrates (Lala et al., 1992; Luo et al., 1994; Tsukiyama et al., 

1992). Andogous to the situation in Drosophila, the mouse FIZ-F1 message is also 

altematively spliced to produce two previously characterized proteins, ELP and S F - l w a  

et al., 1992; Luo et al., 1994; Tsukiyama et al., 1992). ELP was isolated as a factor that 

binds to the long terminai repeats of Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus in mouse embryonic 

carcinoma ceils (Tsukiyama et al., 1992). Characterization of the SF- I splice fonn has 

elucidated the presumed in vivo function of Ftz-FI in the moue. This fom of FTZ-F1 is 

expressed in a.U primary steroidogenic tissues where it plays a major role in activahg 

steroidogenic genes during mouse embryogenesis (Lala et al., 1992). Mice deficient for 

FTZ-FI fail to develop gonads and adrenal glands due to the loss of steroid production 

(Luo et al., 1994). 

At present, a FE-FI ligand has not been identified in moue or Drosophila. 

Regardes, the structure of the protein provoked a great deal of interest in the notion that a 

hormone signalling pathway might be involved in the regdation of early patteming genes. 

There have been no aFTZ-FI mutants available until recently, and an in vivo mle for 

aFTZ-F 1 as a regulator of the frz gene has not been demonstrated. On the contrary, I 

show in this thesis (Chapter 3) that FTZ-FI is not required for& activation, but is an 

essential FTZ CO-factor required for the regulation of otherfh target genes. 

1.7-2. DHR-39 

DHR-39 was cloned based on its homology to FTZ-F1 and was originally named 

FïZ-FlP (Ohno and Petkovich, 1992). Isolation of the P-splice form of FTZ-FI confused 

the nomenclature and FE-Flp subsequentiy became known as DHR-39 (orosophila 

Hormone Receptor at cytological rnap position SC) (Lavorgna et al., 1993). The - 



homology between FTZ-F1 and DHR-39 is lunited to the DNA binding (63% identity) and 

ligand binding (22% identity) domains (Ohno and Petkovich, 1992). Dhr-39 transcripts 

are altematively spliced in a stageodependent mannec a 3.5 kb traoscript is present fiom O- 

4 hours AEL and a 5.1 kb tmnscript is present f?om 4 hours AEL to adulthood (Ohno and 

Petkovich, 1992). DHR-39 binds FIZ-FI recognition sites with a similar affinity as FiZ- 

FI (Ohno et al., 1994). No mutations in DHR-39 have k e n  isolated, but based on its time 

of expression, and its ability to bind to sites in the& promoter, it has k e n  suggested that it 

may act to regulatefiz transcription and that it may carry out this function as a mediator of 

hairy- and m t -  dependenth regulation (Tsai and Gergen, 1995). 

An alternative mode1 of DHR-39 function cornes fiom CO-transfection experiments 

in cultured m a m a n  ceils. These experiments found that DHR-39 on its own is unable 

to affect the expression of a FTZ-F1 reporter gene. It is, however, able to repress FTZ-Fl- 

dependent activation, presumably by cornpethg for binding sites. Based on these results, 

it has been suggested that DHR-39 may function in vivo to antagonize regulation of FTZ- 

FI-dependent genes (Ohno et al., 1994). 

1.7.3. Tramtrack 

Trmtrack (TïK) was fmt isolated as a& enhancer binding protein present in 

embryo nuclear extracts (Harrison and Travers, 1988). It was cloned by probing an 

expression library with a 'ITK binding site and the gene was found to encode a Zn-finger 

DNA binding protein (Brown et al., 199 1; Hamison and Travers, 1990). Like FE-FI  and 

DHR-39, rtk is initialiy expressed in the early emblyo from a matemaily-deposited mRNA 

(Harrison and Travers, 1 990). Al temative splicing of the zygoticdy expressed transcnpt 

produces two proteins of molecular weight 69kDa and 88kDa, each with a distinct DNA 

binding specificity (Hanison and Travers, 1990; Read and Maniey, 1992). The two splice 

f o m  also differ in their expression patterns and probable functions (Read and Manley, 

1992). Binding sites for the 88kDA protein have been found in the engraùed promoter 



(Hamison and Travers, 1990; Read and Madey, 1992). It has been proposed that the 69 

kDa protein acts as a negative regdator of& and m e  expression and that the 88 

protein is involved in engrailed regulation. 

Removai of TTK-binding sites from thefa: promoter, or loss of nk activity, resdu 

in premature activation of& transcription (Brown et al., 1991; Pritchard and Schubiger, 

1996). It has also been show that ectopic expression of ttk resuits in rapid repression of 

f h  (and other pair-de gene) expression (Brown and Wu, 1993). In wild-type embryos, 

TIX is thought to function as a monitor of the nucleocytoplasmic ratio duRng the early 

nuclear divisions. In the proposed model, the fixed amount of matemally-supplied TTK is 

diluted with each nuclear division until the concentration per nucleus is reduced to a level 

that dowsfiz transcription to be activated (Pritchard and Schubiger, 1996). 

1.7.4. fushi farazu autoregulation 

It has been established thatfrz activity is required for the activation of its own 

expression (Dearolf et al., 1989; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et al., 1985; hh- 

Horowicz et al., 1989). Autocatalytic frr regulation is mediated by the upstream element 

(UE), and multiple FIZ-binding sites are found throughout the UE (Han et al., 1993; 

Schier and Gehring, 1992, 1993a,b). A cluster of five FTZ-binding sites in a smdi region 

of the UE (base pairs 2 145 to 2574) cm direct the expression of a reporter gene in a FE- 

dependent rnanner (Schier and Gehring, 1992, 1993a,b). Deletion of two key FIZ- 

binding sites in this reporter removes FIZ-responsiveness and reduces the level of 

activation. Similarly, if these FTZ-binding sites are mutated to a BCD-binding site,&- 

dependent activation is reduced. Replacement of the FIZ HD with the BCD HD, however, 

restores FIZ-dependent activation of the mutated element (Schier and Gehring 1992, 

19934b). This "second-site suppressor effect" is the strongest evidence demonstrating that 

autocatalytic activation of& expression is direct. It has been noted, however, that not 

of the FTZ-binding sites present in the reporter are required for, or are capable of, guiding 



&&pendent activation. It was also noted that the FIZ-binding sites are flanked by a 

cluster of motifs that share hornology with sequences found in otherflz target gene 

promoters (Schier and Gehring, 1993a,b). Some of the mutations that eliminate FIZ- 

dependent activation also affect these conserved sites (Schier and Gehring, 1993; Schier 

and Gehring, 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993). Hence, these motifs may serve as binding 

sites for potential FTZ CO-factors which may play important roles in recniiting FTZ to its 

target gene promoters. 

1.8 The f tz   rotei in 

ftr encodes a protein of 413 AA with a predicted molecular mass of 43 kDa and an 

apparent molecular weight of 63 kDa on SDS-PAGE (Krause and Gehring, 1988; Krause 

et al., 1988; Laughon and Scott, 1984). The protein sequence contains a large number of 

proline, serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues, each king about 10% of the total nurnber 

of AA in FTZ (Krause and Gehring, 1988; Krause et al., 1988; Laughon and Scott, 1984). 

The large number of proline residues may account for the anomaious migration of Fi2 on 

SDS-PAGE. F E  also contains a large number of acidic and basic residues. As with 

many DNA-binding proteins, the basic residues are concenmted in the DNA-binding HD. 

The protein features a number of interesthg domains, including three putative 

nuclear localization signals, sequence- (Krause et al., 1988) and genetically-defined 

(Kellennan et al.. 1990) PEST regions, N- and C- terminal activation domains (Fitzpatrick 

and Logles, 1989; Fitzpatrick et al., 1992), and the homeodomain. FTZ is also extensively 

phosphorylated on its serine and threonine residues in a tissue- and stage-specifc marner 

(Krause and Gehring, 1988; Krause and Gehring, 1989; Krause et al., 1988). This will be 

discussed separately in the section on phosphorylation. 

1.8.1. Nuclear Iocalization 



As the name suggestî, nuclear localization sequences (NLS) ace rquired to actively 

target proteins to the nucleus foIlowing translation in the cytoplasm. Typicdy these motifs 

are rich in basic residues (Lacasse and Lefebvre, 1995). Based on homology, the N- 

temal domah of FIZ contains two nuclear localization motifs at residues 87-94 and 119- 

125. A third NLS is predicted to lie in the N-texminal atm of the HD at residues 257-265. 

In addition, because of its ability to bind DNA, the HD itself is thought to function as an 

additional NLS . 

1.8.2. Ual alleles and the PEST motif 

PEST sequences are commody found in proteins with short half-lives and are 

thought to target proteins for degradation (Rechsteiner, 1988; Rechsteiner and Rogers, 

1996). As mentioned above, FIZ is rich in the "PEST" amino acids proline (PJ, glutamate 

a. serine 0, and threonine Q. The Ual aiieles offi are missense mutations in a 

consensus PEST sequence located at AA residues 207-22 1 (Kellennan et al., 1990). Udl 

is a substitution of leucine for proline 215. Ua12 is a substitution of leucine for probe 21 1, 

and Ud3 is a substitution of serine for proline 2 15. Thephenotypes of these alleles range 

from a mild homeotic transformation of Al to A3 in adults up to a full "anti-ftz" phenotype 

in larvae. The transformation of Al to A3 is similar to the Ultra-abdominal mutants of the 

BX-C (Lewis, 1 W8), and hence the name "ultra-&dominal--@ce'? or Ual. The "anti-fn" 

phenotype refers to the loss of non-ftz dependent parasegments, and can be induced by 

ubiquitous expression of a heat shockfiz transgene (hsFTZ) (Struhi, 1985). 

AU 3 Ual deles cause the& protein to have an abnonnaüy long half-life 

(KeiIerman et al., 1990). The UAL protein stripes fail to retract n o d y  and remain 

overly broad util the end of stage 9. The persistence of& protein and broadenedftz 

stripes observed with the Uai deles is rnost iikely responsible for the Ual phenotype and 

explains the sirnilarity of the Ual mutants to the heat-shock or "anti-ftz" phenotype 

(Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989; Kelleman et al., 1990; Stnihl, 1985). 



Figure 1.8 FTZ protein sequence. The single letter amino acid sequence is shown. Serine 

and threonine residues are highlighted in red The green boxes indice the nuclear 

locaiization sequences. The yellow box indicates the identined PEST sequence. The 

homedomain is outhed in blue. 
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1.8.3. The FTZ Homeodomain 

The FI2 HD is able to fold properly and bind DNA in isolation fiom the r a t  of the 

protein (Molter et al., 1990; Florence et al., 199 1; PercivdSmith et al., 1990; Qian et al., 

1994). The NMR solution structure of the FTZ HD has been solved (Qian et al., 1994). It 

consists of an unstructured N-tenninal ami, a-helices 1,2 and 3 and an unstructured C- 

terminai arm. Hekes 2 & 3 fonn a helix-tuni-helix motif similar to the helix-tuni-helix 

motif found in the DNA-binding domains of many bacteriophage repressor proteins. 

The FE-HD shares 50 of 60 A .  with the ANTP-HD (hughon and Scott, 1984; 

McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984; McGinnis et al., 1984; Scott and Weiner, 

1984; Shepherd et al., 1984). The solution stxucture of the ANTP-HD/DNA complex has 

k e n  solved by NMR (Otting et al., 1990; Otting et al., 1988; Qian et al., 1989; Qian et al., 

1993; Qian et aL, 1992; Qian et al., 1994), and we can assume that the FIZ-HD Iikely 

binds to DNA in a similar rnanner: H e h  3 inserts into the major groove with helices 1 & 2 

positioned over top and perpendicular to it The N-terminal arm of the HD then wraps 

around the minor groove where it makes contact with the phosphate-sugar backbone. In 

many HD proteins, the C-terminal arm forms a fourth helix that makes important DNA 

contacts (Gehring et al., 1994; Gehring et al., 1994). Despite the fact that the C-terminal 

arm of the FTZ-HD is unstructured, it still forms a more thennaily stable complex with 

DNA than the ANTP-HD, which contains a fourth helut (Qian et al., 1994). 

The FTZ-HD is required for FIZ activity in vivo as determined in a mutant rescue 

assay (Fumkubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993; Schier and Gehring, 

1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993). In vi t ro  mutagenesis was used to create a senes of point 

mutations in the HD that reduce the affhity of FTZ for its consensus DNA-binding site 

(Funikubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992). Transgenic flies were created that express these 

mutants under control of the full& promoter and assayed for& activity. It was found that 

the mutated transgenes were unable to rescue transgenic flies lacking endogenousfn 



function. They could partiaily rescue &&pendent segments, however, when present in 

multiple copies (Funikubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992). This is not the case for deletions that 

remove part or al1 of the HD (Funikubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992). These constructs show no 

activity in these rescue experiments, but iike the wild-type protein, they are able to generate 

an anti-fa phenotype when expressed under the controt of a heat shock promoter (Chapter 

2 and (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; FunikubeTokunaga et al., 1992; Hyduk and Percival- 

Smith, 1996)). This irnplies that in the absence of a functional HD these proteins still retain 

aspects of FIZ fuoction (see below and Chapter 2). 

Two consensus DNA binding sites have been used in biochemical studies 

examinuig the interaction of the isolated FIZ-HD with DNA (Florence et al., 199 1; 

Percival-Smith et al., 1990). The KD for a S9GCCATïA3' core binding site is 8.4 x 10"~ 

(Percival-Smith et al., 1990), and the K, for GCAA'ITA is 2.5 x 1W" (Florence et al., 

199 1 ) .  However, the interaction of the FI2 HD with a non-specinc DNA sequence has a 

K, of lod to IO-' (Florence et al., 1991; Percival-Smith et al., 1990). Given the vast 

excess of non-specific over specific binding sites in the genome, this 100-fold Merence 

between the specific and non-specific affiity of FIZ for DNA is not suffkient to account 

for the specificity that would be required for FIZ function in vivo. Similarly, these short 

consensus binding sites would occur at too high a frequency in the genome to be the only 

factor targetting FE function, and, in fact, these sequences are not sufficient to direct 

FïZ-specific activation in vivo (Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988). Io addition, many HD- 

proteins recognize the same DNA-binding site, yet regdate different targets in vivo 

(Beachy et al., 1988; Dearolf er al., 1989; Desplan et ni.. 1985; Desplan et al., 1988; 

Dnever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1989 #4630; Hoey and Levine, 1988; Hoey er al., 1988; 

Kalionis and O'Farrell, 1993; Laughon et al., 1988). 

A rough estirnate of protein abundance, based on western blot analysis, put the 

concentration of F ïZ  at 15 000 molecules/ceii or 50nM. This concentration would be 

sufficient to drive FI2 binding to many non-specific sequences in the genome. Zn vivo UV 



cross-llliking experiments show FTZ to be bound to a large number of sequences in 

promoters of its presumptive target and non-target genes (Walter and Biggin, 1996; Walter 

et al., 1994). Despite this apparently indiscriminate promoter binding in vivo, in vitro 

DNA binding experixnents with these sequences still point to additional factors guiding FIZ 

target gene selection (Walter and Biggin, 1996). 

1.8.4. Activation Domains 

Once bound to a promoter, FïZ is able to regdate transcription of a downstrearn 

gene. It retains this ability in Drosophila tissue culhue cek  (Ananthan et al., 1993; 

Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Han et al., 1989; Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988; Winslow et al., 

1989), in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Fitzpatrick and Ingles, 1989), and in in vitro 

transcription assays (Ohkuma et al., 1990). Deletional analyses have been perfoxmed in 

these systems to determine which domaùis of FTZ are required for transcriptional activation 

(Ananthan et al., 1993; Fitzpatrick and Iugles, 1989; Fitzpatrkk et al., 1992). In one yeast 

study it was not possible to isolate a specific activation domain, and it seemed that the 

whole protein is required to function as a potent activator (Fitzpatrick and Ingles, 1989). In 

Drosophi[a Schneider cells, however, it was found that either the Kterminal 17 1 AA or the 

C-terminal96 hl, when fused to a heterologous DNA-binduig domain, could activate 

transcription to sirnilar levels as the full-length protein (Fitzpatrick er al., 1992). The C- 

terminal domain contains a potential poly Q-type activation domain, but the N-texminai 

region has no canonical activation motif aside from king rich in serine, threonine and 

proline residues (Laughon and Scott, 1984). 

1.9. ftz Function in vivo 

1.9.1. Parasegmental Borders 

The expression domains of& and eve precisely follow the presumptive 

parasegmental boundaries. frz is expressed in even-numbered parasegments and eve is 



expressed in odd-numbered parasegments (Carroil and Scott, 1985; Frasch and Levine, 

1987; Hafen et al., 1984; Karr and Kornberg, 1989; Krause et al., 1988). The expression 

of each gene is essential for the formation and patternhg of the parasegments in which it is 

expressed. Indeed, it has been suggested that the placement of parasegmental boundaries is 

determined by the activity of these two genes (Dfiardo and O'FarrelI, 1987; KelIennan et 

al-, 1990; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989; Lawrence et al.. 1987). This is executed in part 

by activating engrailed at the antenor border and by repressing wingless, which only 

initiates as& and eve expression retracts from the posterior-most cell of each parasegment. 

1.9.2. f& Targets - Pair-Rule Genes 

fir has been shown to be required for the normal expression of two pair-de genes, 

fn and prd (Baumgartner and Noil, 1990; Hiromi and Gehring. 1987; Hiromi et al., 1985). 

The role forfi in the regulation of its own expression has k e n  shown by a combination of 

mutant analysis and promoter deletion experiments (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Hiromi et 

al., 1985; Schier and Gehnng, 1993; Schier and Gehring, 1992; Schier and Gehring, 

1993). These experiments dernonstrate thatfrz is required for the activation of its own 

expression, and this activation is mediated by a direct interaction between Fi2 and the 

Upstrearn Enhancer element as previousl y described (Schier and Gehring, 1 993 ; Schier and 

Gehring, 1992; Schier and Getiring, 1993). In addition to activating its own expression, 

is dso required for normal expression of the pair-de gene paired @rd) (Baumgartner 

and Noll, 1990). prd is initially expressed in seven stripes spanning the even-numbered 

parasegments and consequently overlaps the stripes of& expression (Baumgartner and 

NoU, 1990; Bopp et al., 1986; Figerio et al., 1986; Ingham, 1988; Kilcherr et al., 1986). 

Each stripe of prd initiates in six cells and then retracts fiom the middle two celis of each 

stripe. The end result is a series of 14 stripes of prd expression, each two cells wide and 

overlapping the parasegmental borders (Baumgartner and Noli, 1990; Bopp et al., 1986; 

Frigerio et al., 1986; Ingharn, 1988; Kilcherr et al., 1986). In pz mutants, prd expression 



initiates n o d y ,  but then resolves into two aberrantly spaced stripes, one three-ce& wide 

and one two-cells wide (Baumgartner and NoU, 1990). CIearly,& is not acting simply as 

an activator or repressor, but is sornehow involved in prd stripe resolution. It is yet to be 

determined whether or not the effect of@ on prd expression is direct The role of& in the 

regdation of other pair-de genes has not been resolved. 

1.9.3. fh Targets - Segment Polarity Genes 

Wild-type& activity is required for the proper initiation of expression of the 

segment polarity genes engrailed (en) @Nard0 and O'FarreU, 1987; Ingham, 1988; 

lngham et al., 1988; Lawrence et al., 1987) and whgless (wg) (Ingharn, 1988; Ingham et 

al., 1988). At the start of gastdation, en and wg expression initiates in a senes of single- 

cell wide sûipes in every segment (Baker, 1987; Kornberg et al., 1985). As noted,fiz is 

required to activate en in the anterior-most ceU of the even-numbered parasegments 

(DiNardo and O'Farreli, 1987; Ingham, 1988; hgham et ai., 1988; Lawrence et al., 1987). 

In& mutants, these stripes do not initiate, and in heat shocked hsFlZ embryos, these 

stripes are broadened anteriorly by one ceU (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz et aL, 

1989). 

Conversely , negatively regdates wg expression (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; 

Ingham, 1988; Ingham et aL., 1988; Ish-Horowicz et ai., 1989). wg is expressed in the 

posterior-most ceus of each parasegment (Baker, 1987) and is only activated afterftz 

expression has retracted from these cells (Ingham, 1988; Ingham et al., 1988). Infrz 

mutants, wg expression initiates prematurely and ffls the entire even-numbered 

parasegment (Chapter 2 and (Lngharn et al., 1988). These expanded wg stripes are rapidly 

repressed in hsRZ embryos (Chapter 2), suggesting that FTZ represses wg directly. 

1.9.4. ftz Targets - Homeotics 



The homeotic genes of the ANT-C and BXC are expressed in overlapping domains 

dong the N P  axis (Tngham, 1988). Expression of a particular homeotic gene typically 

peaks in the segment whose identity the gene controls. For example, Ubx is expressed in 

parasegments 5- 12 (Akam and Martinez-Anas, l985), but expression is highest in 

parasegrnent 6 where Ubx function is most criticai (Lewis, 1982; Lewis, 1978; Lewis, 

1963; Struhi, 1982). Likefn and eve, homeotic gene expression also obeys parasegmentd 

borders . It has been s h o w  that full expression of the homeotic genes is dependent on 

these pair-nile genes (Bender et al., 1987; Duncan, 1986; Ingham, 1988; Ingham and 

Martinez-Arias, 1986). For Ubx, it has been shown that its fidl expression in even- 

numbered parasegments is dependent on& activity (Ducan, 1986; Ingham and Martinez- 

M a s ,  1986; Muller and Bienz, 199 1,1992). Dissection of the Ubx promoter has revealed 

the presence of a srnall promoter region containing multiple&-binding sites (Muller and 

Bienz, 1991, 1992 ) (see chapter 5). These promoter hgments c m  direct FIZdependent 

expression of a reporter gene in even-numbered parasegments. Removal of the FE- 

binding sites eliminates F?Z responsiveness (Muller and Bienz, 1991, 1992). This 

suggests thatfh directly regulates expression of this element and that FIZ might act 

similarly to direct the expression of the endogenous Ubx gene in even-numbered 

parasegments. 

1.9.5. Switching Targets - Nervous System 

In the nervous system, the d e s  change andfrz no longer has the same regdatory 

activities as it did during segmentation. Some genes thatfa previously activated become 

unresponsive, while others that it repressed become dependent on& activity for their 

expression (Doe et al., 1988). For example, expression of en or& ish-dependent at 

blastoderm and becomesfh-independent in the nervous system @oe et al., 1988). Ubx 

still relies onfrz for full activation of expression, and expression of eve, which was 

previously unaffected byfn activity, is now&-dependent in the nervous system P o e  et 



al., 1988). This change in the regdatory ability of& may be a result of a change in 

phosphorylation state (see above) andior a change in interactions with CO-factors. 

1.10. Homeodornain   rote in interactions 

The widespread conservation of HD structure and function has led to a concerted 

effort to elucidate how they function in vivo. It is argued that the non-specific DNA- 

binding afnnity observed Ni vitro requires the existence of mechanisrns that refine 

specincity in vivo. Numerous avenues of research have pointed to the importance of 

homedomain protein-protein interactions in vivo. This data will be discussed below 

1.10.1. Homeodomain Swap Experiments 

A number of experiments have k e n  performed to determine what domains of the 

homeotic proteins are important for directhg their function in vivo. These experiments 

made use of chimenc transgenes that were expressed under control of a heat shock 

promoter. It was hoped that swapping domains between the proteins k i n g  studied would 

help determine what domain of the protein confers functional specificity. Domain swaps 

were performed between the homeotic proteins UBX and Deformed (DFD) (Kuziora and 

McGinnis, 1989; Lin and McGiMis, 1992), UBX and ANTP (Chan and Mann, 1993; 

Mann and Hogness, 1990), and ANTP and Sex Combs Reduced (SCR) (Funikubo- 

Tokunaga et al., 1993; Gibson et al., 1990; Zeng et al., 1993). 

In the case of UBX and DFD, the swap experiments suggested that the functional 

distinction in their activities is detennined d y  by a two-fold lower affinity of DR> for a 

UBX-binding site. Further analysis showed that the non-helical tails at the N- and C- 

terminal ends of the DFD and UBX HDs were responsible for the clifference h binding site 

selection and that this is sufficient to guide the specifc actions of these proteins in vivo 

(Draganescu et al., 1995; Ekker et al., 1992; Kuziora and McGinnis, 1989; Lin and 

McGinnis, 1992). 



Although the HD seems to be the major factor differentiating UBX activity h m  

DFD, it is not the sole director of UBX function. The swap experiments between UBX 

and ANTP showed k t ,  in the absence of the C-terminal domaias of these proteins, the HD 

alone is capabIe of determining functional specincity in ectopic expression assays (Chan 

and Mann, 1993; Mann and Hogness, 1990). For example, a protein that has the long N- 

terminal domain of UBX, the ANTP HD and no C-terminal domain acts like full-length 

ANTP. Addition of the short UBX C-tenninal domain, however, now causes the UBX- 

ANTP chimera to act like full-length UBX (Chan and Mann, 1993; Mann and Hogness, 

1990). A number of the residues in the HD that have been shown to be important for 

discriminating between UBX or ANTP activity are predicted to project away from the DNA 

when bound to DNA (Chan and Mann, 1993; Mann and Hogness, 1990). This suggests 

that the funciional differences between these two proteins rnay be determined in part by 

protein-protein interactions. 

The in vivo specificity of SCR and ANTP function is determined by 4 residues in 

the N-terminal a m  of their HDs (Funikubo-Tokunaga et al., 1993; Gibson et al., 1990; 

Zeng et al., 1993). These residues are the only Merence between the ANTP HD and the 

SCR HD. These differences do not change DNA-binding specificity suffïciently to account 

for the functional ciifferences between these two prote&. Hence, these residues are likely 

involved in the formation of specifc protein-protein interactions. 

Homeodomain protein-protein interactions are also suggested by the presence in 

some HD proteins of highly conserved non-DNA-binding motifs outside of the HD. These 

motifs include the Paired octapeptide (GehRng et al., 1994), the Engrailed homology 

domains (Han and Manley, 1993; Jaynes and O'Farrell, 199 1; Logan et al., 1992; Smith 

and Jaynes, 1996), the conserved peptide of M(-2 class HD proteins (Rice et al., 1992), 

the L M  domain (Freyd et al., 1990), the CVC domain of ChxlO (Svendsen and McGhee, 

1995), and the YPWM motif (Chang et al., 1995; Knoepfler and Kamps, 1995; 

Neuteboom et al., 1995; Phelan et al., 1995). 



The YPWM motif is found in a nimiber of Antp-type HD proteins and may mediate 

the interaction between these proteins and the protein extradenticle (EXD) (Chang er al., 

1995; Knoepfler and Kamps, 1995; Neuteboom et al., 1995; Phelan et al, 1995). This 

interaction, as well as the interactions of PRD with Senun Response Factor (Grueneberg et 

al., 1992; Grueneberg et al., 1995), UNC86 with MEC3 (Lichtsteiner and Tjian, 1995; 

Xue et al., 1992; Xue et al., 1993), and MATa2 with MATal and MCMl (Bruhn and 

Sprague, 1994; Jin et al., 1995; Keleher et al., 1989; Li et al., 1995; Mak and Johnson, 

1993; Mead et al., 1996; Phillips et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1995; Smith and Johnson, 

1992; Vershon et al., 1995; Vershon and Johnson, 1993; Wolberger et al., 1991) have all 

k e n  suggested to be important for HD protein function in vivo and WU be discussed 

below. 

1.10.2. extradenticledpbx 

UBX and EXD are HD proteins that are required for determinhg segmental identity 

in the early embryo (Lewis, 1982; Lewis, 1978; Peifer and Wieschaus, 1990). UBX is an 

Antp-class HD protein that is expressed in parasegments 5- 12 with a peak of expression in 

parasegrnent 6 (ps 6). The major phenotype of Ubx mutants is the transformation of ps 5 

and 6 into the next anterior parasegment, ps 4 (Lewis, 1982; Lewis, 1978). Mutations in 

exd cause homeotic transformations that affect aH thoracic and abdominal segments 

(parasegments 3-12) (Peifer and Wieschaus, 1990). In exd mutants, however, homeotic 

gene expression is unaffected (Peifer and Wieschaus, 1990). This suggests that the 

phenotype of exd mutants might result h m  an effect on homeotic gene function rather than 

on homeotic gene expression. Indeed, it has been suggested that exd protein (EXD) is a 

requisite CO-factor for homeotic protein activity. EXD has a divergent HD and shares 

extensive homology with the mammalian Pbx proteins (Rauskolb et al., 1993). 

In vitro, EXD and UBX demonstrate a cooperative DNA-binding activity on 

sequences isolated from UBX target gene promoters, as weiI as on consensus binding sites 



selected in vitro (Chan et al., 1994; van Dijk and M m ,  1994). Cooperativity is thought 

to be mediated by a direct interaction between EXD and UBX and is dependent on the 

presence of an EXD-binding site, but not a UBX-binduig site (Chan et al., 1994; Chang et 

al., 1995; Johnson et al., 1995; Knoepfler and Kamps, 1995; Knoepfler et al., 1996; 

Phelan et al., 1995; Phelan et al., 1994; van Dijk and Murre, 1994). 

It remains controversial as to what protein domaios are required to mediate this 

interaction. It has been suggested that ody the N-terminal portion of EXD is required to 

interact with UBX (Peltenburg and Mme, 1997; van Dijk and Mune, 1994) , while other 

groups suggest that ody the EXD-HD and a srnail portion C-terminal to it are required 

(Chang et al., 1995). Similarly, there are conflictirtg reports as to what portions of UBX 

are required to bind to EXD. In one set of experiments, only the UBX-HD and C-terminal 

tail, the regions that apparently determine UBX specincity in vivo (Chan e t  al., 1994; Chan 

and Mann, 1993; Mann and Hogness, 1990), were required to bind cooperatively with 

EXD . Aitematively, it has been suggested that the YPWM peptide motif, which is located 

N-tennind to the HD, is necessary and sufncient to mediate the interaction (Chang et al., 

1996; Chang et al., 1995; Johnson et al., 1995; Knoepfler and Kamps, 1995; Phelan et al., 

1995; Phelan et al., 1994). Addition of the YPWM peptide to the Abdominul-B HD protein 

is sufficient to confer EXD binding ability upon it (Chang et al., 1995). This is not the 

case, however, with the Antp protein (ANTP). Addition of the YPWM peptide to ANTP is 

not sufficient to confer upon it the ability to interact with EXD (Chan et al., 1994; Johnson 

et al., 1995; M m ,  1995). 

Recentiy, it has been shown in vitro that the engrailed protein (EN) and EX0 can 

bind to DNA cooperatively and that cooperativity is dependent on the EN-HD as weU as a 

YPWM-related motif located within engrailed homology domain 2, just N-terminai to the 

EN KD (Peltenburg and Murre, 1996; Peltenburg and Murre, 1997). The in vivo 

significance of this interaction is yet to be determined, but it suggests that many HD 

proteins may make use of CO-factors for selecting their target genes. 



1.10.3. PRD and SRF 

SRF is a founding member of the MADS Box family of transcription factors 

(Schwan-Sommer et al., 1990; Sommer et al., 1990). In response to s e m  stimulation, 

SRF binds to semm response elements (SREs) in the promoters of early response genes 

and activates transcription (Treisman, 1987; Treisman, 1986; Treisman, 1985). In vitro, 

SRF has a low afnnity for SREs and is only capable of weakly activating an SRE- 

containing reporter gene (Norman et al., 1988; Prywes et al., 1988). It has been shown 

that SRF is capable of interacting with PRD-type HD proteins, includhg Drosophila PRD, 

and its vertebrate homologue PHOX 1 (Grueneberg et al., 1992; Gmeneberg et al., 1995). 

These interactions result in a sigmficant increase in the affinity of SRF for an SRE in vitru. 

The PRD-HD is suficient to mediate the increase in a€fiity of SRF for the SRE, although 

the interaction is not dependent on the ability of PRD to bind DNA (Grueneberg et al., 

1992). In these assays, the binding of SRF to the SRE is thought to be limited by a 

putative SRF isomerization event. The interaction with PRD is proposed to increase the 

rate of formation of the DNA-binding isomer of SW and thereby enhance SRF/SRE 

cornplex formation (Grueneberg et al., 1992). 

In cdtured ceus, the interaction of PRD with SRF allows SRF to activate an SRE- 

containing reporter gene (Gmeneberg et al., 1995). This synergistic activation of an SRE- 

reporter gene is PRD-binding site-dependent (Grueneberg et ai., 1995). Mutations in the 

SRE that affect putative PRD-binding sites, but leave the SRF site intact, reduce the level of 

activation, while mutations that leave the PRD-binding site intact, but disrupt the SRF- 

binding site, give wild-type levels of activation. So, unlike the situation in vitro, the 

SW/PRD interaction in tissue culture seems to be dependent on the ability of PRD to bind 

DNA. The increase in activation is thought to be caused by an increased recruitment of 

SRF, or the SRF temary complex factors, to the SRE.. 



1.10.4. UNC-86 and MEC-3 

UNC-86 is a founding rnember of the POUclass of HD proteins and is required for 

determination of touch neuron ceIl fate in the nematode C- elegmrr (Xue et al., 1992). 

WC-86 is required for the activation of mec-3 expression. MEC-3, a LM-type HD 

protein, is required for the differentiation and maintenance of the touch neuron fate (Xue et 

al., 1992), and, in conjunction with WC-86, MEC-3 acts to maintain its own expression 

(Xue et al., 1992). 

A number of overlapping MEC3 and UNC-86 binding sites have been identined in 

the mec-3 promoter mue et al., 1992). On their own, each protein only binds weakly to 

DNA, but together they bind DNA cooperatively (Xue et al., 1992; Xue et al., 1993). This 

cooperativity is thought to be mediated by a direct protein-protein interaction since UNC-86 

is able to broaden the MEC-3 DIVA footprint and the two proteins can be CO- 

immunoprecipitated (Xue et ai., 1993). Deletional analysis has narrowed down the 

minimai cooperating domains of these proteins to the POU domain of UNC-86 and the HD 

plus 16 C-terminal amino acids of MEC-3 (Xue et ai., 1993). The in vivo signiticance of 

the interaction between MEC3 and UNC-86 is emphasized by two mec-3 alleles. MEC- 

3(C279Y) is a missense mutation in the C-terminal UNC-86 interaction domain that 

substitutes tyrosine for cysteine 279. This mutant protein is st iu  able to bind DNA, but is 

no longer able to bind cooperatively with UNC-86 and consequently acts as a loss of 

function dele. MEC-3(Q266C) is a missense mutation in the HD that substitutes cysteine 

for glutamine 266. The mutant protein has a 10-fold lower affiity for DNA than wild- 

type, but is still able to bind DNA cooperatively with UNC-86 and acts as effectively as the 

wild-type protein in vivo (Xue et ai., 1993). 

The ability of UNC-86 and MEC-3 to activate transcription has been tested in vitro 

with &inscription assays using C. elegans nuclear transcription extracts (Lichtsteiner and 

Tjian. 1995). in these assays, UNC-86 gives weak transcriptional activation, while MEC- 

3 is unable to activate transcription. When added together, however, the two proteins 



activate transcription synergistically. Synergistic activation appears to be mediated by a 

direct protein-protein interaction between the two proteins and is dependent on the 

activation domains of both proteins. The observed synergy is not dependent on the LIM 

domain of MEC3 or the MEC-3 HD. When fbsed to a heterologous DNA binding 

domain, the MEC-3 C-texminal domain, requûed for binding to UNC-86 and cwperative 

DNA-binding, is sufncient for the synergistic eEect on transcriptional activation 

1.10.5. MATa1, MATa2, and MCMl 

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevikine exists in three ceil types: haploid a 

cells, haploid a ceiis, and diploid ala tells. Haploid a cells express the rnating-type locus 

mat-al and haploid a ceils express the mat-@ locus. Diploid cells express both mat-al 

and mat-a2. mat-@ is required to repress two sets of cell-type specifc genes. In haploid 

cells, mat-&, in conjunction with mcml, represses a-specific genes. In diploid ceils, mat- 

02 and mut-al interact to repress haploid-specific genes. mat-al is only required in diploid 

ceils, and has no function in haploid celis. 

The mar-al and mot-& genes both encode divergent HD proteins (Laughon and 

Scott, 1984; S hepherd et al., 1984). The rncml gene product, like SRF, is a founding 

member of the MADS box family of transcription factors (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1990). 

In vitro, mat-& protein (a2) is able to bind DNA through its HD (Johnson, 1985; Keleher 

et al., 1988; Keleher er al., 1989). Similady, in the absence of a2, the mcml protein 

(MCM1) is able to bind to DNA via its MADS box (Ammerer, 1990; Jarvis et al., 1989; 

Keleher et al., 1988; Passmore et al., 1988; Passmore et al., 1988). However, in vivo 

repression of a-specific genes requires both MCMl and a2 (Dolan and Fields, 199 1; 



Herskowitz, 1989; Keleher et al., 1989). It has been shown that cQ and MCMl interact 

directly and bind DNA cooperatively (Keleher et al., 1988; Keleher et al., 1989; Smith and 

Johnson, 1992). This interaction is dependent on the MADS box of MCMl and the HD 

plus a SIMU N-terminal motif of a2 (Vershon et al., 1995; Vershon and Johnson, 1993). 

The proteins are able to interact off the DNA, but cwperative DNA-binding requires the 

presence of a2 and MCMl binding sites (Keleher et al., 1988; Keleher et al., 1989; Smith 

and Johnson, 1992; Vershon et al., 1995; Vershon and Johnson, 1993). In a-specific 

gene operators, two MCMl binding sites are flanked by a2 binding sites (Smith and 

Johnson, 1992), and the entire site is bound by a pair of a2/MCM1 heterodimers. The 

function of MCMl in the cornplex seems to be tu ensure that a2 ody binds to properly 

spaced aS-binding sites. Alteration of the spacer DNA between the MCMl and a2 binding 

sites greatly diminishes DNA binding by the a2 heterodimen (Smith and Johnson, 1992). 

The N-terminal motif of a2, required for the interaction with MCMI, is 

c haracterized by general hydrophobicity (Vershon et al., 1995; Vershon and Johnson, 

1993). Repiacement of this motif with a random hydrophobic patch, however, causes loss 

of cooperativity as measured by dUMCMl-mediated aanscnptional repression (Mead et 

al., 1996; Vershon et al., 1995). When substituted for the a2 hydrophobic patch, the 

YPWM motif required for the UBX/EXD interaction, is able to partially rescue orUMCM1- 

dependent repression (Mead et al., 1996). This suggests that the YPWM motif may act as 

a conserved motif for the interaction of HD proteins with theù CO-factors. 



a2 also in teracts cooperativel y with mat-al protein (al) to repress haploid-specific 

genes in diploid ceiis @olan and Fields, 199 1 ; Herskowitz, 1989). The mal  interaction 

requires the HD of a l  and the HD plus C-terminal tail of a2 (Mak and Johnson, 1993; 

Vershon et al., 1995). The a2 C-tenninal tail is a short unstmctured domain at the end of 

the HD (Mak and Johnson, 1993) and is linked to the a2-HD by a flexible M e r  arm. 

Multiple glycine residues have been inserted into this ami to test its flexibility, and these 

mutants have been tested for their ability to interact with al and repress transcription (Ji et 

al., 1995). Normaily, an increase in the spacing between the cr2 and al  sites prevents the 

C-terminal arm of a2 korn reaching al, and cooperative binding by the complex is 

eliminated. The extended a2 arm mutations, however, are able to suppress the increased 

spacing problem and allow the proteins to interact On wild-type operator sites, the glycine 

insertions loop out and do not affect the ability of the complex to bind DNA or to repress 

transcription (Jin et al., 1995). As is the case with MCMI, it is thought that the interaction 

of a2 with a l  increases in vivo specificity by selecting properly spaced DNA-binding sites. 

Although the interaction of a2 with MCMl or al is required for repression of a 2  

target genes, these complexes are not sufficient on their own to shut down transcription. In 

addition to promoter binding by the appropriate heterodimer, repression is also dependent 

on the interaction of a2 with the general repression factor S S N 6 U P 1  (Keleher et al., 

1992; Komachi et al., 1994). TüPl contains a number of WD repeats, a widely 

distributed protein-protein interaction domain. A single WD repeat from TUPI is sufficient 

to mediate binding to full-length a2 (Komachi et ai., 1994). Deletion of the h t  lOAA of 

the a2 protein results in loss of aî-directed repression in vivo and eliminates binding to 



full-length rUPl in vitro. ParadoxicaUy. this N-terminal deletion of CQ is still able to bbd 

to a single WD repeat fkom TUPI (Komachi et al., 1994). It is thought, that in the context 

of M-length TüPl, the N-terminus of a2 may be required to unmask the interaction 

domain of TUPl and that, in the context of a single WD repeat, the unmasking activity is 

no t required. 

1.10.6. FTZAH D 

In the embryo, FIZ is required for both activation and repression of target genes 

(see below and (DiNado and OFarreil, 1987; DiNado et al., 1988; Duncaa, 1986; 

Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Ingharn, 1988; Ingham et al., 1988; 

Ingham and Martinez-Mas, 1986; Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988; John et al., 1995; Muiler 

and Bienz, 1991; Muller and Bieoz, 1992; Vincent et al., 1990; Walter and Biggin, 1996; 

Walter et al., 1994)). When& is expressed under the control of a heat shock promoter, it 

produces an "anti-ff phenotype (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989; 

Stnihl, 1985). This is characterized by loss of&-independent segments, repression of 

odd-nurnbered wingless stripes, broadening of even-numbered engrniled stripes and 

broadening of all the endogenousfn stripes. Production of this phenotype requires both 

the N- and C-texminal domains of FIL, but does not require the FTZ homeodomain (see 

Chaptes 2 & 3, and (Fitzpatnck et al., 1992; Hyduk and Percivai-Smith, 1996)). 

S imilarly , in Schneider ceus, FIZ is capable of activating transcription synergistically with 

prd protein even when the FTZ HD is absent (Ananthan et ai.. 1993). This synergistic 

effect is dependent on the fmt 171 AA of FTZ (Ananthan et aL., 1993). One possible 

explanation for these results is that PRD may interact dllw:tly with FIZ and remit it to 

target gene promoters. 1 have shown that this seems to be the case for the FTZ-dependent 

repression of wingless in vivo (Copeland et ai., 1996; Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Hyduk and 

Percival-Smith, 1996) (Chapter 2). Further to this point, under certain circurnstances the 



HD is not required for the formation offtz-dependent segments (Chapter 2 and (Hyduk and 

PercivaI-Smith, 1996)). Instead, I propose that the absence of the FIZ-HD can be 

compensated for by multiple protein-protein interactions thar remit FLZ to the promoters 

of its target genes (chaptea 2&3). 

1.11. Phosehorylation of Transcri~tion Factors 

Protein phosphorylation can reguiate transcription factor ac tivity at many levels . 

For example, protein codonnation, stability, DNA binding, sub-cellular localization, 

interactions with other transcription factors, and interactions with the generai transcriptional 

m a .  hinery are ai l  subject to regdation by phosphorylation. 

The ability of S e m  Response Factor (SRF) to bind DNA (Gauthier-Rouviere et 

al., 199 1; Janknecht et al., 1993; Janknecht et al., 1992; Manak et al., 1990; Manak and 

m e s ,  199 1; Manak and Prywes, 1993; Marais et al., 1992; Prywes et al., 1988) and to 

interact with its pastner Ek-1 (W et ai., 1993; Marais et al., 1993; Papavassiliou, 1994) 

has been s h o w  to be regulated by phosphorylation. Phosphorylation has also been shown 

to regulate the localization of SWIS to the nucleus (Jans et ai., 1995; MOU et al., 199 1 ; 

Nasmyth et al., 1990; Xiao et al., 1996) and the activation potential of yeast heat shock 

factor (HSF) (Sorger, 1990; Sorger and Pelham, 1988). These representative examples 

will be discussed below. 

1.11.1. SRF 

In response to semm stimulation, S e m  Response Factor (SRF) homodimerizes 

and binds DNA at senun response elements (SREs) via its MADS box motif (Schwarz- 

Sommer et al., 1990; Sommer et al., 1990). In vitro, unphosphoryiated SRF can dimerize 

and bind DNA with low affinity (Norman et al., 1988; m e s  et al., 1988; Schwaxz- 

Sommer et al., 1990; Sommer et al., 1990). Phosphorylation of SRF by casein kinase II 

(CKII) stimulates DNA-binding activity in vitro (Gauthier-Rouviere et ai., 1 99 1 ; Janknecht 



et al., 1993; Janknecht et al., 1992; Manak et al., 1990; Manak and Prywes, 199 1; Manak 

and Rywes, 1993; Marais et al., 1992; m e s  et al., 1988). Initially, this was interpreted 

as an increase in the affinity of SRF for the SRE (Prywes et al., 1988). Later, these results 

were more correctly reinterpreted as a change in the on-off rate of the SRFfDNA interaction 

(Janknecht et al., 1992; Marais et al., 1992). This effect is apparently not reproduced in 

vivo . Rather phosphorylation in vivo seems to stimulate the ability of SRI? to activate 

transcription either through a direct effect on its transcriptional activation domairi or through 

an effect on its interaction with its CO-factors Elk- 1 and SAP- 1 (Hill et al., 1993; Hill et al., 

1994; Janknecht et al., 1992; Marais et al., 1992)- 

Elk-1 and SAP- 1 are Ets-domain containing transcription factors (Dalton and 

Treisman, 1992; Hipskind et al., 199 1 ) .  They are capable of activating transcription on 

their own, but are also required for SRF activation fkom an SRE (Dalton et al., 1993; 

Dalton and Treisman, 1992; Hipskind et al., 199 1 ;  Rao and Reddy, 1992). The 

trauscriptional activation domains of both Elk- 1 and SAP-1 are phosphorylated by MAPK 

in vivo and in vitro (Gille et al., 1992; Marais et al., 1993; Rao and Reddy, 1993). This 

does not affect their ability to interact with SRF (Hïll et al., 1993; Marais et al., 1993). It 

does, however, reduce the mobiliy of the SRF/Eik- 1 (or SAP- 1)/SRE temary complex on 

native gels, suggesting that conformation of the complex has been altered in response to 

phosphorylation (Hill et al., 1993; Marais et al., 1993). The alteration in conformation of 

the temary complex correlates with the increased ability of the phosphorylated complex to 

activate transcription in culnired cells (Hill et ai., 1993; Hill and Treisrnan, 1995; Hill et ai., 

1995; Hill et al., 1994; Janknecht et  al., 1993; Marais et al., 1993; Rao and Reddy, 1993). 

111.2 SWI5 

The yeast transcription factor SW15 is required for activation of the HO 

endonuclease gene (Nasmyth et al., 1990; Nasmyth et al., 1987; Nasmyth et al., 1987). 

While the swi5 gene is wscribed and translated during the G2. S and M phases of the ceii 



cycle, the protein remains in the cytoplasm until G1 (Nasmyth et al., 1990; Nasmyth et al., 

1987). Nuclear import of SWIS has been shown to be regulated by the cych dependent 

kinase CDC28 (MOU et al., 199 1). There are two CDC28 recognition sites (serine 646 and 

serine 664) in and adjacent to the S M  nuclear Iocalization signal (NLS). These sites are 

phosphorylated in the cytoplasmic form of the protein. At the end of anaphase the sites are 

dephosphorylated and SWE can now enter the nucleus and activate transcription of the HO 

endonuclease gene. Mutation of serines 646 and 664 to alanine keeps the protein 

constitutively localized in the nucleus (MOU et al., 199 1). The SW15 NLS maintains the 

ability to mediate ceil-cycle dependent nuclear localkation when added to a heterologous 

protein (Jans et al., 1995; Xiao et al., 1996). This acùvity is maintained in yeast and in 

cultured mammaiian cells, demonstrating the broad conservation of this regdatory 

mechanism. 

1 .113  HSF 

Yeast HSF is a trimeric protein that binds constitutively to heat shock elements 

(HSE's) found in the promotes of heat-inducible genes (Jakobsen and Pelham, 1988; 

Parker and Topol, 1984; Sorger, 1991; Sorger et al., 1987; Sorger and Pelham, 1988). 

When bound to an HSE, HSF recruits RNA polymerase to heatshock promoters and keeps 

it stalIed just downstrearn of the transcription start site (Gross et al., 1993; Gross et al., 

1990; Jakobsen and Pelham, 1988; Sorger and Pelham, 1988). Upon heat shock, HSF 

becomes extensively phosphorylated by HSF-kinase (Sorger and Pelham, 1988). This 

induces a conformational change in the HSF transcriptional activation domain accompanied 

by release of the paused polymerase and üanscription of the target gene (Rougvie and Lis, 

1990). In other organisrns, phosphorylation of HSF induces formation of the HSF trimer, 

which can then bind DNA and activate target genes (Wu, 1995). 

1.11.4. Homeodomain Phosphoproteins 



UBX (Gavis and Hogness, 199 1; Lopez and Hogness, 199 1). EN (Bourbon et al., 

1995; Gay et al., 1988), ANTP (JafCe et al., 1997), Pitl (GHF-1) (Caelles et aL, 1995; 

Kapiloff et al., 1991), Oct 1&2 (Roberts et ak, 1991; Segil et al., 1991; Tanaka and Hem, 

1 !BO), TE1 (Shimura et al., 1994; Van et aL, 1995; Zannini et al., 1 W6), and CUT 

(Coqueret et al., 1996) are ai i  homeodomain phosphoproteins. UBX is phosphorylated in 

a stage-and tissue-dependent manner and it has been suggested that phosphoiylation may 

regulate the stage-specific activities of UBX (Gavis and Hogness, 199 1; Lopez and 

Hogness, 199 1). In vitro, EN is phosphorylated in a cluster of sites outside of the HD by 

Casein Kinase II (CK-II), resulting in a 2 4  fold stimulation of DNA-binding activity 

(Bourbon et al., 1995). ANTP has also been show to be phosphorylated by CK-II with 

the result of down-regulating its activity in vivo. In vitro DNA binding by Pitl (GHF-1) 

can be stimulated or inhibited by PKA phosphorylation depending on the binding site 

(Kapilof€ et al., 1991 ). Pitl cm also be phosphorylated by an M-phase specif~c kinase in 

cultured cells, causing ceii-cycle dependent inhibition of DNA-binding activity (CaeUes et 

al., 1995). Similarly, DNA-binding by Oct-1 is also inhibited by an M-phase specific 

kinase in cdtured ceus (Segil et al., 1991). The ability of Oct-2 to activate transcription is 

apparently regulated by phosphorylation of its activation domains (Tanaka and Herr, 1990 

). Phosphorylation of TIF1 is required for its ability to activate transcription. It was 

initially suggested that this was due to an effect on DNA-binding (Shimura et al., 1994), 

but more recently this has been shown not to be the case (Zannini et al., 1996 ). At 

present, it is thought that TIF1  phosphorylation is required for transactivation potential 

ody in specific ceU-types (2annini et al., 1996). CUT is phosphorylated by PKC at a 

conserved site in each of its three DNA-binding Cut repeats. This results in an inhibition of 

CüT DNA-binding activity in vitro. PKC stimulation of CUT-expressing culnired ceils 

results in a reduction in the ability of CUT to activate transcription in vivo (Coqueret et al., 

1996 ). 



1.11.5. FTZ Phosphorylation 

On SDS-PAGE,& protein extmcted fiom ernbryos nuis as a difise band of 

apparently higher molecular weight than protein expressed in bacteria (Krause and 

Gehring, 1988; Krause and Gehring, 1989; Krause et al., 1988). The anomalous 

migration of the embryonic protein was shown to be due to extensive phosphorylation of 

F ï Z  on serine and threonine residues (Krause and Gehring, 1988; Krause and Gehring, 

1989; Krause et al., 1988). 2-D electrophoresis was subsequently used to determine the 

extent of phosphorylation for protein expressed throughout the embryo under control of a 

heat shock prornoter, as weil a s  for the fmt two stages offi  expression (Krause and 

Gehnng, 1989). 

In the type of electrophoresis performed, proteins are separated on the basis of 

charge in the first dimension and on the basis of molecular weight in the second dimension 

(Krause and Gehring, 1989; O'Farrell, 1975). When FIZ is ubiquitously expressed in 

mixed-stage embryos and then subjected to 2-D electrophoresis, the protein can be resolved 

on 2-D gels into a cootinuous string of approximately 12 spots (Krause and Gehring, 

1989) This represents the addition of up to 12 phosphates to FE. In contrast, the 

endogenous protein, when subjected to 2-D electrophoresis, produces a characteristic, 

discontinuous pattern of phosphoisoforms with up to 16 phosphates. These discontinuous 

patterns are unique at each stage of& expression (Krause and Gehring, 1989). Hence, 

there is a correlation between the extent of phosphorylation and the differential function of 

FEZ at different developmental stages. 

To study the effects that phosphorylation has on the properties of F ï Z  1 have 

begun to characterize F E  expressed in the baculovirus system (Chapter 4). In baculovirus 

infected ceiis, FIZ is nuclearly localized and is phosphorylated to a sùnilar extent as F E  

expressed in embryos. A purification procedure has been developed forfi protein 

expressed in this system that yields soluble, active phosphorylated protein. This heavily 

phosphorylated protein has k e n  compared to unmodified FIZ expressed in bacteria 



(Chapter 4). The phosphorylated protein is considerably more soluble than the unmodified 

pro tein. The cornparison of phosphorylated and uuphosphory lated protein in proteoly sis- 

based bandshif't clip assays also suggests that phosphorylation induces a conformational 

change in a region of F E  adjacent to the HD (Chapter 4). 



Chapter 2: 

Patteming of the Drosophila embryo by a homeodomain-deleted ETZ 

polypeptide. 

A similar report was published by John W.R. Copeland, Andnej Nasiadka, 

Bruce FI. Dietrich and Henry M. Krause. Nature 379: 162-165 (1996). 

*Henry Krause performed the engrailed staining and cuticular analysis in figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

Andrzej Nasiadka assisted with the preparation and maintenance of fly stocks, and Bruce Dietrich 

assisted with the affinity chromatography. 1 perforrned the affuuty chromatography in figure 2.3, 

and the wingless staining in figure 2.4. 
1 



2.0 Abstract 

Homeodomain proteins regulate diverse developmental processes in a wide range 

of organisms, yet bind in vitru to DNA sequences that are remarkably similar 

(Hayashi and Scott, 1990). This has raised the fundamentai question of how 

target gene specificity is achieved in vivo. The Drosophilafushi tarazu protein 

(FTZ) contains a homeodomain (Shepherd el  al., 1984) and is required for the 

formation of alternate segments (Wakimoto and Kaufman, 1981). Previously, we 

showed that a homeodomain-deleted FTZ polypeptide (FTZAHD), incapable of 

binding DNA in vitro, could regulate endogenous fh gene expression (Fitzpatrick 

et al., 1992). Here we tested FTZARD activities in a ftz mutant background. 

Surprisingly, we found that FTZAHD could directly regulate ftz-dependent 

segmentation, suggesting that it can control target gene expression through 

interactions with other proteins. A likely candidate is the pair-rule protein 

Paired. FTZAHD bound directly to PRD in vitro and required PRD to repress 

wingless in vivo. These results emphasize the pivotal importance of protein- 

protein interactions in homeodomain protein function. 



FIZ polypeptides with severe homeodomain mutations faii to accumulate because of an 

inability to autoregdate at low levels (Funikubo-Tokunaga et ai., 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993; 

Schier and GehRng, 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993). Accordingly, FlZAHD (deleted for most 

of helices 1 & 3 and di of helix 2), expressed under control of the& gene promoter, does not 

rescue fidependent segments (FLUUlCUbo-Tokunaga et al., 1992). We bypassed the need for 

autoregdation by expressing "autoregulated" levels of FIZ and FIZAKD. infi- embryos, using 

the h p 7 0  promoter. We then asked if FïZAHD could directly reguiate otherfrzdependent 

processes. 

We looked fvst at expression of the segment polarity genes engrailed (en), and wingiess 

(wg), which are positively (DiNado and OIFarreIi, 1987) and negatively(Ingham et al., 1988) 

regulated byfrz . Figure 2.1 (b-f) shows that, in a& mutant background, FIZ and FïZAHD 

could both rescue &-dependent en stripes. Both polypeptides were dso capable of repressing 

altemate wg stripes in the frr background (Figure 2.1 g-i). Thus, transiently expressed FTZ and 

F E A H D  could both regdatek-dependent genes in the absence of an endogenous fi gene. 

The most comprehensive measure of FTZ activities is the production offrzdependent 

segments. fn- embryos generate a pair-de phenotype as shown in Figure 2.2b. Addition of low 

levels of exogenous FIZ or FTZAHD, partially replaced the rnissing segments and partiaiiy deleted 

the intervening segments (Figure 2.2c, d). At higher levels, both polypeptides were able to fully 

rescue thefidependent segments, and to delete the intervening segments (Figure 2.2e, f). The 

same "anti-frz" phenotype is generated in a&+ background (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz 

and Pinchin, 1987; Ish-Horowicz et al.. 1989; S m ,  1985). Cellular Ievels of expression 

required for these effects were equivalent to levels expressed in wild-type embryos (see Methods). 



Figure 2.1 Rescue of EN expression (b-f) and repression of wg (g-i)in&- embryos. (a) Relative 

expression patterns of& eve, en and wg over a span of three segments. Intensity gradients reflect 

the narrowing of saipes during gastrulation. (b-f) Expression of en in HSF;fizw20 and HSFAHD; 

fhw20 embryos. Embryos were double-stained for EN and hunchback promoterànven $- 

galactosidase expression. p-gal expression in the head @,d) indicates a&+ genetic background- 

b) Non-heat shocked, HSF;Fzf embryo; 14 evenly spaced EN stripes are visible. c) Non-heat 

shocked HSF;Fz- embryo; even-numbered EN stripes are rniuing. d) Heat shocked HSF;Fz+ 

embryo; even numbered stripes have expanded anteriorly. e) Heat shocked HSF&- embryo; 

missing EN stripes have k e n  rescued and are expanded as in d. f) Heat shocked HSFAHDW 

embryo; even numbered EN stripes are rescued and expanded as in d) and e).  g-i) wg mRNA 

expression in (g) wild-type, h) Heat shocked HSF;Fz-, and i) Heat shocked HSFAHD;Ft 

embryos. Both FTZ and FT'ZAHD were able to repress odd numbered wg stripes, as previously 

shown in&+ embryos (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992). 





Figure 2.2 Rescue offrz-dependent segments. HSF;Fz- (a, b, c, e) and HSFAHD;Fz- (d, f) 

embryos were heat shocked for either O (a, b), 5 (c, d) or 10 min. (e, f) and then ailowed to 

develop for 24 hr pnor to preparation of cuticles. a) 74% (n=180) of non-heat shocked embryos 

generated wild-type cuticles. b) Approximately 23 % had altemate segments deleted Few (3 -5%,) 

fn mutant cuticles remained following a 5 min. heat shock Approximately 70% of cuticles were 

near wild-type with most of the rest resembhg c) for HSF* progeny (20%, n=174) and d) for 

HSFAED;Fz- progeny (22%, n=204). M e r  a 10 min. heat shock, 91% of HSF&- progeny 

(n=156) resembled the anti-fz cuticle pattern shown in e), while 85% of HSFAHD;Fz- progeny 

(n=287) resembled the anti-fiz cuticle pattern showu in f). Remaining patterns were an assortment 

of wild-type and mutant patterns also seen in heat shocked and non-heat shocked controls. 





Thus, a short pulse of exogenous FTZ or FïZWD expression was suffkient to direct&- 

dependent segmentation. 

These resuits indicate that the DNA binding activity of the highly conserveci F E  

homeodomain is dispensable for many or most FTZ-dependent pair-nile functions, so long as 

sufficient levels of protein are expressed. This interpretation is in agreement with recent results of 

1. Duncan and coworkers, who have observed that the homeodomain of the endogenousfi gene 

can be deleteci, so long as the remaining regions contain secondary mutations that render the 

protein more stable (personal communication). 

The ability of F l Z A E D  to regulatefh-dependent segmentation, despite its inabiliq to bind 

DNA, suggests that it can interact with target gene promoters by contacting other DNA-bound 

proteins. Several critena make the pair-nile protein Paired (PRD) a prime candidate for such a 

protein; the expression domains of FIZ and PRD are largely overlapping (Kilcherr et al., 1986), 

the two genes interact geneticdy to position shipes of wg (Ingham et al., 1988) and goosebeny 

(Li et al., 1993; Li and Non7 1993) , and PRD binds DNA, possessing both homeodomain 

(Frigerio et al., 1986) and PRD domain(Bopp et al., 1986; Treisman et al., 1991) DNA binding 

motifs. 

PRD was expressed in reticulocyte lysates and passed over FIZ &uiity columns to test for 

a direct FTZ-PRD interaction (Figure 2.3). PRD was specifically retained on the column, whereas 

all other proteins passed through. Likewise, Figure 2 . 3 ~  shows that FTZ expressed using either in 

vitro or baculovims expression system bound as expected to PRD columns. These interactions 

were likely to be direct because pure baculovirus-expresse F1Z bound to columns of purified 

PRD, or Far Western blots of PRD (not shown), in the presence or absence of cornpetitors. 

importantly, FîZAHD (Figure 2 . 3 ~ )  bound the PRD columns with equal efficiency. In contrast, 

deletion of amino acids 101-150 dramaticaUy reduced retention on the column (Figure 



Figure 2.3a) F1Z affinity chromatograp hy . Reticuiocyte ly sate-translated proteins were passed 

over FE columns or control columns. Equivalent amounts of the 3%-labeled load (L), 

flow-tbrough 0, and eluate (E) fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. 

PRD was the only protein retained on the column (60-9095). Luciferase (Luc), F E  and serum 

response factor (SRF) did not bind. 

b) Silver staining . Chromatography fractions shown in a), were silver-stained following SDS- 

PAGE. Most proteins present in the lysate flowed through the columns. Proteins in the FTZ 

column eluate correspond predominantiy to FIZ stnpped h m  the column. The same profde was 

eluted from a FIZ column loaded with buffer alone (U). 35S PRD migrates slower with a MW of 

66,000. Other minor bands in the FIZ column eluate were present in the control column eluate. 

c) PRD affinity cbromatography. In vitro translated FTZ, FIZL\HD, F E A N  (aa101-150), and 

purified baculovinisexpressed FTZ, were passed over PRD affinity columns and separated by 

SDS-PAGE. Bands were visuaüzed by autoradiography or Western blotting (BV FE). 

Approximately 60430% of FTZ and FIZAHD polypeptides were retained on the columns. 

Retention of FTZW was nearly 10 times lower. 
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In the embryo, genetics and relative expression patterns (Figure 2.4a) make wg the best 

candidate for a gene that is coordinately reguiated by FIZ and PRD (Ingham et al., 1988; Kilcherr . 

et al., 1986). PRD overlaps al l  14 wg stripes (Ingham et aL, 1988), and in the absence of PRD, 

initiation of aii 14 stripes is severely compromised (Figure 2.4~). When PRD was ubiquitously 

expressed using the hsp70 promoter, ail 14 wg stripes widened immediately after heat shock 

(Figure 2.4d). These results suggest that PRD may be a direct activator of wg 

Conversely, FTZ may be a direct repressor of wg. Initiation of wg shipes in&-dependent 

parasegments begins when ITZ stripes retract (Ingham et al., 1988). InfizZ embryos, wg stnpes 

initiated earlier, filling the entireftr-dependent parasegments (Figure 2.4e), and coinciding with 

expression of PRD (Baurngartner et al., 1987). These broad stripes were rapidly repressed 

following low levels of F E  induction (Figure 2.40, and in an even Iess restricted fashion by 

FTZAHD (Figure 2.4g). In contrast, repression of wg was not observed when amino acids 101- 

150 0, required for F ïZ  to bind PRD in viim, were removed (Figure 2.4h). Similady, 

when PRD was removed geneticaliy, FIZ and FTZAHD were unable to repress the residud, prd- 

independent wg stnpes. These results suggest that recruitment of FTZ to the wg promoter requires 

a direct interaction with PRD, and that FTZ is then able to repress both PRDdependent and P D -  

independent wg expression (Figure 2.4i j). 

The ability of PRD to recruit homeodornain-deleted FIZ polypeptides to DNA was 

previously suggested by CO-transfection experiments (Ananthan et al., 1993). However, in these 

studies an oligomerized piece of the en promoter was used as the reporter, and the FTZ-PRD 

interaction resulted in synergistic activation of transcription. Thus, it appears that FTZ-PRD 

complexes may act as both repressors and activators of target gene expression. This differential 

activity iikely depends on the placement of homeodornah and PRD domain binding sites within 

these promoters, or by the actions of promoter-specific aawiliary factors. In the embryo, FTZAHD 



Figure 2.4 Regulation of wg by FIZ and PRD. Whole-mount in situ hybridization was 

perfomed to rnonitor initiation of wg transcription (b-g). Panel a) summarizes relative expression 

patterns of FI', PRD, Even-skipped (EVE) and wg over a 3segment interval, as depicted in 

Figure 2.1. b) Wild-type wg expression; 14 one ceil-wide stripes initiate simultaneously. c). Loss 

of wg expression in pd2-45 embryos; even numbered stripes are missing, and odd numbered 

saipes are about 3 times weaker thm normal. Ail 14 wg stripes broadened anteriorly by 1-2 cells 

in HSPRD embryos within 15-20 min. of a 10 min. heat shock (d). wg stripes initiated earlier in 

fi- embryos, nUing the normal domains of& expression (e). Transcription of these broadened 

stnpes was repressed within 15 min. of a 6-8 min. HSF (f) or HSFAHD (g) induction. Note that 

FîZAHD completely repressed al1 wg stripes whiie FE had more iimited effecü in the posterior- 

most regions of the expression domains. These even-nurnbered stripes recovered within an 

hour in both HSF and HSFAHD embryos (Figure 2.lh,i). h) No repression was observed in&+ 

embryos following a10 min. induction of m. Phasing of stripes observed after longer 

recoveries (40 min. shown) was a consequence of other retained activities (not shown). 10 min. 

inductions of FTZ (i) and FTZAHD (i), in prd- embryos, failed to repress residual (odd numbered) 
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activated two of the three genes monitored (en and&). The requirement for PRD in these two 

processes has yet to be determined. 

In summary, our resdts emphasize the importance of protein-protein interactions in 

homeodomain protein fûnction. FTZ and PRD are both homeodomain proteins and, as a complex, 

are ükely to have novel specificities and huictions not exhibited individuaiiy. These may include 

both repression and activation of target gene promoten. Important questions now are how these 

effects are achieved and whether additionai proteins are required. 

2.1 Materials and Methods 

Enpraiied staining HSF and HSFAHD fiy h e s  have been previously descnbed (Fitzpatrick et 

al., 1992). HSF and HSFAHD constructs, homozygous on either the 1st or 2nd chromosomes, 

were introduced into afnwZO (orfrz9HJ4, not shown) protein-nuü background, generating the 

stocks HSF; ~i,frz~ZO/Th43 and HSFAHD; Ki,fhw20/TM3. The TM3 balancer used caries a 

hunchback-lac Z reporter (Driever and Nusslein-Volhard, 1989). Ernbryos were heat shocked for 

8-10 min. as previously described (Manoukian and Krause, 1992). Embryos were fxed foilowing 

a 1.5 hr recovery and stained, either for EN and P-gaI protein (monoclonal antibodies obtained 

from S. Coté and BioRad, respectively), or wg rnRNA as previously described (Manoukian and 

Krause, 1992). 

Cuticle Preparations. 20 min. embryo collections were made, heat shocked and staged as 

previously descnbed (Manoukian and Krause, 1992). Resdts fiom three experiments were 

tabulated. Similar phenotypic distributions were observed using a marked HSF iine (hsf2;&w24 

Df109, Ki./ TMl, red: obtained from P. Lawrence) and a marked HSFAHD line (y-; HSFAHD; 

fi@: Ki/ TM3, y+; (Hyduk and Percival-Smith, 1996)). The hsf2 line of StruhI (S truhi, 1985) 

required shorter heat shocks for rescue (5-6 min.), due to more efficient FTZ induction. 



Protein Quantitation. Levels of F'E expression were determineci by Western blot analysis as 

previously described (Krause et al., 1988), except that signals were chexniluminescent (Gallagher 

et al., 1993) and quantitated on a BioRad phosphorimager. Levels of FTZ and FïZAHD 

expression were similar, and 10 min. inductions yielàed cellular levels of expression equivalent to 

those of endogenous FIZ. 

Affinity Chromatography. Full-length fn and prd cDNAs were subcloned into pET19B 

(Novagen) and expressed in E. c d .  Recombinant proteins were purifed as described (Krause et 

a l ,  1988), and affinity columns made by coupling the His-tagged proteins to ~ i ~ + r e s i n  as 

described by the manufacturer (Invitmgen) at a concentration of lmg/ml. ~i*+resin aione served 

for the control columns. Columns were equilibrated in: 0.1M NaCl, 20mM Tris pH 7.6, 1mM 

EDTA, 10% Glycerol, 1% milk powder. 5p.L in vitro-translated protein (Promega TNT kit) was 

diluted to 90pL in column buffer, and passed over 50pL columns. lmg of full-length baculovinis- 

expressed FTZ, purified to about 95% homogeneity (Methods, Chapter 4), was chromatographed 

as above, or using 1 % casein or no cornpetitor at all. Bound proteins were eluted with 2% SDS. 

Wingless Staining. Embryos were coliected and heat shocked as described for engrailed 

staining. In situ hybridization was performed as previously described (Manoukian and Krause, 

1992). The prd2-45 allele was used for prd mutant aoalysis, and wild-type chromosomes were 

marked by the presence of an eve1acZ reporter. The HSFAN Iùie was kindly provided by J. Ho 

and A. Percival-Smith. Images were captured using a Sony XC275 CCD camera and Northem 

Exposure software. Figures were compiled using Photoshop 3.0. 



Chapter 3: 

The nuclear receptor homologue FTZ-F1 

and the homeodomain protein FT'Z 

are mutuaiiy dependent cofactors 

A similar report was published in Antoine Guichet*, John W. R. 

Copeland* (*these authors contributed equally), Mikl6s Erdélyi, Daniela 

Hlousek, Péter Ziivorszky, Jacqueline Ho, Susan Brown, Anthony 

Percival-Smith, Henry M. Krause', and Anne Ephmssi' (%O-senior 

authors). Nature: 385, 548-552 (1997). 

*The matemal effect screen, the characterization of mutations and mutant phenotype, and 

the rescue experiments (figures 4.1 and 4.2) were performed by A. Guichet, M. Erddlyi, 

P. Zavorszky, and A. Ephrussi. HSFAN transgenic Bies were generated by J. Ho and A. 

Percival-Smith. TcFTZ cDNAs were provided by Sue Brown. D. Hlousek assisted with 

the protein-protein interaction experiments. I performed the affinity chromatography and 

Far Western blots shown in figure 3.3, and the in si& hybridisations and cuticle analysis 

shown in figure 3.4. 



3.0 Abstract 

Nuclear hormone receptors and homeodomain proteins are two classes of 

transcription factors that regulate major developmental processes. Both 

depend on interactions *th other proteins for specficity and activity. The 

Drosophilafushi tarazu (ftz) gene, which encodes a homeodomain protein 

(Laughon and Scott, 1984) (FTZ), is requïred zygotically for the formation 

of aiternate segments in the developing embryo (Wakimoto and Kaufman, 

1981). Here we show that the orphan nuclear receptor uFTZ-F1 (Lavorgna 

et al., 1991), which is deposited in the egg during oogenesis (Lavorgna et 

al., 1993), is an obügatory cofactor for FTZ. The two proteins interact 

specifically and directly, both in vitro and in vivo, via a conserved domain 

in the FTZ polypeptide. This interaction suggests that other nuclear 

receptor/homeodomain protein interactions may be important and common 

in developing organisms. 



In a screen for new matemal mutations affecthg antero-postenor polarity, we 

identined two recessive mutations causing a pair-de phenotype that map near the Fe- 

Flgene (Lavorgna et al., 199 1) (Fig 3.1). Embryos denved fiom homozygous mutant 

fernales lack alternate denticle bel6 no&y found in segments T2, Al, A3, A5 and A7 

(Fig 3.lb). Closer examination of the cuticles showed that these deletions are 

parasegmental in nature (data not shown), as are those offrz (Wakimoto and Kahan ,  

1981) (Figure 3.1~). 

The Fe-FI gene encodes two protein isofonns, a and B. The a isoform is 

matemaily expressed and evenly distributed in the early embryo (Ohno and Petkovich, 

1992). In contrast, the f3 isoform is zygotically expressed during late embryonic and pupd 

stages, at which time it is thought to play a role in ecdysone-induced gene expression 

(Lavorgna et al.. 1993; Woodard et al., 1994). The two aileles isolated in this study, Fe- 

~ 1 2 0 9  and F Q - F I ~ ~ ~ ,  produce indistinguishable mutant phenotypes. Two lines of 

evidence indicate that both alleles specScaUy compromise maternal expression of the Ftz- 

FI gene. First, Northern blots show that --FI transcnpts are not detected in ~ t z - ~ I 2 8 2  

mutant fendes, and that a tnincated transcript is detected in F R - F I ~ * ~  mutant fernales 

(Figure 3. Id). Second, F ~ Z - F I ~ @  mutant embryos are rescued by expression of the &- 

FI transcnpt under control of the hsp70 heat shock promoter (Figure 3. le-h). This 

experiment was possible because the matemal product is not spatiaily localized (Ohno and 

Petkovich, 1992). The finding that, at blastodenn stage, the maternal --FI gene 

product is unifonnly distributed (data not shown), yet its mutation causes a pair-mie 

phenotype, indicates a lkited requirement for aFIZ-F 1 in alternate parasegments 

Further, it suggests that aFTZ-Fl must interact with spatially localized factors. 



Figure 3.1. Mutation of the FIZ-FI a isofom leads to a materna1 effect pair-nile 

phenotype indistinguishable from that of&. Wild-type ( ~ 1 ~ ~ 8 )  embryos (a). m- 

FI *Og/ofl3~)cat (b) andftzw20/fizw20 (c) embryos have indistinguiskable cuticular 

phenotypes in which segments T2, Al, A3, A5, A7 are deleted. (d) Northern blot 

containhg RNA isolated £rom adult oreR (wild type), F Z Z - F I ~ ~ ~ ,  and F'ZZ-~1282 

homozygous fernales. Hybridisation with a 5' probe specific for the a isofom reveais a 

single 5.2kb transcript in wild-type femaies. This transcript corresponds to the arFtz-FI 

mRNA (Lavorgoa et ai., 1993). In FIZ-~1209, a shorter transcnpt of 4.8kb is present, 

whereas in I T Z - F I ~ ~ ~  no transcript is detected. A probe specific for ribosomal protein 49 

(rp49) serves as loading control. (e-h) Zygotic rescue of the segmentation defects of FïZ- 

FI 209 by a hraF1Z-FI transgene. ( f )  The white arrow indicates the remaining fused 

segments A5-A6 in the partiaIly rescued embryo. 





aFï2-FI was fust identified as a protein that binds t h e h  promoter (Ueda et al., 

1990). It was subsequently shown that aFIZFl binding sites are present in 

tworegulatory regions of thefiz promoter, the proximal zebra element (Ueda et al., 1990) 

and the upstream enhancer element (Han et al., 1993), and that integrity of these sites is 

important for proper expression of minimizedfiz-lac2 reporter genes (Han et al., 1993; 

Ohno and Petkovich, 1992; Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Ueda et al., 1990). It therefore 

seemed likely that the W t l - F I  phenotype is a consequence of reducedfR expression. 

Surprisingly, patterns of& mRNA and protein expression in our  FE-FI mutants are 

indistinguishable from wild-type (Figure 3.2a-d). We therefore tested whether otherfn- 

dependent parasegmental markers are correctly expressed. FT'Z is required for proper 

expression of two segment polar@ genes, engrailed (en) and wingless (wg), which are 

each expressed in 14 siripes (Baker, 1988; Komberg et al., 1985) (Figure 3.2gj). Even- 

numbered en stnpes are positively regulated by FM. @Nard0 and O'Farrell, 1987), while 

even-numbered wg stripes are negatively regulated by FTZ (Jngham et al., 1988). In FR- 

FI mutant embryos, as infrz mutant embryos (Figure 3.2i,l), FE-dependent en stnpes fail 

to be expressed (Figure 3.2f,h), and wg stripes expand (Figure 3.2k). Thus, aFïZ-F1 is 

required for all FE activities tested except the one for which it was fmt identified: frz 

promoter regulation. 

The target gene specificity of homedomain proteins is cntically dependent on 

extrinsic factors such as interactions with other proteins. hdeed, F E  can regulate many 

target genes in the absence of its DNA binding homeodomain (Copeland et ai., 1996; 

Fitzpaîrick et al., 1992). It has been suggested that this activity is mediated by DNA- 

binding cofactors (Copeland et al., 1996; Fitzpaaick et al., 1992). Our results suggest the 

possibility that aFTZ-FI may fùnction as one of these cofactors. To examine this 



Figure 3.2. FTZ-FI affects en and wg but notfrz expression. (a,c,e,g j) Wild-type 

embryos. (b,d?f,h,k) Embryos fiom F Z Z - F I ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ T ~ L ) C ~ ~  fernales, re ferred to as FIZ- 

FI 209 embryos. (iJ) ~ o r n o z ~ ~ o u s  frzw2* embryos. (a,b) frz mRNA expression in stage 

5 embryos. The pattern of expression offi mRNA in F ~ Z - F I ~ @  embryos @) is 

indistinguishable from that in wild-type embryos (a). (c,d). FEZ protein expression in 

stage 6 embryos. As is the case for& rnRNA, the pattern of FIZ protein expression in 

~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 0 9  (d) embryos is indistinguishable from that of wild-type embryos (c). (e,Q 

Double-Iabelling revealing EN protein (green) and FïZ protein (red) expression patterns. 

In F Q - F ~ ~ @  embryos (0, EN is absent from the stripes expressing FIZ, indicating that 

conectly expressed FTZ protein c a ~ o t  activate en in the absence of FE-Fl. (g-i) EN 

protein expression in stage 9 embryos. In wild type embryos (g), EN is expressed in 14 

saipes, whereas in F ~ Z - F I ~ ~ ~  (h) and inftzwZo embryos (i), EN is expressed in 7 stnpes. 

(j-1) WG protein expression in stage 8 embryos. In wild cype embryos (j), WG is 

expressed as 14 stripes, but in F ~ Z - F I ~ O ~  embryos (k) ,  WG is expressed as seven broad 

stripes, as infrzw20 embryos 0). The late expression pattern of m t  is ais0 affected in Fe- 

FI, as infizw20, embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993) (data not shown). Expression of 

men-skipped and hairy is not affected in ~ t z - ~ 1 2 0 9  mutants (data not shown). 
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possibility, we tested for direct interaction between FTZ and aFTZ-FI Ut vitro. 

Essentially al l  of the crFIZ-F1 protein expressed in a reticulocyte lysate system is 

specifically retained on FIZ micro-affinity columns with no binding to control columns 

(Figure 3.3a). Retention of aFTZ-FI on the FTZ affinity columns is consistently as gwd 

or better than that observed with the previously demonstrateci (Copeland et a1.,1996), FTZ- 

interacting protein Paired (Pm). 

Further analysis of the ctFIZ-Fl/FIZ interaction by Far Western bloning (Figure 

3.3b) confmed that the interaction is direct and does not require the FiZ homeodomain. 

lndeed, the amino terminal third of FIZ is sufficient for a strong interaction (Figure 3.3~). 

Using additional deletion constructs, the interaction domain was shown to require residues 

10 1 - 150 (Figure 3.3~). Two regions of the FîZ polypeptide are highiy conserved in 

dipteran FlZ homologues, the homeodomain and residues within the FKZA 10 1 - 150 

deletion. In Drusuphila hydei, residues corresponding to amino acids 100-133 of FI2 are 

100% conserved (Jost et al., 1995). In the more distantly related flou beetle (Tribolim 

castiznem) homologue (TcFIZ) the only homology, other than the homeodomain, is 

within this N-terminal region. This homology is more limited however, consisting of a 

central LRALLT motif, flanked on either side by prolines, adjacent to which are acidic 

residues on the N-temiinal side and basic residues on the C-terminal side (Brown et al., 

1994). Despite this more limited homology, Figure 3 . 3 ~  shows that TcFIZ interacts 

strongly with crFIZ-F1 on Far Westem blots, and that the N-terminal region is smcient 

for this interaction. This result not only pinpoints the crFIZ-F1 interaction domain, but 

suggests that this domain is sufficientiy important to have warranted conservation over 300 

million years (Brown et al., 1994). 



Figure 3 -3. FIZ and aFTZ-F 1 interact directiy. (a) FIZ &ty chromatography. 

Reticulocyte lysate-translateci Luciferase (LUC), aFïZF1 and Paired (PRD) proteins were 

passed over FIZ (lefi) or control (right) affïnity columns. Equivalent portions of the 3%- 

Iabeled load (L), flow-through 0, and eluate (E) fiactions were subjected to SDS PAGE 

and autoradiography. LUC, used as a negative control, flows through both the FIZ and 

control columns. In contrast, =-FI is specifically retained on the FIZ affinity column 

and quantitatively recovered in the eluate. PRD, a previously identified FTZ-interacting 

protein (Copeland et al., 1996), also binds specifically to the FIZ affinity column, but with 

Iower efficiency. AU other proteins within the reticulocyte Iysate flowed through the 

column (Copeland et al., 1996) (data not shown). 

@) Far Western analysis. Autoradiogram (left) and correspondhg Coomassie blue stain 

(nght) show uninduced (UN) and induced bacterial lysates containing FE or FïZAHD 

(Fitzpatrick et al., 1992) subjected io SDS-PAGE. On the lefi, proteins were transferred 

fkom the gel to nitrocellulose. The gel on the right was stained with Coornassie blue to 

reveal total proteins. a FlZ-FI bound specifically to the induced FI'Z and JTZAED 

proteins marked with arrows on the Coornassie stained gel. MW = molecular weight 

markers. 

(c) Far Western with deleted FIZ polypeptides probed with 3%-labeled dTZ-Fl. The 

firsst two lanes contain full-length and N- terminally deieted (residues 10 1 - 150) FIZ 

polypeptides expressed in vino. Lanes 3-6 contain Drosophila and Triboliwn FIZ 

polypeptides expressed in bacteria: lane3 contains full-length FIZ; lane 4, Ftz 1 - 17 1 ; lane 

5, TcFIZ; lane 6, T c F E  1- 197. AU FTZ proteins bound well to the aFTZ-FI probe 

except FïZA101-150, which did not. 
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It is thought thatfrz is a rapidy evolving homeobox gene that was k t  required in 

insects for CNS development and only more recently for segmentation @ r o m  et al., 

1994; Dawes et al., 1994). The Triboliumfh homologue may represent an evoluîionary 

fri: intermediate, as it is segmentally expressed, but has no obvious segmental phenotype 

(Stuart et al., 199 1). The ability of TcFlZ to bind a m - F I  suggests that Tnboliim: may 

also possess a Ftz-FI homologue and that this gene may hold the key to the evolving role 

of FTZ as a pair-nile protein. 

To test whether aFIZ-F1 and FIZ interact directly in vivo, we tested the ability of 

an ectopically expressed FTZ polypeptide, missing residues 10 1- 150, to regulate aFIZ- 

Fl-dependent target genes. When expressed under control of a heat shock promoter, 

ubiquitous FM. expression in blastoderm embryos represses altemate wg stripes, broadens 

altemate en stnpes, and broadens endogenousfn stripes (Ish-Horowicz et al.. 1989) 

(Figure 3.4). This results in an "anti-frz " pair-de phenotype in which ftz-independent 

parasegments are deleted (Sauhl, 1985) (Figure 3.4n). These effects do not require the 

FTZ homeodomain, nor do ihey depend on the endogenous& gene (Copeland et aL, 

1996; Fitzpatrick et al., 1992). 

Deletion of arnino acids 101-150 disrupts al l  but one of the F ïZ activities described 

above (Figure 3.4). FIZA 10 1 - 150 cannot repress wg, activate en or generate an anti--2 

cuticular phenotype, although it is still capable of broadening endogenousfn stripes. 

Similar results were obtained by expressing a full-length ET2 polypeptide in an a&-FI 

mutant background (data not shown). Thus, removal of the aFïZ-F1 interaction domain 

fiom the F E  polypeptide rzsults in the same loss of FIZ activities as removal of aFIZ- 

FI. 



Figure 3.4. Deletion of the aFIZFl interaction domain disrupts CYFIZ-F1 dependent 

FIZ activities. The lefi hand column (a*) indicates FIZ constructs expressed upon heat 

shock and responsible for the corresponding patterns in the panels to the right (a) no 

construct expressed (WT); @) full-leagth FIZ; (c) FTZA101-150. Adjacent columns, from 

left to right, show resulting wg (d-f), en (g-i) and& ÿ-1) expression patterns. The right- 

most column (m-O) shows final cuticular phenotypes. Note that deletion of residues 101- 

150 disrupts the ability of F E  to repress even numbered wg stripes, to broaden even 

numbered en stripes, and to generate a .  antiti- cuticular phenotype, but not to broaden 

stripes of endogenous fi. 





Previous studies indicated that FIZ-mediateci repression of wg requires the pair- 

nile protein PRD and that this requirement involves a direct interaction between the two 

proteins (Copeland et al., 1996). The expanded pattern of wg expression in FR-FI 

mutants is not due to a defect in PRD expression, since the pattern of expression of PRD in 

FR-FI mutant embryos is indistinguishable from the wild-type (data not shown). Thus 

FIZ-mediated repression of wg appears to require both PRD and crFTZ-F 1. This 

interaction could involve either simdtaneous or cornpetitive interactions amongst the three 

proteins, as the binding of PRD dso requires residues 101- 150 of FTZ (Copeland et al., 

1996). Unlike FTZ-FI, however, PRD requires additional contact points on the FIZ 

polypeptide for a strong interaction (Figure 5.1). 

PRD may be a cofactor of FIZ or FIZ-FI required for target g e n s  that are 

repressed by FIZ, since PRD is required for FIZ-dependent wg repression, but not for 

FE-dependent activation of en (DiNado and O'FarreU, 1987) or for@ auto regulation 

(Carroll and Scott, 1986). For the latter two genes, no FTZ cofactors had previously been 

identified. In the case of en regulation, recent studies by Rorence and Laughon support 

our f~ndings that FTZ and aFIZ-F1 are both required, and suggest a likely cis-acting 

target element. Binding sites in the fmt en intron, required for early en expression 

(Kassis, 1990) were shown to contain both FIZ and dTZ-Fl binding sites to which the 

two proteins bind in vitro in a cwperative fashion. In the embryo, expression of a 

minimal reporter gene containing these sites requires the presence of both FIZ and aFTZ- 

F 1 and both DNA binding sites. 

T h e h  enhancer is perhaps the best characterized target of ET2 activity and 

contains orFIL-FI binding sites (Han et al., 1993; Ueda et al., 1990). Recenily, Yu et 

al(1997) screened in yeast for FIZ interacting proteins, using portions of thefiz enhancer, 



and isolated aFIZ-FI. The two proteins bind cooperatively to the sites used in their 

screen. While these data support our findings of a direct FIZF'TZ-Fl interaction, they are 

surprising in that aFtz-FI mutations have no obvious effects on& expression during the 

stages we examined. Also, we fmd that FTZ expressed ectopically is stili capable of 

broadening endogenousfir stripes in an a - F 1  mutant background (data not shown). A 

possible explanation for these apparent discrepmcies is that our &-FI mutations affect 

only a subset of aFTZ-FI activities. However, this possibility is not consistent with our 

genetic and molecular analyses; rather, our results suggest two alternatives. The fmt is that 

sequences in the& promoter bound by aFIZ-F1 in vitro are not occupied by aFT2-F1 in 

vivo. The second is that these sites are occupied by a m - F I  in vivo, but that the 

contribution of these complexes, in the context of the wholefrz promoter, are non-essential 

due to the redundant action of other cofactors. Regardless of the explanation, the ability of 

FIZ to autoregdate in the absence of its homeodornain, and in the absence of either PRD 

or alTZ-F1, indicates that there are additional F ï Z  cofactors yet to be identifiede 

In summary, aFTZ-FI is a matemaily provided cofactor required for FTZ-mediated 

regdation of the en and wg genes. Indeed, the two proteins appear to be mutualiy 

dependent cofactors for ail processes tested excepth autoregdation. The ability of FIZ to 

act in the absence of its homeodomain suggests that aFIZ-FI may play a key role in 

recruiting the FIZ polypeptide to specific DNA sequences. In tum, FIZ may influence the 

transcriptionai activity of FTZ-F1. FTZ-F1 is an orphan nuclear receptor, as no ligand has 

yet k e n  identifled (Mangelsdorf and Evans, 1995). Nevertheless, it is tempting to 

speculate that other nuclear receptors, for which ligands have k e n  identEed, might also 

form complexes with homeodomain proteins. This would provide a plausible mechanism 



by which homones couid, through their nuclear recepton, modulate the activity of 

homeodomai. proteins. Conversely, interactions of this sort rnight d o w  homeodomaia 

proteins to modulate the activity or target range of nuclear homone receptors. 

3.1 Materials and Methods 

Isolation of Ftz-FI aiieles. We carried out a P-element mutagenesis (Erdelyi et al., 

1995) and screened for maternai effect lethal mutations affecthg the antero-postenor 

polarity of embryos. Of these mutations, two had indistinguishable pair-de phenotypes, 

and upon f i e r  analysis were designated as I ~ T Z - F I ~ ~ ~  and F ~ Z - F ~ ~ ~ ~  . Both aileles 

are homozygous viable and matemal effect lethal. The P-element inserts map to the 

cytological loci 75D and 67D, respectively. Both fail to complement an overlapping 

deficiency at 75D (LIJ3L)cat) but complement a deficiency u n c o v e ~ g  67D, demonsûating 

that the mutations responsible for the phenotype Lie in the 75D locus. . F ? Z - F I ~ ~ ~  exhibits 

the same pair-rule phenotype as FIZ-F~~''  (data not shown). Embryos from ElZ- 

209 F1 /ofT3L)car transheterozygous fernales and those from F T Z - F I ~ ~ ~ E ~ Z - F I ~ ~ ~  

homozygous females (data not s hown) dso exhibit indis tinguishable phenotypes. The P- 

element in F ~ Z - F I ~ O ~  was rernobilised, generating wild type, maternai effect lethal, as 

well as homozygous lethal, excisions. The defects observed in embryos from females 

homozygous for F~Z-F~"  and F ~ Z - F ~ ~ ~ ~  cannot be rescued by wild type sperrn (data 

not shown). In addition, homozygous mutant embryos with zygotic lethal excisions 

exhibit no segmental defects . Hence, the pair-de phenotype observed is strictly maternai. 

Zygotic rescue of FTZ-F1209. ~ 1 ~ - ~ 1 2 0 9 / ~ f ( 3 L + ) c a t  females were crossed with 

males homoygous for hs crFn-FI.  or with wild type males (control). 2 hour-old 

embryos were heat-shocked for either O or 10 min. and then allowed to develop for 24h 

before preparation of cuticles (Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989). Cuticles were observed under 



dark field illumination. The On3L)cat stock was obtained h m  the Bloomington Stock 

Center. 

Northem blot analysis. Total RNA was isolated from or&, ~ 7 Z - ~ 1 2 0 9  and FTZ- 

~ 1 2 8 2  homozygous f e d e s ,  resolved on a 1.5% formaldehyde-agarose gel, and bload 

onto nitrocellulose. Hybridisation was carried out at 55'C in 50% forniamide, 0.25M 

NaP04 pH 7.2-0.24M NaCl, O. lmM ETDA, 7% SDS. 5' antisense nboprobe was made 

using a 0.9kb Sac1 hgment, specinc for the a cDNA, and subcloned under control of the 

T3 promoter. Transcription reactions were cmied out using a Boehringer Mannheim 

Transcription Kit. 

Histochemical analysis. Antibody stainings were canied out using mouse monoclonal 

anti-EN (Patel et al., 1989), mouse monoclonal anti-WG (khdly provided by S. Cohen), 

and rabbit anti-FTZ (Krause et al., 1988), as previously described (Ephrussi and Lebarin, 

1992). In situ hybridization to& M A  was as previously described (Tautz and Pfeifle, 

1989). 

Aff~nity chromatography and Far Western analysis. FTZ affinity 

chromatography using His-tagged FTZ protein and nickel resins was performed as 

described in Chapter 2. FarWestem analysis was performed as follows: Full-Iength and 

homeodomain-deleted (A273-303) F ï Z  polypeptides were expressed in bacteria as 

described in Chapter 2. TcFtz consmicts were also expressed in bacteria hoteins 

expressed in vitro were made using a Promega TNT in vitro transcnptioa/translation kit. 

The N-terminal FIZ polypeptide was truncated at the unique Sal 1 site, and the TcFTZ N- 

terminal polypeptide at the unique Sac I site. Blotti~g of SDS PAGE gels was as described 

by Krause et al. (1 988). To make the crF?Z-F 1 probe, a full-length ME-FI cDNA (Ohno 

and Petkovich, 1992), under control of the phage T7 promoter, was expressed in vitro as 

described above, except with 3%-methionine added to label the protein. Blots were 



incubated with 50 pL labeled --FI in 5 fl cocktail (O. 1M NaCI, 20mM Tris pH7.6, 

ImM EDTA, ImM Dm, 10% glyceroi, and 1% mille powder) for 2 hrs at 4OC. The filter 

was washed in the above buffer for 1.5 hrs at 4OC, dned, and autoradiographed. 

Ectopie expression studies. P-element vectors expressing frz deletion derivatives 

under hsp70 promoter control were generated in the vector p M 4  (Fitzpalxick et al.. 

1992). Lines expressing FTZD 10 1- 150 have been previously described (Copeland et al., 

1996). Embryo collections, heat shocking. in situ hybndization and cuticle preparation 

protocols have aiI been previousiy described (Fitzpatnck et al., 1992). 



Chapter 4: 

Purification and Characterization of& Protein 

expressed in the Baculovinis Expression System 

*Robert Strome assisted with the preparation of virai stocks, the in viîro mutagenesis, and 

the immunocytochemistry, Elizabeth Burgess performed the onginal baculovirus 

expression tirnecourse experiments and phosphoamino acid analysis, and both assisted 

with the preLiminary partial proteolysis experiments. 



4.1. Introduction 

The fushi tarani protein (FTZ) is a member of the pair-nrle class of Drosophila 

segmentation genes. Loss-of-functionfi mutations resuit in the Ioss of altematkg 

segments dong the anterior/posterior body axis of the developing embryo. The lost 

segments correspond to the initial domains of& expression in seven segment-wide stripes 

that encircle the blastoderm embryo (Hafen et al., 1984; Laughon and Scott, 1984; 

Wakimoto et al., 1984; Weiner et al., MM). F E  is a homeodomain-containing 

transcription factor and was the fmt homeodomain (HD) protein to be cloned (Laughon 

and Scott, 1984). 

The HD is a conserved DNA binding motif of 60 amino acids, and is found in 

proteins that function as "master switches" for development in a number of highly 

divergent organisms (Gehring et aL, 1994). It is thought that they perform this function by 

binding to promoter regions of their target genes and, once bound, by regdating 

transcription. However, most HD proteins do not demonstrate the specificity of DNA 

binding in vitro that they wouid require to function in vivo (Affolter et ai., 1990; Desplan et 

al., 1985: Desplan et ai., 1988; Florence et ai., 199 1 ;  Gehring et al., 1994; Percival-Smith 

et al., 1990). Furdiemore, many of these proteins are also used to control very different 

processes during the life cycle of the organism. For example, in addition to controllhg 

segmentation, Ftz has also been shown to be essential during DrosophiLu neurogenesis. 

After the initial segment-wide stripes offrz expression have faded,frz is expressed again in 

a subset of neuronal precursor cells in every segment of the developing CNS. Doe et al 

(1988) have shown that in this second phase of expression& regulates very distinct 

processes fiom its segmental hnction. For example,& no longer represses the pair-de 

gene even-skipped (eve), as it does during segmentation. hstead it is required for eve 

activation. Similady,& is not required for Ulîrabithorax (Ubx) expression in the CNS, 

despite k ing  required for segmental expression of Ubx earlier on. 



How is the specificity of FïZ action initially achieved? How is the protein's 

hinction changed during later stages of embryogenesis? One mechanism rnay be pst- 

translational modification, in particular by phosphorylation. Rotein phosphorylation has 

been shown to regulate the activity of a large number of transcription factors (reviewed in 

(Hill and Treisman, 1995)). This regdation can occur at the level of nuclear localization, 

DNA binding, protein-protein interactions, and transcriptional activation. FIZ ha. been 

shown to be extensively phosphorylated on s e ~ e  and threoaine residues, and the extent of 

this phosphorylation is tissue- and stagedependent (Krause and Gehring, 1989). In this 

study, 1 wis hed to address the effect of phosphorylation on the properties of theh protein 

in vitro. 

Biochemical anaiysis demands a large amount of pure and active protein. FIZ is oaly 

expressed at low levels in a subset of ceils in the embryo. The short half-life of this protein 

(cl0 minutes, (Edgar et al., 1986)) and the large amount of starting material required make 

embryos an impractical source of phosphorylated FïZ. For these reasons, we have chosen 

to express FIZ using the Baculovirus system (Miyamoto et al., 1985; Smith and Summers, 

1982). This system ailows for high levels of expression of post-translationdy-modified 

protein in an insect celi line. 1 show here that FTZ expressed in this system is localized to the 

nucleus and is extensively phosphorylated on serine and threonine residues. A purification 

scheme has been developed that yields soluble and active (as measured by DNA-binding)frz 

protein. Partial proteolysis experiments suggest that, in addition to increased solubility, 

phosphorylation of F E  may also induce a conformational change in a region adjacent to the 

HD. 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

Clonine of pJVFtz and oroduction of Ftz expressine baculovixu~ 

Full lengthfrz cDNA, subcloned into the EcoRllFsp 1 sites of pEMBL 18 was used for in 

viho mutagenesis to generate an optimal Kozak start translation signal (Kozak, 1987) and 



to restore the original FTZ ATG (Laughon and Scott, 1984). Following mutagenesis and 

confirmation by sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977) the newfa cDNA was inserted as an 

Nhe l/Xbal fiagrnent into the Nhe l site of the vector pJV- 1OZ-Nhe. This plasmid was CO- 

transfected into SB cells together with wildtype virus to facilitate in vivo recombination. 

The lac2 gene in p N  allows for bluelwhite selection of positive recombinant viral plaques. 

Multiple rounds of uifection and plaque purification were performed to isolate pure FTZ- 

expressing virus as confmed by Western blot analysis. 

Infection. irnmunostainine. and  rotei in production 

High titer BV stocks were produced according to Miyamoto et al. (1985) and Smith and 

Summers (1982) and used to infect log phase Hi5 host cells (Invitrogen) at an M.O.I. of 

10. For immunoIocalization, celIs were grown on sterile microscope slides in standard 100 

X 15mm tissue culture plates. 48 hours after infection with WT or FIZ-producing virus, 

the slides were washed 3 times in PBS and fïxed with ice cold acetone for 30 minutes. 

M e r  the acetone bath, the slides were again washed three times in PBS and blocked for 20 

minutes in BLOTTO + 0.1 % NP-40. The ceus were stained for F E  protein using anti- 

FîZ antibodies (Krause et al., 1988) for 2 hours at room temperature (FU), washed in 

BLOlTO + 0.1% NP-40, and incubated with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary 

antibody for 1 hour at RT. M e r  three washes in BLOTTO, secondary antibody was 

detected with the Vectastain Kit (Vector Systems) and DABa-OZ as described by the 

manufacturer. The reaction was stopped by rinsing in PBS and the cells were 

photographed at 40X rnagnification. 

PAA Analvsis 

Cells were grown to 80% confluence and infected at an M.O.1 of 10 with FïZ-expressing 

baculovirus. 36 houn pst-infection, host celis were placed in phosphate free media for 12 

hours, then treated with 32P inorganic phosphate supplemented media for 4 hours prior to 

harvesting. Cells were washed in lXPBS and Iysed in lXSDS loading buffer. Whole ceIi 

lysates were nin on SDS-PAGE, blotted onto nitrocellulose, and autoradiographed. The 



labeled BVFIZ band was determined by MW and cut fkom the blot. The corresponding 

region was also cut from gels containing lysate fiom ceus infected with wild-type virus. 

Both samples were subjected to hydrolysis, and then phosphoamino acid analysis was 

perfomed by 2-D TLC as in Cooper et al (1983). 

Protein ~urification 

CeUs were grown in 40 15x20 cm tissue culture flash to 80% confluence before infection 

with FTZexpressing virus at an M.O.1 of 10. 48-60 hours after infection, ceus were 

washed fiom the flasks with their media, transferred to 50mL fdcon tubes, and peUeted by 

centrifugation in an IEC centrifuge for 5 minutes at 3K. Ceils were pooled and washed in 

25m.L lXPBS and repelleted. Cells were resuspended in 2ûm.L of lysis bufCer (20mM 

Hepes, pH 7.6, 1OOm.M NaCI. 25mM EDTA, lOmM NaF, 1mM DTT, 20% glycerol, 

O. 1 rnM PMSF, 1mM TPCK, 1pgImL E-64, 1 pg/mL leupeptin, 2Opg/mL pepstatin) and 

lysed by rocking in the presence of 1% NP 40 for 20 minutes at 4 C. The nuclei were 

collected by centrifugation and washed in 15 mL fresh lysis buffer containing 1% NP40. 

The washed nuclei were disrupted in 6M Guanidine buffer (lysis bufTer containing 6M 

guanidine-HC1) and nucleic acids were precipitated with 1 volume of isopropanol at RT. 

The precipitate was removed by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 10K in a Bechan  JA-2 1 

rotor. The supernatant was transferred to a new tube and protein was precipitated with 3 

volumes of methanol for 30 minutes at -20C. M e r  centrifugation for 10' at 8K, the 

protein pellet was resuspended in 6M guanidine buffer and dialyzed at 4OC against 1 Liter of 

4M Urea buffer (freshly deionized 4M Urea, 20mM Tris pH 7.6,25mM NaCl. ImM 

EDTA, 1 rnM DTT, 1 OmM NaF, 20rnM guanidine-HCI, 10% glycerol) for 1 hour and 

against 1 liter of the same buffer ovemight (ON) at 4OC. The dialysate was c e n w g e d  for 

5' at 10 K to remove insolubles prior to loading on a 5mL dsDNA cellulose (Sigma) 

column equilibrated in 4M Urea buffer. Protein was eluted !Ïom the DNA cellulose in a 

15mL gradient from 25mM to 1M NaCl in 4M Urea buffer, and 0.5 mL fkactions were 



coiiected. FTZ containing fractions, as detennined by SDS PAGE and Coomassie Blue 

staining, were pooled and loaded at 0.25 d m i n .  onto an HR 10130 Superose 12 FPLC 

gel fütration column (Phamiacia) equiliirated in 4M Urea buf5er (as above except 0.5M 

NaCl, 0.1M guaaidine-HCl, 5% giycerol). F E  containing fractions fiom the gel filtration 

column were pooled and loaded at ImUmin. onto an RP4 C-4 reverse phase HPLC 

c o l m  (Aquapore) in 5% acetonit.de (ACN), 0.1% tri-fluoroacetic acid V A ) .  Rotein 

was eluted in a gradient to 60% ACN, O. 1% TFA, and the now pure F E  fractions were 

pooled and lyophilized. The lyophilized pellet was resuspended in 6M Guanidine, diluted 

to a protein concentration of approximately 0.2 mg/mL, and desalted on NAP 10 columns 

(Pharmacia) into native buffer (20m.M Hepes, pH 7.6,O. 1M NaCI, 1mM DIT, ImM 

EDTA, 20% glycerol, lu- trans-epoxy-succinyl-L-leucylamido (4-guanidino)-butane 

(E-64), O. lmM phenylmediylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF) and stored at -70' C. 

2-D gel Electro~horesis 

Samples of Baculovirus Ftz for 2-D gels were taken fiom the resuspended methano1 pellet 

above and diluted into IEF loading buffer (O'FarreU, 1975). For heatshock-induciblefa 

protein (HSFI'Z), AA 19 (Krause et al., 1988) larvae were heat shocked for 2 hours at 37 

C, allowed to recover for 30 min. at RT, and crushed in IEF buffer. Insoluble material 

was removed by cenaifugation and the supernatant was subjected to 2-D electrophoresis as 

descnbed (Krause and Gehring, 1989; O'FarreIi, 1975). FoUowing electrophoresis, the 

2nd dimension gel was blotted onto nitrocellulose. Ftz was detected by Western blotting as 

described (Krause et al., 1988). 

Gel mobility shift assavs and partial ~roteolvsis 

Gel Shift Assays were performed as in Percival-Smith et al (1990) using equivalent 

amounts of BVFTZ fiorn sarnples taken at each stage of the purification procedure and the 

3 2 ~  labelled oligonucleotide BS2-18 (Muller et al.. 1988; Percival-Smith et al., 1990). The 

partial proteolysis assays were perfonned in the same manner, except that the indicated 



dilutions of sequencing grade Glu-C protease (Promega) were added immediately after the 

protein and DNA had k e n  mixed and were then incubated for 1 hour at 18°C. 

4.3. Results 

FIZ expressed in embryos is localized in the nucleus and heavily phosphorylated 

on serine and threonine residues (Krause and Gehring, 1989). Following production of a 

recombinant bacdovirus containing the full-lengthfh cDNA (pTVFa, see Materials and 

Methods for cloning procedure) we wished to determine whether FIZ expressed in High 5 

cells @TI-TN-931-4 cells derived Corn Trichoplusia ni, Invitrogen) infected with the FE- 

expressing vims had sùnilar characteristics. Host cells were harvested every 6 hours post- 

infection to determine when FTZ expression would peak. Western bIot analysis (data not 

shown) demonstrated that FTZ expression was rnaximized at 48-54 hours pst-infection. 

Immunohistochemisûy was then employed to determine whether FIZ was king 

localized to the nucleus in the infected ceUs. Hi5 celis were infected with pJVFtz and wild- 

type virus, respectively. At the time of greatest FïZ expression, cek  were hxed and 

stained with an anti-FTZ antibody (Krause et al., 1988). Figure 4.1 shows that that the 

nuclei of pJVFtz infected celis are heavily stained forfi protein, while no staining can be 

detected in the wildtype control cells. This suggests that F ï Z  is correctly processed and 

targeted to the appropriate cellular cornparment in pJVFtz infected cells. 

Next, we examined the presence and extent of phosphorylation of bacdovinis- 

expressed F î Z  (BVFIZ). Two-dimensional electrophoresis can be used to separate 

proteins on the basis of charge (in the fmt dimension) and molecular weight (in the second 

dimension). As demonstrated by m u s e  et al (1988), 2-D electrophoresis of FIZ from 

heat shocked HSF larvae produces a senes of FTZ spots (Figure 4.2a), each spot 

corresponding to the presence of one additional phosphate on the protein. A very similar 

pattern is obtained with 2-D electrophoresis of BVFIZ (Figure 4.2b), suggesting that 

BVFJZ exists as a similar collection of moderate to heavily phosphorylated isoforms. In 



Figure 4.1. FTZ is localized to the nucleus in pJVFIZ infecte0 ceiis. Hi5 ceh were 

infected with (a) wildtype or (b) FTZexpressing baculovinis. Ceh were h e d  on 

microscope slides 48 hours pst-iafection and stained with anti-FTZ antibody (see 

materials and methods). M s  infected with wildtype Wus (a) show no staining in 

response to the antibody. CeUs infected with pJVFfZ (b) show stmng staining in the 

nucleus, demonstrating that FIZ expressed in these celis is properly localized to the 

nucleus. Nuclei of FIZ-expressing cells, and hence the ceUs themselves, were notably 

larger than those infected by wild-type vinis. 





Figure 4.2. BVFIZ and HSFiZ are phosphorylated to a simiiar extent. Protein expressed 

in heatshocked hsFIZ larvae (a), in baculovirus (b), and a mix of HSFIZ and BVFIZ 

samples were subjected to 2-D electrophoresis, blotted to nitroceliuiose and detected with 

poIyclonai anti-FTZ antibody (see materials and methods). FIZ expressed in h s m  

larvae is extensively phosphorylated and produces a characteristic series of spots 

corresponding to increasingiy phosphorylated protein isoforms (a). A similar pattern is 

seen with F E  expressed in pJVFIZ infected cells. When these two samples are 

combine4 the FTZ isoforms from either source are seen to CO-migrate. This suggests FTZ 

is king similarly modified in both systerns. 



IEF, 



fact, when samples from heatshocked HSF lama are mixed with BVFIZ, the spots CO- 

migrate (Figure 4.2~). This "mixing" experiment also suggests that BVFIZ does not 

undergo other chernical modifications. Phosphoamino acid analysis (data not shown, see 

Methods) demonstrates that BVFIZ is king phosphorylated solely on serine and threonhe 

residues as is the case with FTZ expressed in the embryo. 

The high Ievels of expression. extensive phosphorylation and nuclear localization of 

BVFIZ d e s  the baculovinis system useful for examining the effects of phosphorylation 

on the biochemical properties of FTZ. To perform these experiments, it is necessary to 

achieve a high degree of protein purity. A purification scheme was developed which 

employed known properties of FIZ, specificaily that it is locaiized in the nucleus, has 

multiple charge forms, and should bind DNA The purincation involves subcellular 

fractionation of nuclei, DNA affkity cbromatopphy, gel Ntration chromatography and 

reverse phase HPLC. The multiple charge forms present in BVFïZ rnake charge-based 

separation methods, such as ion exchange chromatography. impractical. 

Surprisingly, standard nuclear extraction procedures failed to elute more than 5% of 

total BVFTZ fiom the nuclear pellet. Tuming this fact to our advantage, we harvested pre- 

extracted nuclei that retained BVFTZ, and used these as a source of protein for later 

purifcation steps. The insoluble nuclear pellet was washed and then dissolved in 6M 

guanidine HCI lysis buffer. The guanidine extract (lane 2, Figure 4.3a) was precipitated 

with isopropanol to remove residual nucleic acids, and the supernatant was reprecipitated 

with methanol to produce a FIZ containhg pellet (lane 3, Figure 4.3a). This peilet was 

resuspended in 6M guanidine and partiaiiy renatured by dialyzhg into a low-salt 4M Urea 

buffer. The dialyzed protein was loaded ont0 a DNA cellulose column, the column was 

washed. and the protein was eluted using a 25mM to 1M NaCl salt gradient. The FEZ 

contaùiing fractions were pooled (lane 4, Figure 4.3a) and loaded ont0 an HR 10/30 

Superose 12 (Pharmacia) gel fdtration column equilibrated in 4M Urea buffer (see 

Methods). Again, FIZ containhg fractions were pooled (lane 5. Figure 4.3a) and loaded 



Figure 4.3. FTZ expressed in pJVFtz-infected cells can be p d e d  to near homogeneity 

and retains the ability to bind DNA. Equivaient samples were taken at each stage of the 

puri£ïcation, nui on SDS-PAGE gels, and the gel silver stained (a). Equivalent samples 

were also tested for DNA-binding activity by EMSA (b) (see materials and methods). 

Samples run on SDS-PAGE (a) correspond to whole cell extract (lane 1), whole nuclei 

(lane 2), methanol precipitate (lane 3), DNA-cellulose eluate (lane 4). Superose 12 eluate 

(lane 3, RP4 eluate (lane 6), and high molecdar weight markers (BioRad) (lane 7). The 

fuzziness of the FTZ band (arrow) is due to the presence of multiple phosphoisofo~~~is of 

the protein. In the bandshift assay @) the Iabelled oligonucleotide corresponding to the 

FIZ binding site BS-2 (Percival-Smith et al, 1990) was incubateci with no protein (lane 1), 

the dialysed methanol precipitate (lane 2), the DNA cellulose eluate (lane 3), the Superose 

12 eluate (lane 4) and the RP4 eluate (lane 5). The FIZ-DNA complex (mow) is seen as a 

band that migrates slower than the free oligonucleotide. At each stage of the purification, 

FIZ retains the same specific activity in terms of DNA-binding per unit of protein as 

estimated from Coornassie stained SDS-PAGE gels. 





ont0 an RP4 reverse phase column equilibrated in 5% Acetonitrile (ACN), 0.1 % 

ainuoroacetic acid. The column was washed in loading b a e r  and protein was eluted in an 

a 0-60% ACN gradient. This final step yields -95% pure FIZ (Figure 4.3a). The 

fractioas were pooled, acetonitrile lyophilized away and the protein denatured/renatured 

with guanidine HCI. In the absence of guanidine HCI, the p W e d  BVFIZ is soluble to a 

concentration of at least 0.2 mg/mL, dthough higher concentrations were not tested. In 

contrast, purifed, unphosphorylated FTZ is completely insoluble in the absence of 

denaturing agents. The implications of this will be discussed below. 

Following purification, it is necessary to determine the recovery of protein activity. 

One of the known activities of FTZ is its ability to bind DNA through its homeodomain. 

This activity was assayed in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) using equivdent 

amounts of BVFIZ fiom samples taken at each purifcation step and a short oligonucleotide 

(BS2- 18) that corresponds to a known FTZ-binding site in the engraded promoter 

(Percival-Smith et al., 1990). Figure 4.3b shows that at each stage of purification BVFTZ 

retains the ability to bind DNA and that there is a quantitative recovery of DNA binding 

activity. Thus, we have s h o w  that FTZ purified from the baculovinis system is heavily 

phosphorylated, relatively soluble, and active in DNA binding, and shodd be suitable for 

further biochemical characterization, 

As noted above, the phosphorylated BVFIZ, in contrast to unphosphorylated FIZ, 

is soluble in the absence of denaturants. The improved solubility of BVFIZ may be a 

resuit of increased hydrophilicity due to the charged phosphate groups andor a result of a 

phosphoylation-induced conformational change in BVFTZ. A classic example of a 

phosphorylation-induced conformational change involves the enzyme glycogen 

phosphorylase. Phosphorylation of a single residue, serine 14, is enough to induce a 

massive conformational change in the N-terminus of the protein and is the fmt step in 

activation of the enzyme (Sprang et al., 1988). 



Partial proteolysis has been employed to demonsirate a confomational change upon 

DNA-binding by the transcription factors PRTF (Tan and Richmond, 1990) and C W P  

(Shuman et al., 1990), and upon ATP binding by Topoisornerase II (Lhdsley and Wang, 

199 1). To determine if phosphorylated BVFIZ adopts a conformation Merent  h m  

unphosphorylated FTZ, we perfomed partial proteolysis experiments in a '%andshift clip 

assay". This is similar to the EMSA experiments described above, except that once the 

protein is bound to the 32P-labelled DNA it is subjected to partial digestion by increasing 

arnounts of protease. The conformation of the tested protein determines its accessibility to 

the protease. Consequently, an alteration of conformation will produce an alteration in the 

partial proteolysis profde seen on the autoradiograph of the DNA bound peptides. 

For the bandshift clip assay, we incubated equal amounts of phosphorylated and 

unphosphorylated FIZ with labeled DNA and then added increasing amounts of the 

protease Glu-C. The reactions were run on native acrylamide gels and the partial 

proteolysis profiles were visualized by autoradiography as seen in Figure 4.4. 

In analysis of the partial proteolysis profdes, visuaiization of the digestion products 

is dependent on binding of the labeued oligonucleotide and therefore on the presence of an 

intact homeodomain. Glu-C has potentid cleavage sites at the N- and C-terminal ends of 

the HD. We can assume that the smallest protein-DNA complex is the minimal 

homeodomain-containing polypeptide s a  capable of binding to the oiigonucleotide. In the 

unphosphorylated FI2 Glu-C profile, the second fastest migrahg protein-DNA complex 

(arrow in Figure 4.4) is never very abundant and quickly gets digested away. In the 

phosphorylated profde, however, this band persists even at the highest protease 

concentrations shown. The persistence of this complex in the phosphorylated FTZ profile 

can be interpreted as a possible conformational change induced by phosphorylation, such 

that a region adjacent to the homeodomain is inaccessible to Glu-C 

A concern exists that the ciifferences between the Glu-C digestion profdes may be 

caused by the different purification histones of the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated 



Figure 4.4. Phosphorylated FIZ behaves differently than unphosphorylated FIZ in a 

bandshift clip assay. Similar amounts of phosphorylated and unphosphoxylated FIZ were 

dlowed to bind to 32~-labelled oligonucleotide corresponding to a consensus F E  binding 

site (BS2- 18, (Percival-Smith et a l ,  1990)). The protein/DNA complexes were subjected 

to partial digestion with increasing amounts of Glu€ protease, and then nin on a native 

acrylamide gel. Digestion of phosphorylated FIZ by Glu-C produces an abundant 

protease-resistant polypeptide/DNA complex that is present only transiently in the 

unphosphorylated FTZ Glu-C profüe (arrows). This suggests the presence of a major 

phosphorylation-induced aiteration of FIZ conformation such that a domain adjacent to the 

HD in BVFlZ is protected from digestion by Glu-C (see text). 
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proteins. To alleviate this concem, phosphorylated and unphosphorylated FIZ samples 

were aiso pwified by SDS PAGE and elution of the proteins from a gel slice, followed by 

denaturationlrenaturation. Repetition of the proteolysis experiment using protein samples 

purified in this manner reproduced the difîerences between phosphorylated and 

unphosphorylated FIZ (data not shown). Phosphorylation thus appears to induce an 

inainsic conformational change that limits access of Glu-C to a region of FIZ adjacent to 

the homeodomain. 

4.4 Discussion 

Phosphorylation plays a role in regulating the function of a large number of proteins 

(Hill and Treisman, 1995). The Drosophilaftz protein is highly phosphorylated on serine 

and threonine residues (Krause et al., 1988). The extent of phosphorylation is tissue and 

stage dependent, and changes in the extent of phosphorylation correlate with changes in 

FTZ activities during segmental and nervous system expression P o e  et al., 1988; Krause 

and Gehring, 1989). It has been proposed that this switch in functional roles could be 

achieved in part through differential FIZ phosphorylation. (Krause and Gehring , 1 989). 

To examine the effect of phosphorylation on the general properties of FKZ, we 

employed the baculovirus expression system to obtain large arnounts of pure recombinant 

ftz protein. Like FIZ expressed in the embryo, BVFIZ is localized in the nucleus and is 

extensively phosphorylated on serine and threonine residues. The similarity of the two 

proteins is further demonstrated by the fact that BVFIZ CO-migrates with FIZ expressed in 

heat shocked HSF transgenic larva on two-dimensional gels. 

A purification procedure was developed based on the previously detennined 

properties of the protein. A protocol making use of DNA affinity chromatography, gel 

filtration chrornatography, and reverse phase chromatography gave reproducible and 

satisfactory yields of active (as measured by electrophoretic mobility shift assays) 

baculovinis-expressed FTZ. The profile of BVFïZ phosphoisofomis, as seen on a 2-D 



western blot, is the same before and afier the DNA-cellulose column (data not shom) 

s u g g e s ~ g  that phosphorylation does not have a deleterious effect on the general affinity of 

FTZ for DNA. It is possible, however, that the DNA sequence specificity of the various 

FTZ phosphoisoforms is altered by phosphorylation. This couid be addressed through 

Scatchard analysis of EMSA experiments. The resulting plots would reveai if the overall 

affinity for a tested site has been altered in cornparison to unphosphorylated FIZ or if 

within the mix of phosphoisofomis there exists multiple isoforms that have dtered affinities 

for the tested site. 

Unlike unphosphorylated FE, BVFIZ was found to be soluble at a concentration 

of at least 0.2 mg/rnL in the absence of denaturing agents. The experiments described here 

indicate that this increased solubility is most likely attributable to the addition of phosphate 

groups to the protein. Phosphorylation could increase solubility by making the protein 

more hydrophilic. by preventing self-aggregation through charge repulsion, by altering the 

conformation of the protein, or a l l  of the above. 

Partial proteolysis is a weli-established method used to probe protein conformation 

(Lindsley and Wang, 199 1; Shuman et al., 1990; Tan and Richmond, 1990). The theory is 

that proteins fold into domains with the regions linking domains more sensitive to digestion 

than the globdar domain core. If a protein takes on a new structure, different regions wiii 

become exposed to the protease and this change will be manifested in the partial proteolysis 

profile. Phosphorylated BVFIZ and unphosphorylated FIZ (expressed in bacteria) were 

subjected to partial proteolysis in a bandshift clip assay. In this expriment the 

homeodomain serves as a kind of epitope tag, because v i s u ~ t i o n  of the digestion 

products depends on the ability of the HD to bind DNA. Glu-C can cleave withùi and at 

the immediate N- and C- terminal bordes of the homeodomain. Thus, digestion can 

potentidy yield a minimal homeodomain as the minimal DNA-binding proteolytic product. 

Signifïcant differences are found between the Glu-C digestion profiles for phosphorylated 

and unphosphorylated FTZ. 



Figure 4.5. Glu-C cleavage sites in FIZ. The FI2 amino acid sequence is shown in 

single letter code. Glu€ cleavage sites have been highlighted. In the conditions used in 

this study Glu< wiil cleave after glutamic and aspartic acid residues. 
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Glu-C digestion of unphosphorylated FIZ Muces the protein to its minimal 

horneodornain (ID), rapidly eliminating the second fastest migrating complex (arrow, 

Figure 4.4). In contmt, the phosphorylated FE profile retains this second complex in 

amounts equivalent to the minimal HD, even at the highest protease concentrations shown. 

The persistence of the second complex suggests that phosphorylation may be induchg a 

conformational change which prevents access of Glu-C to a region close to the 

homeodomain. Consequently, this protein isofom is never digested to the homeodomain 

alone. In other words. phosphorylation likely causes au extension of the folded 

homeodomain structure that rnay limit access of the protease to this region. 

A concern when interpreting these results is the possibility that phosphorylation of 

the substrate may, in and of itself, inhibit the activity of the protease. While SU a 

possibility, a number of arguments suggest that this is unlikely. First. there are no reports 

of substrate phosphorylation inhibithg the activity of Glu-C. This is supported by the fact 

that rnost of the protein is k ing  digested in this assay and that at higher concentrations Glu- 

C is able to digest the protein completely, so that no DNA-binding polypeptides are present 

(data not shown). Therefore, it seems safe to assume that phosphorylation is not directly 

afTecting the intrinsic ability of FIZ to be proteolysed. 

induction of a conformational change in the regions near the ends of the HD are of 

interest for two reasons. First, it may influence interactions between FTZ and other 

proteins, perhaps including its two identified CO-factors paired (PRD) and FIZ-FI. The 

interaction with PRD requires a region C-temllnal to the HD of F E  (Figure 5.1). The 

interaction with FTZ-F1 does not require, but is strengthened by, a secondary contact with 

a region that includes or is adjacent to the N-terminal arm of the HD (Figure 5.2). Thus, a 

phosphorylation-induced conformational change in the region of the Hi3 could play a 

significant role in regulating one of these N o  interactions. 



Phosphorylation may also be involved in regulating stage-specinc FIZ activities. It 

has been shown that in the move nom striped expression to CNS expression there is a 

corresponding change in the regdatory targets of& (Doe et al, 1988). The portion of 

FIZ required for function appears to change with the stage of expression (Duncan et al., 

1994). Regions N-tenninal to the homeodomain are required mainly for F E  function 

during segmentation, while in the nemous system both the homeodomain and regions C- 

temiinal to it are essential. This change in domain requirements also correlates with the 

change in extent of FTZ phosphorylation (Krause and Gehring, 1989). A 

phosphoiylation-induced conformational change in the vicinity of the FTZ HD maycorreiate 

with this change in stage-specific requirements for dinerent domains of the protein. 

Our work suggests that phosphorylation may be an important general mechanism 

for regulating homeodomain hinction. A large number of homeodomain proteins are 

phosphoiylated (Caelles et al., 1995; Coqueret et al., 1996; Gavis and Hogness, 199 1 ; 

Kaczanowski and Kaczanowska, 1996; Kapiloff et al.. 199 1; Krause et ai., 1988; Se@ et 

al., 199 1 ; Shirnura et al., 1994; Tanaka and Hem, 1990; Zannini et al., 1996); moreover, 

this modification has k e n  s h o w  to &ect the activities of Engrailed (Bourbon et ai., 1995; 

Gay et al., 1988), 'ITF-1 (Shirnura et al., 1994; Van et al., 1995; Zannini et al., 1996), 

htennapedia(Jaffe et ai., 1997), and Pit l/GHF- 1 in vitro (Caeues et al., 1995; Kapiloff et 

al., 1991). In this study 1 have shown that phosphorylated FTZ is substantidy more 

soluble than unphosphorylated protein. Phosphorylation dso appears to induce a change in 

the confonnation of a region adjacent to the FTZ homeodomain. The HD-flanking regions 

are of interest as they are involved in the interaction of FTZ with i t ~  CO-factors PRD and 

FTZF1. This change in conformation may also mediate the differentid requirement for& 

protein domains at each stage of& expression. I have already shown that BVFIZ is able 

to bind to PRD afnnity columns (Chapter 2), so phosphorylation may have no effect on 

this interaction, a positive effect, or a negative effect on a smaü subset of isoforms present 



in the c o l u .  flowthrough. Fuhire experiments with BVFTZ should address the specific 

effects of phosphorylation on the interaction of FiZ with FTZ-FI and PRD. 



Chapter 5: 

Discussion, Preliminary Studies, and Future Work 

*The deletionai analysis in figure 5.2 was performed by Daniela Hlousek with my 

assistance. 



5.1. Summarv and Discussion 

Thefushi turazu gene (Fr) of Drosophila encodes a homeodomain protein that is 

able to bind DNA and to regdate transcription positively and negatively. fa is expressed in 

three stages during Drosophila embryogenesis and is required for fidl viabiüty in at least 

two of these stages. At each phase of expression,& is responsible for the detemination 

of a specific cell fate. It is thought that it accomplishes this by the regdation of specific 

subsets of target genes. Previously, it was thought that the regulatory abilities of FIZ were 

dependent upon the ability of the FTZ HD to recognize and bind to the appropriate sites in 

the promoters of its target genes. In this thesis, however, 1 have s h o w  that, when FIZ is 

ectopically expressed under control of a heat shock promoter, its HD is no longer required 

for the regdation of the testedfiz target genes or for the formation offidependent 

segments. 

How do we reconcile my results with earlier experiments which indicate that the 

FiZ HD is required for& function? The Merence in concliisions c m  be amibuteci 

mostly to the context in whichftz activity was monitored. Normally, activation of the 

endogenousftz promoter is dependent on& activity. The experiments that d e h e d  a 

requirement for the HD were performed withfR expressed under the control of its own 

promoter (Funikubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993; Schier and 

Gehring, 1992; Schier and Gehring, 1993). Under these conditions, fa gene expression 

initiates at very low levels bough the action of other transcription factors and is then raised 

to fidi levels of expression by autoregulation. If there is not sufficientfn activity to aUow 

autocatalytic enhancement at the low-levels of early expression, then expression fades 

premanirely and subsequentftz-dependent hnctions cannot be monitored. The in vivo 

experiments that I present here were performed withfiz expressed under control of a 

heterologous prornoter that permitted FTZ expression at "autoregulated" levels, thereby 

bypassing the requirement for autoregulation at low levels of expression. Hence, it seems 



that the HD is ody  required for early autocatalytic activation during the segmenta1 stage of 

expression. 

Similar arguments cm be made when we consider the results of John et al (1995). 

In these experiments, ectopic expression of a chimeric protein composed of the engrailed 

active repression domains and the FIZ HD resulted in repression of engrailed transcription, 

a target gene nonnally activated by FE. They concludeci that repression of engroiled is 

directed by, and dependent on, the FTZ HD. However, ectopic expression of the chimeric 

protein also results in a very rapid and complete repression of endogenousfi expression. 

The repressing effect of the chimeric protein on engrailed may then be amibuted, not to its 

own inainsic repressing activity, but to secondary effects from having repressed 

endogenous fh activity. This interpretation is supported by the observation that wingless, 

a gene repressed by both engrailed and&, is activated in response to ubiquitous 

expression of the chimera, just as it is in& mutant embryos. From these results, it is 

mcult to assert that the HD is required for anythmg except its previously defïned role in 

autocatalyticfn activation (Furukubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; 

Hiromi et al., 1985; Schier and Gehring, 1993; Schier and GehRng, 1992; Schier and 

Gehring, 1993). 

In viîro DNA binding experiments suggested ha?, on its own, the F E  HD does 

not bind to DNA with sufticient specifcity to explain its observed action in vivo (Florence 

et al., 199 1 ; Percivd-Smith et al., 1990). In addition, when high aff!iity FIZ binding 

sites, as measured in vitro, are used to drive reporter gene expression in the embryo, they 

do not respond in a m p e n d e n t  rnanner (Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988; Kalionis and 

O'FarreU, 1993). The best evidence suggesting that the FTZ HD determines FIZ 

specificity cornes fkom a series of experiments where a mutation is made that converts the 

glutamine at position 50 of the FIZ HD to lysine. This switches the in vitro DNA binding 

specificity of the FTL. KD towards that of the BCD HD (Schafer and Mattei. 1993; Schier 

and Gehring, 1993; Schier and Gehring, 1992; Schier and Gehnng, 1993). This mutation 



is able to restorefa-dependent activation of a&-responsive reporter consmct that has had 

the FTZ binduig sites converted to BCD binding sites. This kind of second site suppresser 

effect is taken as  conclusive proof of a direct interaction between the FIZ HD and its DNA 

binding site. This same reporter gene, however, is activated by FAHD expressed under 

control of the heatshock promoter (Hyduk and Percival-Smith, 1996). It has also b e n  

shown that other sites in this reporter constmct are as important as the FIZ binding sites 

for expression of this construct. One of these sites is a FIZ-F1 binding site that is adjacent 

to the FTZ binding site (Hyduk and Percival-Smith, 1996; Schier and Gehring, 1993; Yu et 

aL, 1997), adding support to our mode1 that FE protein-protein interactions are at least as 

important as FIZ HD-DNA interactions in directing FIZ activity. 

What function does the homeodomain serve? From the data discussed ahve, it is 

apparent that the HD is required for autocatalytic activation at low FïZ concentrations, and 

it also might be required for the regdation of other untestedfiz target genes. In these 

circumstances, the HD-DNA interaction probably contributes an additional contact that 

stabilizes a FIZ-con taining protein compiex at the fa promoter. At higher levels of FTZ, 

this contact is no longer required as FIZ is at suscient concentrations to drive complex 

formation without the need for a stabilizing FTZ HD-DNA contact. The HD. although not 

king absolutely necessary, likeiy carries out sirnilar functions at other FIZ target 

promoters. In addition, it has k e n  noted that there is an absolute requirement for the F ïZ  

HD in the nervous system (Duncan et al., 1994), where it clearly plays a much larger role 

in the selection of FIZ target genes. 

5.1.1. FTZ and PRD 

The interaction of FiZ and PRD is required for&-dependent repression of the 

segment polarity gene wg. In aprd mutant background, ectopically expressed FïZ is 

unable to repress odd-numbered wg stnpes. Deletions in FI2 that remove either of the two 

domains required for the interaction with PRD have the same effect. It appears that even 



with an intact HD, FIZ is unable to repress the wg promoter unless it is able to interact 

with PRD, suggesting that the HD is not suffkient to target FE to this promoter. 

This suggests a general mechanism of how HD proteins achieve functiond 

specificity. F?Z and PRD both have HDs with siightiy different DNA binding specificity 

(Desplan et al., 1985; Desplan et al., 1988; Rorence et al., 199 1 ; Levine and Hoey , 1988; 

Percival-Smith et al., 1990; Treisman et al., 1989). In addition, PRD has a second DNA 

binding domain, the Prd domain (PD) (Bopp et al., 1986; Treisman et al., 199 1). PRD 

may bind DNA through either domain independentiy, or through both domains 

simultaneously if the sites are present and appropriately spaced in a target gene promoter 

flreisrnan et aL, 199 1; Wilson et al., 1993). PRD also has the unique ability to bind in a 

highly cooperative manner to adjacent, palindromic HD binding sites (Wilson et al., 1993). 

These features all contrïve to increase the ùz vivo specincity of PEU3 beyond that of a single 

HD-DNA interaction. The interaction of FE with PRD adds another layer of 

sophistication to the system: it may result in a protein complex with unique attributes, it 

may restrict or modiQ the ways in which PRD can behave, or it may add fuaher specificity 

to the types of sequences recognized through the additional HD-DNA contact. 

In cultured ceils, the interaction of FTZ and PRD results in synergistic activation of 

a transfected reporter gene (Ananthan et al., 1993; Han et al., 1989), while in vivo it results 

in repression of wg (Chapter 2). Therefore, the consequences of the FTZ-PRD interaction 

may be promoter- or context-dependent and probably rely on the presence of other factors 

such as FTZ-FI. The exact rnechanism that determines whether FTZ acts as a 

transcriptional repressor or activator is yet to be elucidated. Further work is also required 

to determine what domains of PEU3 are required to interact with FIZ, whether PRD binds 

to FE as a monomer or dirner, and whether FiZ is able to interact with both PRD and 

FIZ-FI at the same time (see below). 

5.1.2. FTZ and FTZ-FI 



FTZ and FIZ-FI interact directly and this interaction is required for&-dependent 

activation of en and repression of wg. FE-FI is a member of the orphan receptor 

superfamily and was originally isolated as a putative activator of& expression (Han et al., 

1993; Lavorgna et al., 199 1 ; Ueda et al., 1990). Ironically, our experiments show thatfrr 

activation is the one fh-related hinction for which FE-F1 is not required. Most orphan 

receptors, Uce FïZFl, are thought to function as monomers (Mangelsdorf and Evans, 

1995). It is also thought that a number of these proteins may fuxiction in a ligand- 

independent manner (Mangelsdod and Evans, 1995). Indeed, SF1, the vertebrate 

homologue of FIZ-FI, appears to be an orphan receptor that is functional a s  a monomer 

and in the absence of ligand (Mangelsdorf and Evans, 1995). However, these 

experiments, which were perfomed in cultured cells, did not address the possibility of a 

ceU-intrinsic ligand. For example, it may be that the interaction of F E  with FTZ-FI is 

analogous to a ligandkceptor interaction and that non-receptor transcription factors can 

serve as cell-intrinsic ligands for orphan receptors. Experirnents in cultureci cells are also 

unable to address the requirement for unknown ligands and protein CO-factors in the context 

of the whole organism. 

Altematively, the interaction of FE-F1 with FTZ couid act to refîne a hypotheûcal 

signalling pathway that activates FTZ-FI. The result of the interaction would be to further 

restrict the effect of a localized signal to only those cells that express the appropriate 

obiigate CO-factor. Looked at another way, this interaction provides a way to directly 

couple the "constitutive" patternhg abilities of HD proteins to hormonal signalling 

pathways. It may be that the interaction of receptor and non-receptor transcription factors 

acts as a switch between activation and repression depending on the presence or absence of 

a requisite ligand. 

5.2. Preliminarv Studies and Future Work 

5.2.1. FTZ-FI and PRD Cornpetition 



The interaction of either PRD or FIZ-FI with FIZ is diminished by a deletion of 

amino acids 10 1 - 150 in FIZ. Both interactions require secondary regions of FIZ: a region 

C-terminal to the FIZ HD in the case of PRD (Figure 5. l), and, at low FTZ 

concentrations, a region in the FIZ HD in the case of FTZ-FI (Figure 5.2). The in vivo 

repression of wg by FTZ requires an interaction with both PRD and =-FI, suggesting 

that both proteins might bind FI2 at the same tirne. This possibility can be addressed with 

far western bloning or affinity chromatography experiments that test the ability of one 

protein to block the binding of the other. A FTZ blot, or affinity c o l u ~ ~ ,  preincubated 

with saturathg amounts of PRD, could be tested for the ability to bind IabeUed FE-FI. 

The preincubation with PRD should be sufficient to block FIZ-FI bindùig if the two 

proteins compete for the same interaction domain. Conversely, instead of cornpetition, 

they may exhibit cooperativity, or PRD may have no effect at ai l  on FE-F1 binding. 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) could also provide a direct 

visualization of a multi-protein complex. This type of experiment has already shown that 

FIZ-FI and FTZ interact cooperatively on DNA (Florence et al., 1997; Yu et al., 1997). 1 

have performed similar experiments with PRD, FIZ, and FAHD using PRD- HD. PRD 

Domain (PD) and dual HD/PD or HD/HD binding sites. The preLiminary results suggest 

that FTZ is able to form a weak dirner with PRD on DNA in a binding-sitedependent 

fashion (Figure 5.3a,b). It should be possible to detect the formation of a potential trimeric 

complex of FTZ, PRD, and F E - F I  in the same manner. Another way to address this is to 

determine more precisely which regions in the FIZ N-terminus are necessary and sufficient 

for FïZ-FI and PRD interactions. and thereby determine if the two proteins have different 

contact points within the 50 AA region requûed for PRD and FIZ-FI binding. 

5.2.2. Delineation of binding domains 

It is of interest to determine the minimum FE-FI and PRD interacting domains of 

FTZ. The N-terminal FTZ deletion that diminishes the interaction of FE with PRD, or 



Figure 5.1 PRD Affinity chromatography. FIZ deletion comtructs were expressed ni 

vitro in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate in the presence of3% methiouine (see methods, Chapter 

2). The labelled FIZ polypeptides were pas& over PRD affinity columns and the Load 

(L), Flowthrough 0, and Eluate (E) b t i o n s  were nin on SDS-PAGE gels and 

autoradiographed Full length FIZ (1413) and FlZWD are both able to bind to PRD. 

The interaction with PRD is significantly decreased by two FIZ deletions, A101450 and 

A3 17-413 (others not shown). 
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Figure 5.2 Deletional analysis of FTZ-F1 binding domains in FTZ. Eleven in vitro 

translated FïZ polypeptides, containing various s d  deietions, were nui on SDS-PAGE 

gels and blotted in duplicate onto nitroceIIulose. One blot was probed with in vùro 

translated FIZ-F1 labelled with =S, and the other with anti-FE antibody (see methods 

Chapter 3). The interaction with FE-F1 is affected by four FTZ deletions: A10 1- 150, 

A.257-3 16 (=&ID), M74-302, and Aî57-265. These results suggest thai, although the 

N-terminus of FTZ is suffîcient to mediate the interaction with FIZ-FI (Chapter 3), 

secondary interaction domains, present in the Hû, may strengthen this interaction at Iow 

protein concentrations. 





FIZ-FI, removes a 33 AA domain that is consend between DrosophiZa meImu,gaster and 

hydei species. Within this region is a small motif conserved in the flou beetle (Triboim 

cartmewn) homologue of& (TcFIZ). Despite the limited homology between Drosophila 

and Tn'bolim FTZ, the TcFTZ N-terminus is apparently sufncient to bind FTZ-FI. It is 

not clear if this same peptide is involved in the interaction with PRD; it is possible th& 

another region within the 50 AA deletion mediates PRD binding. This cm be tested with 

srnalier deletion constmcts and constructs that only remove the Tribolium conserved 

peptide. It would aiso be of interest to determine if this peptide cm serve as a ''FiZ-FI 

binding tag" on an unrelated protein. 

As yet, we have no information as to what domains of FIZ-FI and PRD are 

necessary and sufficient to bind to FIZ. FIZ-FI contains three notable domains, the 

DNA-binding Zn-fmgers, the ligand-binding domain, and the altematively spiiced N- 

terminus. As mentioned above, the intriguing possibility exists that FIZ may be the FTZ- 

F 1 ligand and may bind to the F E - F  1 ligand-binding domain. If so, this would suggest a 

new function for HD proteins as autocrine signailhg molecules. However, it is equally 

possible that FIZ is bound by another region of FTZ-FI. For example, Zn-fuigers have 

k e n  known to act as protein interaction motifs (Crossley et al., 1995; Fattaey et al., 1995; 

Fognani et al., 1993; Merika and Orkin, 1995; Rose and Schafmausen, 1995; Ruppert et 

al., 199 1; Scotland et al., 1993; Shi et al.. 199 1 ; Sun et al., 1996; Webster and Ricciardi, 

1991; Zhou et al., 1995). Aitematively, the differentially spliced N-terminus may contain 

the FIZ-binding domain. This might even be used to distinguish between HD protein 

partners during the different phases of FE-F1 expression. 

There are four conserved motifs in PRD, the HD, the PRD domain (PD), the PRD 

repeat, and the PRD octapeptide (Bopp et al., 1986). PRD homodimerization on DNA 

occurs with the help of HD-HD contacts (Wilson et al., 1993). It is not expected 



Figure 5.3a FTZ and PRD form a heterodimer on a single HD binding site. The indicated 

proteins, purüied as in Krause et al. (1988). were incubated with n~ labeiled 

oligonucleotide that corresponds to a single HD-binding site (see meth& Chapter 4 and 

(Wilson et al., 1993)). In a bandshift assay. either FIZ (lane 1) or PRD (lane 2) alone is 

capable of binding to this site via its HD, and the observed protein/DNA complex 

represents the binding of a single protein monomer to the labelled oligonucleotide. 

Together, the two proteins f o m  a weak heterodimer, indicated by the arrow (Iane 3). 

Incubation of an equivaient amount of the homeodomaindeleted FIZ polypeptide ( F m )  

with PRD dismpts the PRD/DNA complex (Iane 4). and FAHD cornpetes with FTZ for the 

interaction with PRD (lane 5). Addition of FAHD to a pre-formed PRDiDNA complex 

(lane 7) is able to strip PRD from the DNA when added d e r  the PRDDNA complex has 

k e n  allowed to fom. The effect of FAHD on PRD is specifk, as FAKû has no effect on 

the FTZ/DNA complex (lane 8). One possible interpretation of these results is as foiIows: 

The interaction of PRD or FTZ with fhis site occurs through their respective HDs. When 

PRD is bound to FE, the HD of PRD is made inaccessible to DNA by the interaction. 

So, the heterodimer complex can ody bind this site via the FTZ HD. When the HD of FTZ 

is deleted, the FAHD/PRD heterodimer cannot bind DNA because the active PRD HD is 

blocked by the interaction with FAHD, and F m  has no HD with which to bind DNA. 



Gel Retardation using FTZ and PRD on a 
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Figure 5.3b FAHD is able to disrupt a PRD/DNA complex on a PRD-domain binding site. 

The indicated polypeptides were puRned from bacteria, incubated with 3?-labe~ed 

oligonucleotide and used in a bandshift assay (see rnethods Chapter 4). Both PRD (lane 2) 

and FIZ (lane 1) are able to bhd to the PRD-Domain binding site XPrdPD (Wilson et al., 

1993). The interaction of F E  with this non-HD consensus binding site is likely mediated 

by the non-specinc affhity of the HD for DNA. The PRD/DNA complex is dismpted by 

FAHD (lane 4). As in Figure 5.3a, the effect of FAHD is specific to PRD; FAHD has no 

effect on the FlXDNA cornplex (lane 5). One possible interpretation is as fohws: The 

interaction of the PRD-domain with DNA is stabilized by a non-specinc interaction between 

the PRD HD and the flanking DNA. Without this additional non-specifc interaction, the 

complex is presumed not to be stable enough to survive electrophoresis. When PRD 

interacts with FE. the PRD HD is blocked, and the requisite HD/DNA interaction is 

provided by the FKZ HD. Hence, when PRD interacts with FAHD, the stabilizing 

HD/DNA interaction is lost and only a small amount of the PRD/DNA complex (lane 6) 

survives electrophoresis. The ability of FAKD to disrupt a pre-fomed PRD/DNA complex 

indicates that FAHD is able to interact with DNA-bound PRD. Abbreviations are as in 

Figure 5.3a. 
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that the PRD/Fi'Z interaction is through a simiiar HD-HD contact as I have shown t h  

interaction to be independent of the HD, dthough the PRD HD might contact another 

region of FIZ. As weU, there has been no function attributed to either the PRD repeat or 

the PRD octapeptide. Both are plausible candidates for a FIZ interaction domain. 

Once the minimal interacting domains have k e n  detennined for ali three proteins it 

should be possible in the future to obtain sûuchilal data on the protein complexes. 

Information about these complexes should help elucidate the mechanism of how these 

interactions determine function in vivo. The low solubility of FIZ and PRD &es it 

impractical to use the bill-length proteins for structure determination. Assuming that the 

minimal interaction domains of these proteins are more soluble than the full-length proteins, 

it rnay be possible to obtain suficient concentrations of both polypeptides for structural 

analysis. It rnay also be possible to obtain CO-crystals of the more soluble Ftz-FI protein 

with a minimal FIZ peptide. 

5.2.3. Phosphorylation 

Phosphorylation of FTZ induces an apparent conformational change in a region of 

FIZ adjacent to the HD. As stated above, regions C- and N- terminal to the HD are the 

respective secondary interaction sites for PRD and FTZ-FI (Figures 5.1 & 5.2). An 

intnguing possibility is that phosphorylation of FTZ rnay affect the interaction with either 

one of these CO-factors. This possibility might fuçt be addressed using a 2D Far Western 

blotting experiment in which a 2D blot of phosphorylated FIZ is probed with labeiled PRD 

or FIZ-F1. A drawback to this approach is that each spot on a 2D blot likely represents a 

mix of FTZ phosphoisoforms, each with the same nurnber of phosphate groups, but at 

different sites on the protein. Hence, the heterogeneous nature of each spot rnay obscure 

any effects that phosphorylation of FTZ rnay have on the interaction k i n g  tested. If that is 

the case, then afnnity chromatography rnay prove to be a more sensitive method. In vivo 

3Z~-labelled BVFTZ could be passed over a PRD or FIZ-F1 affinity column and the load, 



flowthrough, and eluate fractions subjected to ûyptic digestion, followed by 2D thin layer 

chromatography and electrophoresis. The resulting tryptic fingerprint of each fraction 

should demonstrate the depletion or e~chrnent of specific phosphopeptides if interaction 

with the colurnn iigand occurs in a phosphorylationdependent manner. 

The potential effects of phosphorylation on FiZ DNA-binding specif'icity can be 

addressed through Scatchard analysis of data from EMSA experiments. In this fom of 

analysis the amount of protein is kept constant while the concentration of DNA is titrated 

from well below to well above the ex~ected K, The data is then plotted as the amount of 

bound DNA over the amount of fiee DNA versus the amount bound. The negative inverse 

of the slope of the plot is equal to the K, of the interaction. If ali FTZ phosphoisoforms 

have the same affinity for a tested site then we should obtain a linear plot h m  the 

Scatchard analysis. However, if the affinity of a FTZ phosphoisoform for the tested site is 

afTected by phosphorylation, then we wouid obtain a non-linear Scatchard plot reflecting 

the different isoform &inities for the tested site. 

Phosphorylation may not just affect overall DNA-binding affinty, but affinity for 

different sites. A SELEX expriment (Ekker et al., 199 1; Pollock. and Treisman, 1990) 

that selects for random oligonucleotides bound by the rnix of FTZ phosphoisofomis may 

also isolate novel phosphoisofom-specific consensus binding sites. 

5.2.4 Other Targets 

Themependent repression of wg is dependent on the interaction of FE with 

PRD and FTZ-FI, while activation of engrailed requires only the interaction of FIL with 

FIZ-FI. We have not tested whether these CO-factors are required for the regdation of 

otherfrz target genes other than& itself. Obvious candidates would be other zygotically 

expressed pair-rule, segment polarity, and homeotic genes. Genetic evidence points to 

bothfiz and prd being required for proper expression of the pa i rde  genes prd, O&, and 

slp (A. Nasiadka, personal communication) and the segment polarity genes hedgehog (Wi) 



& gooseberry (gsb) (Ingham, 1988; Ingham et al., 1988). It would be of interest to 

determine whether J?iZ and PRD have to interact to reguiate these genes and whether FTZ- 

F1 is dso required. This analysis would take the form of experiments similar to those 

descnbed in Chapters 2 & 3. 

A smallfiz-responsive element, pbxPS, has been isolated fiom the Ubx promoter 

(Muller and Bienz, 1992). This element contains six FIZ binding sites, aithough o d y  two 

are requkd for&-dependent activation in vivo. Immediately adjacent to these two sites 

are consensus FïZ-F1 binding sites. Deletions that abolish the& responsiveness of this 

reporter construct dso delete the FE-F1 binding sites (Muller and Bienz, 1992). This 

suggests the possibility that FTZ-F1 is required for activation of these elements by FIZ. 

This possibility could be tested by in vitro mutagenesis and DNA-binding experiments and 

by determinhg the&-responsiveness of these reporters in embryos that lack maternai 

FTZ-F 1. 

Expression of the pbxPS element is Wted by the gap gene hunchbark (hb); this 

restriction is dependent on the presence of HB binding sites that overlap with the FT2/FTZ- 

F1 binding sites (Muller and Bienz, 1992). HB-mediated repression could occur by 

blocking F1Z or FTZ-F1 binding, or it could occu by "quenching". Quenching is thought 

to occur via direct protein-protein interactions between promoter-bound represson and 

activators (Sauer et al., 1996). These alternatives could be tested in vitro with EMSA 

experiments involving a l l  three proteins and the overlapping DNA-binding sites and would 

suggest a mechanism for how these proteins interact in vivo to direct expression of the 

homeotic genes. 

5.2.5 Other FTZ-binding proteins 

It is unlikely that the interaction of F E  with PRD and FE-F1 is sufficient to 

mediate aU of the HD-independentfi activities. For example, these factors alone are not 

sufficient to direct the proper expression of en and wg (Ingham, 1988), and neither PRD 



nor FIZ-F1 are required for autocataiyticftz activation by FIZ or FAHD. The hairy, 

sbppy-paired, Dhr-39, goosebeny, and zerknullt proteins a l l  make attractive candidam for 

FTZ-interacting factors. 

5.2.6 hairy and sloppy-paired 

1 have shown haî, in addition to PRD and FTZ-F1, FTZ interacts directly with the 

products of the pair-nile genes hairy (h) and sloppy-paired (slp) (Figure 5.4). h and sl' are 

expressed in the posterior half of the even-numbered @-dependent) parasegments (Carroll 

et ai., 1988; Grossniklaus et al., 1992) and act to repressfR expression (Cadigan et al., 

1994a,b; Carroll et al., 1988; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; 

Grossniklaus et ai., 1992; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; 

Parkhurst and Ish-Horowitz, 199 1). In h rnutants,ftz seipes expand postenorly into odd- 

numbered parasegments and fail to retract W y  (Carroll et ai., 1988; Carroll and Scott, 

1986; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hiroroi and Gehring, 1987). In slp mutants,& expression 

reappears in the posterior cell of each even-nurnbered parasegment at gem-band extension 

(Cadigan et al., 19949b; Grossniklaus et al., 1992). h and sip are also required for proper 

initiation of wg expression in the even-numbered parasegments (Cadigan et al., 1994a.,b ; 

Carroll et al., 1988; Grossnikiaus et al., 1992; Ingharn and Hidalgo, 1993). Therefore, 

these proteins are involved in the regdation of at least twofh target genes. My observation 

that these proteins are capable of binding ET2 directly suggests the possibiiity that the 

regdatory effects of H and SLP are mediated, in patt, by binding FTZ, blocking its 

activation domain or converting it into a repressor. This may be addressed by an in vivo 

analysis of these two interactions as performed in Chapters 2 & 3. 

5.2.7 zerknullt 

The zerknullt gene (zen) is found in the ANT-C and encodes a HD protein that is 

required for proper dorsaVvenaal (DN) patterring (Chen et al., 1988; Doyle et al., 1986; 



Figure 5.4. SLP and H bind to FIZ afnnity columns. The products of the pair-de genes 

men-skipped. O&-paired, O&-skpped, m t  ,& paired, hairy, and sloppypired were 

tested for their ability to bind to a FIZ affinity column (sx chapter 2 for methods). Only 

the products of the pair-de genes paired (PRD), hairy (HAIRY), and sbppy-paire (SLP) 

showed appreciable affiinity for FTZ in this assay (others not shown). 
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Doyle et al., 1989; Rushlow et al., 1987; Rushlow and Levine, 1990; Wakimoto and 

Kaufman, 198 1 ; Wakimoto et al.. 1984). In vivo and in vitro e x p e h n t s  point to a 

potential interaction between FIZ and ZEN. A synergistic interaction between these two 

genes was noted in the original ANT-C mutagenesis screen; the phenotype of a w z e n  

double mutant is more severe than the addition of the individual phenotypes (Wakimoto et 

aL. 1984). It has also k e n  noted that the&-dependent expression of a number of& 

promoter constructs shows distinct D N  polarity, and a HSEVE transgene also shows a 

noted D N  polar@ in its repression offtz (Manoukian and Krause, 1992). Perhaps D N  

genes like zen have a role in the regulation of& gene expression, and therefore a potential 

role in& protein activity. In cultured ceUs,ftz and zen , as withflz and prd, interact 

synergistically in their ability to activate reporter genes containing oligomerked HD-binding 

sites (Han et al., 1989). This kind of synergistic effect may be indicative of a direct 

interaction between the two proteins. This possibility could be tested by affinity 

chrornatography and far western experiments as described in Chapter 3. 

5.2.8 DHR39 and gooseberry 

DHR39 is a matemaily-contributed protein, homologous to FTZ-FI, that binds in 

vitro to mZ-F1 binding sites in the& promoter. Its homology to FIZ-FI, and its putative 

role in the regulation of& expression, make it worth investigating as a candidate FTZ- 

binding protein (Ohno and Petkovich, 1992; Ohno et al., 1994; Tsai and Gergen, 1995). 

Similady, the product of the gooseberry (gsb) gene is highly homologous to prd and has a 

prd-class HD, a prd domain and prd repeats (Baumgartner et al., 1987). It ha been shown 

that, when prd is expressed in the embryo under control of the gsb promoter, it is able to 

rescue gsb mutant embryos (Gutjahr et al., 1993) suggesting that the two gene products are 

functiondy very similar. Hence, it would not be surprishg to find that GSB is able to 

bind to FIZ although its not clear what the consequences of such an interaction might be. 



5.2.9 Other candidates 

Besides proteins that rnay modify FIZ specifcity, FIZ activity rnay be mediated by 

interactions with other more generally acting factors. It has been shown that FIZ interacts 

with the general transcription factor ?'FIIB (Colgan et al-, 1993), and it may interact with 

other components of the general transcription machinery. It has been shown recently that 

HMG class proteins interact with HD proteins (Zappavigna et al., 1996). A Drosophila 

HMG protein,fish-hook (a.k.a dichaete), regdates pair-de gene expression (Nambu and 

Nambu, 1996; Russell et al., 1996) and may therefore be involved infa-autoregdation. 

FIZ is required for the correct expression of the homeotic genes and may also interact with 

members of the polycomb and trithorax groups of chromatin modelling proteins, which 

have been shown to be required for the maintenance of homeotic gene expression. 

5.2.10 Other PRD binding proteins 

PRD has been show to homodimerize on DNA (Wilson et al., 1993), and it has 

also been shown that PRD is able to interact with the MADS box protein SRF (Gmeneberg 

et al., 1992). Using Hinity chromatography, I have tested the abiIity of PRD to bind to 

other pair-de proteins besides FIZ. I have shown that PRD, like FTZ, is able to bind the 

pair rule protein hairy (H) (Figure 5.5). Thus two FIZ binding proteins, H and PRD, 

also interact directly. 1 have already discussed the possibility of a FE-Fl/PRD interaction. 

Hence, the potential exists that there might be multiple interactions among aii four of these 

proteins. 

5.2.11 Other FTZ-FI binding proteins 

Both PRD and FE-FI are required for FTZ to repress wg, and it's reasonable to 

propose that they may also interact directly. The interaction of FTZ-FI with the FIZ- 

binding proteins H and SLP should be tested as weii. Despite the uniform distribution of 

FIZ-FI, F E  expressed under control of a heatshock promoter is only able to activate 



Figure 5.5 PRD binding proteins. The products of the pair-mie genesftz, paired, hairy, 

men-skipped, odd-paired, odd-skipped, sloppy-paired, and nuit were tested for binding to 

PRD using affiaity chromatography (see chapter 2 for methods). Only the products of the 

@-de genesftr 0, prd (PRD), and hairy gr) showed appreciable &ty for PRD 

(others not shown). 
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engrailed and endogenousfrz expression in one additional row of cells in evexy other 

segment (Fitzpaaick et al., 1992; Ish-Horowicz et aL., 1989). Hence, other proteins, most 

likely pair-de gene products, must be limiting the ability of FIZ to activate these genes. 

These could act by modifyingftz hinction without necessarily affecthg its expression. In 

particular, odd-skzpped (odd) gene expression overlaps withfR in the even-numbered 

parasegments and restRcts the ability of& to activate en (Codter et al., 1990; Coulter and 

Wieschaus, 1988; Mullen and DiNardo, 1995). This restriction could occur at the 

promoter or via direct protein-protein interactions. ODD does not bind to ETZ afEni f~ 

colurnns (Figure 5.4), but it might bind to FE-FI. Such an interaction could block the 

interaction between FTZ and FIZ-FI or could m o w  the regulatory potential of the FTZ- 

F 1/FTZ complex. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The initial view of& regdation assumed thatftz function was primarily controiled 

at the Ievel of transcription, Le.& activity was only h i t e d  by where the gene was 

expressed. This is me, but does not tell the whole story. The results presented in this 

thesis suggest thatfiz activity is regulated at multiple levels, the fmt of which is expression 

of the gene. Expression of the& protein, however, is not suficient for& hinction. In 

the absence of its CO-factors, PRD and FIZ-FI, FTZ cannot regulate the target genes wg 

and en (Chapters 2 & 3). Thus,& activities are also limited to those ceils that express the 

requisite FïZ CO-factors. The observation that ETZ is differentially phosphoryiated, 

depending on the tissue and tirne of expression (Krause and Gehring, 1989), and that 

phosphorylation may alter FE conformation in a putative protein-protein interaction 

domain (Chapter 4), adds another potential layer of control to the system. FI2 activity is 

limited by the presence of co-factors and, in tum, the interaction with these co-factors may 

be regulated by post-translationai modifications, availability of receptor ligands, and by 

other protein interactions. 



In addition to FIZ-FI and PRD, 1 have show that FIZ interacts in vitro with two 

other pair-de proteins, H and SLP. PRD is dso able to bind H in vitro (appendix 4). 1 

have suggested that other segmentation proteins aiso make good candidates for F E  and 

FIZ-FI interacting proteins. In the combinatorial mode1 proposed by Steve DiNara0 

(DWardo and O'Farrell, 1987; DiNardo et al., 1988), and separately by Peter Gergen 

(Gergen and Wieschaus, 1985), it is the combined expression of segmentation genes 

within a celi that determines the identity of that celi. 1 suggest that combinatorial effects are 

indeed important and that they are mediated in part at the level of protein-protein 

interactions. These interactions may be additive, such that these proteins function in large 

multi-protein complexes. Recently, it has been shown that the RNA polymerase II 

holoemyme (Berk, 1995; Bjorkland and Kim, 1996; Kingston et al., 1996; Koleske and 

Young, 1995; Orphanides et aL, 1996), the repairosome (He and Ingles, 1997), and the 

spliceosome (Kramer, 1996) ail work as  massive muiti-protein complexes. It is thought 

that these types of complexes might be necessary to aüow proteins f i t  to find their 

appropnate sites of action and then to cas ,  out their functions specincally and effectively in 

the protein-saturated environment of the nucleus. 

FIZ is an unusual example of a HD protein that does not seem to always need its 

HD. in that case, are the resuits presented here generally applicable to other HD proteins? 

The answer apparently is yes. Since 1 fmt began this work, a number of other HD 

proteins have been show to be involved in protein-protein interactions as a necessary part 

of their function. 1 have already discussed the interaction of HOM/Hox proteins with 

exd/pbx proteins, the interaction of the POU-HD protein UNC86 with the L M  domain HD 

protein MEC3, the homodimerization of PRD, the interaction of PRD with SRF, and the 

interactions of the mating-type HD proteins in yeast (Chapter 1). 

The POU-class of HD proteins are involved in a variety of protein-protein 

interactions. The vertebrate POU-HD proteins Octl & 2 are functiondy merentiated by 

the abiiity of Oct 1 to interact with the viral activator protein VP16 (Kristie and Sharp, 



1990). Oct 1 also interacts with a second POU-type HD protein, Pit 1 (Voss et ai., 199 1 ), 

and the role of OcQ in cekycle qgdation is mediated through interactions with the DNA 

replication apparatus (Corcoran and Karvelas, 1994). 

Matiog-type in the fungus Ustilago nraydis is detennined by a complex set of 

interacting HD protein dieles (Kamper et aL., 1995). The vertebrate HD protein HNFl has 

been shown to homodimerize in vivo (Citron et al., 1992; Mendel and Crabtree, 199 1; 

Mendel et al., 199 1; Power and Cereghini, 1996; ReyCampos et al., 1991). HOX 8 & 9 

interact cwperatively to regulate transcription in tissue culture cells (Zappavigna et al., 

1994), and HOX 1 1 has been shown to interact with cyclindependent phosphatases 

(Kawabe et al., 1997). A number of HD proteios have also been shown to be 

phosphorylated (see Chapter l), and it is possible that many of these interactions are 

regulated by post-translational modifications. In conclusion, it seems that for a varied 

array of organisms, and for a diverse set of huictions, the function of HD proteins is 

remarkably dependent upon their interaction with other proteins. 
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